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APPLICATIONS:

This application is to be used for any appeals authorized by the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) for discretionary
actions administered by the Department of City Planning.

1.

APPELLANT BODY/CASE INFORMATION
Appellant Body:
□ Area Planning Commission

□ City Planning Commission

0 City Council

Regarding Case Number: CPC-2016-3841-CU-CUB-ZV-SPR;_______________

□ Director of Planning
_______

Project Address: 1400-1414 N. Cahuenga Blvd., 6407-6413 De Longpre Ave., 1403-1413 Ivar Ave.
Final Date to Appeal: March 28, 2018_________________________________________________
Type of Appeal:

□ Appeal by Applicant/Owner

El Appeal by a person, other than the Applicant/Owner, claiming to be aggrieved
□ Appeal from a determination made by the Department of Building and Safety

2.

APPELLANT INFORMATION
Appellant’s name (print): Elle Farmer
Company: Unite Here Local 11___________
Mailing Address: 464 Lucas Ave., Ste. 201
City: Los Angeles_______________________
Telephone: 213-481-8530 x352_________
®

3.

Zip: 90017

E-mail: Ifarmer@unitehere11 .org

Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?

El Self
•

State: CA

0

Other: Self and Unite Here Local 11

Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant’s position?

□ Yes

0 No

REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION
Representative/Agent name (if applicable): Gideon Kracov
Company: Law Office of Gideon Kracov_________________
Mailing Address: 801 S. Grand Ave., 11th Floor
City: Los Angeles___________________________
Telephone: 213-629-2071_______________

CP-7769 appeal (revised 5/25/2016)

State: CA

Zip: 90017

E-mail: qk@qideonlaw.net (cc: jordan@gideonlaw.net)
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4.

JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL
Is the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?

El Entire

□ Part

Are specific conditions of approval being appealed?

□ Yes

El No

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here: ________
Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal. Your reason must state:

5.

• The reason for the appeal

• How you are aggrieved by the decision

• Specifically the points at issue

• Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

APPLICANT’S AFFIDAVIT
I certify that the statements eontaineji in this application are complete and true:

j
Appellant Signature:

6.

Date:

<1
j

FILING REQUIREMENTS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Eight (8) sets of the following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 7 duplicates):
o
o
o

Appeal Application (form CP-7769)
Justification/Reason for Appeal
Copies of Original Determination Letter

A Filing Fee must be paid at the time of filing the appeal per LAMC Section 19.01 B.
o

Original applicants must provide a copy of the original application receipt(s) (required to calculate
their 85% appeal filing fee).

All appeals require noticing per the applicable LAMC section(s). Original Applicants must provide noticing per
the LAMC, pay mailing fees to City Planning’s mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a copy of the receipt.
Appellants filing an appeal from a determination made by the Department of Building and Safety per LAMC
12.26 K are considered Original Applicants and must provide noticing per LAMC 12.26 K.7, pay mailing fees
to City Planning’s mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a copy of receipt.
A Certified Neighborhood Council (CNC) or a person identified as a member of a CNC or as representing the
CNC may not file an appeal on behalf of the Neighborhood Council; persons affiliated with a CNC may only
file as an individual on behalf of self.
Appeals of Density Bonus cases can only be filed by adjacent owners or tenants (must have documentation).
s

Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TT or VTT) by the Area or City
Planning Commission must be filed within 10 days of the date of the written determination of said
Commission.
A CEQA document can only be appealed if a non-elected decision-making body (ZA, APC, CPC, etc.) makes
a determination for a project that is not further appealable. [CA Public Resources Code ' 21151 (c)].
This Section for City Planning Staff Use Only

Base Fee:

$

Reviewed & Accepted by (DSC Planner):

3(2-T-lwt

81°^

Receipt No:

Date:

Deemed Complete by (Project Planner):

Date:

OloLtfG^df
□ Determination authority notified

CP-7769 appeal (revised 5/25/2016)

□ Original receipt and BTC receipt (if original applicant)
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GIDEON KRACOV
Attorney at Law
801 South Grand Avenue
Uth Floor
Los Angeles, California 90017

(213) 629-2071
Fax: (213) 623-7755

gk@gideonlaw.net
www.gideoniaw.net

March 27, 2018
VIA HAND DELIVERY:
City Council, City of Los Angeles
c/o Development Services Center
201 N. Figueroa St., 4th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re:

Appeal Justification for Godfrey Hotel Project (1400-1414 N. Cahuenga Blvd.)
CPC-2016-3841-CU-CUB-ZV-SPR; ENV-2015-3167-MND-REC1
Approved by City Planning Commission on February 8, 2018

Dear Honorable City Councilmembers:
On behalf of UNITE HERE Local 11 and Appellant Elle Farmer ("Appellants''), this Office
appeals (the "Appeal"! the approval of the above-referenced hotel development ("Project”) by the
City of Los Angeles ("City"), via its City Planning Commission ("CPC”). The letter of determination
dated February 8, 2018 f"LOD") identifies March 28, 2018 as the last day to file an appeal. Under
the Los Angeles Municipal Code ("LAMC” or "Code") and the California Environmental Quality Act,
Pub. Res. Code § 21000 etseq., f"CE0A"l. this Appeal challenges both the Project's various land use
approvals (“Entitlements") and its addendum to a previously prepared mitigated negative
declaration ("MNP”) (collectively “Project Approvals").
In short, the Project was previously entitled as a 60,621 square foot ("SF"), 3:1 floor-arearatio ("FAR”), 175-room hotel. Shortly thereafter, 1400 Cahuenga JV, LLC ("Applicant”! sought to
expand and fundamentally alter the Project, which now includes more rooms, greater FAR, taller
building heights, deeper excavation, and expanded uses, including nearly 14,000 SF of alcoholcharged, noise-blaring live entertainment uses. Before completion of the MND addendum,
Applicant started construction at the above-referenced address ("Site”) reflecting these substantial
alterations, and Appellants timely appealed the issuance of the building permits to the City's
Department of Building and Safety. These issues were not cured in the subsequently prepared
MND addendum, which included serious deficiencies and inaccuracies—particularly as it relates
to underestimated land uses and potential impacts on air quality, greenhouse gas (“GHG”)
emissions, traffic congestions, and noise. Additionally, conditions were not met for approving the
discretionary Entitlements, including for an increase in FAR and a Zone Variance to permit rooftop
dining in the C4 Zone.
These concerns were fully outlined in Appellants' prior comment letters dated December 4,
2017 and February 7, 2018, attached hereto as Exhibits A and B (respectively), which are
incorporated into this Appeal in their entirety. The L0D does not adequately address these issues
and, therefore, CPC erred and abused its discretion under the Code and CEQA when granting the
Project Approvals based on the record before it. As such, Appellants respectfully urge the City
Council to reverse CPC's actions and withhold all discretionary Entitlements until a CEQAcompliant EIR is properly prepared for the Project.
Q31l*
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This Appeal is made to exhaust remedies under Pub. Res. Code § 21177 concerning the
Project, and incorporates by this reference in their entirety all written and oral comments
submitted on the Project by any commenting party or agency.
REASONS FOR THIS APPEAL
Appellant challenges this Project chiefly on two grounds: (1) the MND addendum failed to
properly assess environmental impacts specific to changes made to the Project, and (2) CPC could
not make the necessary findings to grant the discretionary Entitlements. As discussed below, the
MND addendum failed to adequately assess various impacts that affect air quality, GHG emissions,
traffic, noise, historic resources, aesthetics, and public utilities. Additionally, the Project is
inconsistent with land use plans governing this part of Hollywood, which is becoming increasingly
saturated with similar alcohol-charged party hotels. For these reasons, Appellants request that the
City Council reverse CPC’s actions and require preparation of a CEQA-complaint EIR for the Project.
II.

APPELLANT HAS STANDING AND IS AGGRIEVED

Appellant Farmer is a Los Angeles resident and lives approximately three miles from the
Project Site and regularly frequents the immediately adjacent areas for work and social events (e.g.,
Jack-in-the-Box, De Longpre Park, Hollywood Walk of Fame, Amoeba Music, Arclight Hollywood,
and other local small businesses). Given this proximity, Appellant risks being subject to a host of
environmental impacts, including air quality and GHG emissions, increased traffic, scenic and
shadow impacts, and increased noise if CPC's actions are not reversed.
Furthermore, Appellant submitted letters to the City during its consideration of the Project
regarding the adequacy of the Project's environmental review. It is well established that any party,
as Appellant did here, who participates in the administrative process can assert all factual and legal
issues raised by anyone. See Citizensfor Open Government v. City of Lodi (2006) 144 Cal.App.4th 865,
875.
III.

AGENCY ERRED & ABUSED ITS DISCRETION

When granting the Project Approvals, CPC abused its discretion by (1) failing to prepare a
CEQA-required EIR and (2) granting discretionary Entitlements where the Project conflicts with
Code-required land use findings.
First, CPC erred in relying on the inadequate MND addendum prepared for this Project.
Under CEQA, however, there is a strong presumption in favor of requiring preparation of an EIR,
especially when substantial evidence establishes a "fair argument” that a project may have a
significant effect on the environment. See Laurel Heights Improvement Ass'n v. Regents of the Univ. of
Cal. (1993) 6 Cal. 4th 1112,1123; No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 75.
Substantial evidence includes facts, reasonable assumptions, and expert opinions supported by
facts. See Pub. Res. Code §§ 21080(e), 21082.2(c); 14 Cal. Code Regs. f'CEOA Guidelines"! §§
15064(f)(5), 15384. The fair argument standard is a "low threshold" that requires lead agencies to
prepare an EIR whenever there is a reasonable probability or inferences that a project may cause
significant effects on the environment - regardless of other evidence in the record or even if the
project is beneficial. See e.g.. No Oil, Inc., 13 Cal.3d at 83-84; Parker Shattuck Neighbors v. Berkeley
City Council (2013) 222 Cal.App.4th 768, 776; Friends of "B" Street v. City of Hayward (1980) 106
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Cal.App.3d 988,1002; see also Pub. Res. Code §§ 21100, 21151; CEQA Guidelines §§ 15063(b)(1)
15384(a).
Here, there is substantial evidence establishing a fair argument that the Project may cause a
significant environmental impact. Under the "low threshold" governing the "fair argument"
standard, the City could not grant the Project Approvals until a Project-specific EIR was prepared,
even if other substantial evidence supports the opposite conclusion. Mejia v. Los Angeles (2005)
130 Cal.App.4th 322; Pocket Protectors v. Sacramento (2005) 124 Cal.App.4th 903. A lead agency's
decision not to require an EIR can be upheld only when there is no credible evidence to the
contrary. Sierra Club v. County ofSonoma (1992) 6 Cal. App. 4th 1307,1318.
Second, CPC abused its discretion by failing to make necessary findings supported by
substantial evidence, such as the finding of undue hardship and special circumstances required for
the granting of a variance (LAMC § 12.27.D), and compliance with specific provisions of the
Hollywood Redevelopment Plan” f"Redevelopment Plan") necessary for the removal of the Site's
"D" Limitation (Ordinance No. 165,661). Furthermore, absent these finding supported by
substantial evidence, CPC's General Plan consistency finding was an arbitrary and capricious
disregard of the plain language of applicable zoning laws.
IV.

SPECIFIC POINTS AT ISSUE

As previously mentioned, Appellants raised numerous issues involving the Project and the
MND addendum in its previous comment letters (Exhibits A and B), which are incorporated in their
entirety. As fully discussed therein, the MND failed to:
Analyze all potential environmental impacts using a realistic estimate of land uses,
particularly with respect to the courtyard and rooftop areas, which no Project features
prevent the public from accessing;
Properly estimate air quality impacts and GHG emissions, thereby avoiding reasonable and
necessary mitigation measures;
Account for underestimated land uses in its traffic analysis with respect to the courtyard
and rooftop areas as well as the restaurant, where the MND assumes will be a "quality"
restaurant even though no Project features prevent Applicant from leasing the space to a
high-turnover restaurant, thereby generating more traffic trips;
Identify and address potential scenic and shadow impacts to the Los Angeles Fire
Department (‘'LAFD") Museum, a historic structure located only 75 feet away from the
Project Site;
Account for the effect of underestimated land uses and inaccurate trip generations on noise
impacts, analyze potential noise impacts on the LAFD Museum, provide numeric valuations
on noise attenuation measures, and provide performance-based mitigation measures that
are enforceable;
Adequately assess public utility impacts reflecting realistic land uses and trip generations,
including estimated wastewater generation, water consumption, solid waste, electricity and
natural gas demand, and police services.
Additionally, Appellants object to CPC's approval of the Entitlements because the required
land use findings cannot be made absent curing the environmental issues discussed herein. Other
inadequacies with CPC’s land use findings include:
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Consideration of a potential up-zoning under the "upcoming Hollywood Community Plan"
(LOD, F-3-4) is misleading because it is entirely speculative and may never occur.
To permit rooftop dining above the ground floor in a C4 Zone requires a finding of undue
hardship and special circumstances. The fact the Site is "constrained on four sides by public
rights of way" (LOD, F-9) is not unique compared to similarly situated property owners.
While a Code-compliant project with a dining area on the ground floor may cut into
Applicant's profits, it would not fundamentally change the Project objectives. Applicant's
inability to overdevelop the Site and maximize its profits is not a legally recognized
hardship.
Removing the Site's "D" Limitation (limiting development to 3:1 FAR] is not explicitly
allowed under LAMC § 12.24.U, which, on its face, provides FAR bonuses only for housing
projects—not luxury hotels providing zero housing.
CPC failed to make the findings necessary under Ordinance No. 165,661,1 requiring: (a)
conformance with the Redevelopment Plan,2 such as the "Density Transfer" program under
Redevelopment Plan § 511; (b] compliance with the long-delayed "Transportation Program
t)
adopted" pursuant to Redevelopment Plan § 518.1; or (c) some form of an "Agreement
with the Community Redevelopment Agency (“CRA/LA") or its successor the Designated
Local Authority (“DLA/Successor Agency").3
Additionally, Ordinance No. 165,661 was adopted specifically to bring the City into
conformance with the City's General Plan Consistency Program under AB 283 (Gov. Code §
65860(d)] requiring the down-zoning of about 200,000 lots citywide, including many in
Hollywood, which was necessary to avoid significant environmental impacts including
traffic.4 Hence, removing the Site’s "D” Limitation without making the necessary land use
findings is inconsistent with applicable zoning plans like the City's General Plan.
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4 See generally Anthony Saul Alperin (1987) 17 SW. U. L. Rev. 1, AB 283: A Zoning Consistency Odyssey
(discussing City's failure to downzone specific parcels to be consistent with the reduced densities under
community plans set in motion the Legislature's enactment in AB 283), available at
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Angeles v. State of California (1982) 138 Cal.App.3d 526, 530-31 (City lost efforts to overturn Gov. Code §
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Democracy, Land Use and the Los Angeles Slow-Growth Movement, 1965-1992, pp. 56-58, 338-39 (describing
"downzone wide swaths of land to bring the zoning into compliance with the Land Use Element of the City’s
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Furthermore, Appellants continue to object to the piecemealing of the Project. Applicant
has already obtained building permits under the Project’s prior land use approvals (DIR-20153166-SPR) but appears to have started construction of the significantly larger, denser, taller, and
more intensive Project under the now requested Project Approvals. Notwithstanding claims that
the Applicant builds at its own risk, this sets a dangerous precedent and disavowed under CEQA.
See e.g., CEQA Guidelines § 15378(a); Santee v. County ofSan Diego (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1438,
1452-54, Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Com. (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 283-284.
Appellants reserve the right to supplement these comments at future hearings and
proceedings for this Project. See, e.g., Cmtys. For a Better Env't v. City of Richmond (2010) 184
Cal.App.4th 70, 86 (invalidating EIR based on comments submitted after completion of Final EIR);
Galante Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Management Dist. (1997) 60 Cal.App.4th 1109,1120
(holding that CEQA litigation is not limited only to claims made during the EIR comment period).
Finally, on behalf of Appellants, this Office requests, to the extent it is not already on the
notice list, all notices of CEQA actions, Appeal hearings, and any approvals, Project CEQA
determinations, or public hearings to be held on the Project under state or local law requiring local
agencies to mail such notices to any person who has filed a written request for them. See Pub. Res.
Code §§ 21080.4, 21083.9, 21092, 21092.2, 21108, 21167(f); Gov. Code § 65092. Please send notice
/*» 6 ) and by regular mail to: Gideon Kracov, Esq.,
by email fgk@gideonlaw.nei.: iordan@;
801 S. Grand Avenue, 11th FI., Los Angeles, CA 90017.
Thank you for considering this Appeal. We ask that it is placed in the administrative record
for the Project.
Sincerely,

Gideon Kracov
Attorney for Appellants

ATTM:

Exhibit A: UNITE HERE Local 11 and Elle Farmer Comments (Dec. 4, 2017)
Exhibit B: UNITE HERE Local 11 and Elle Farmer Comments (Feb. 7, 2018)
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Exhibit A: UNITE HERE Local 11 and Elle Farmer Comments (Dec. 4, 2017)

GIDEON KRACOV
Attorney at Law
801 South Grand Avenue
11th Floor
Los Angeles, California 90017

(213) 629-2071
Fax: (213) 623-7755

gfc@gideonlaw.net
www.gideonlaw.net

December 4, 2017
VIA ONLINE & HAND DELIVERED:
JoJo Pewsawang
City Planning Department
City of Los Angeles
200 N. Spring Street, Room 340
Los Angeles, CA 90012
ioio.pewsawang@lacitv.org

Re:

UNITE HERE Local 11 and Appellant Elle Farmer Comments
Godfrey Hotel Project (1400 North Cahuenga Boulevard)
CPC-2016-3841-ZV-CU-CUB-SPR, ENV-2015-3167-MND-REC1

Dear Mr. Pewsawang:
On behalf of UNITE HERE Local 11 ("Local 11"'] and Appellant Lauren "Elle” Farmer
("Appellant?’ 1 (collectively "Commentors’A. this Office provides the City of Los Angeles ("City"') and
its City Planning Department f"C7tv Planning"I the following comments regarding the referenced
Godfrey Hotel Project ("Project1A. located at 1400 North Cahuenga Boulevard {“Property"L
proposed by 1400 Cahuenga JV, LLC {"Applicant?'). Specifically, potential violations of the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”). Pub. Res. Code § 21000 etseq., and Los Angeles Municipal
Code ("LAMC" or “Code") presented in the Project’s addendum (“Addendum” or “ADM"), inclusive of
appendices ("APP"). to a previously prepared mitigated negative declaration ("MNP"1.
For brief background purposes, the Project was previously entitled as a 60,621 square foot
("5F"), 3:1 floor-area-ratio (“FAR"), 175-room hotel ("Original Project?’)} Shortly thereafter,2
Applicant sought to expand and fundamentally alter the Project which now includes more rooms,
greater FAR, taller building heights, excavating to greater depths, and expanding uses to include
nearly 14,000 SF of alcohol-charged, noise-blaring, live-entertainment uses ("Modified Project')
(ADM, pp. 1-7, 1-10). Before completion of the Addendum, Applicant started construction of the
Project reflecting these substantial alterations, which Appellant timely appealed the issuance of the
building permits (the “Appeal)') to the City's Department of Building and Safety ("Building &
Safety”). The Appeal identified various potential environmental impacts resulting in various CEQA
and LAMC violations, which are made worse given the recently released Addendum describes even
more significant Project changes. Currently, the Appeal is pending Building & Safety review.
Given the issues raised therein are not addressed by the Addendum, Commentors
incorporates the Appeal, attached hereto as Exhibit A, and provide the following additional issues:
1 See City Planning cases DIR-2015-3166-SPR and ENV-2015-3167-MND.
2 Prior application processed as VTT-74660, ZA-2016-3841-MCUP-ZV-ZAA, and CPC-2016-3841-ZV-CU-CUB.
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Underestimated Land Uses: The Original Project included a rooftop bar less than 500 SF
and serving only hotel guests [MND, Figure 2-13; ADM, pp. 1-7, 2-101). Now, the Modified Project
includes a 66-seat bar throughout the entire courtyard area and two rooftop bars with 277 seats
throughout the rooftop/pool area [ADM, p. 1-6; APP-A, pp. 14-17, 26, L-4-5), which is slated for a
6,000 SF deck.3 As compared to the Original Project plans attached hereto as Exhibit B, the
Modified Project expands the bar-related area to approximately 14,000 SF [APP-A, p. 26).4
However, the Addendum analyzes only 1,440 SF based on the erroneous conclusion that these uses
are merely “supplemental use to the hotel ... [and] that the patrons will be primarily guests of the
hotel" [ADM, pp. 1-6, 2-75, 2-86, 2-101). Contrary to Applicant claims (ADM, pp. 1-6,1-9), no
Project features prevent the public from accessing the courtyard and rooftop areas for alcoholcharged, live entertainment purposes capable of blaring amplified music seven nights a week. This
massive underestimation of party-hotel uses — one-tenth of the realistic use of the Property —
underpins the Addendums entire analysis including air quality, GHG, traffic, and noise impacts.
Air Quality/GHG Impacts: Claims that the Modified Project would result in a negligible
change in air quality and greenhouse gas ["GHG"') emissions (ADM, pp. 2-13, 2-41-42) are premised
on CalEEMod emissions modeling utilizing underestimated land uses (i.e., rooftop and bar uses
discussed above) (APP-C, pp. 1, 32, 58,132, 201). Because the Project will attract party-goers and
other individuals beside hotel patrons, the Project will generate far more mobile source emissions,
which account for the majority of the Project's emissions (ADM, p. 2-42). Admittedly, the Modified
Project’s operational GHG emissions (2,789 MTC02e/yr) is within 20 percent of South Coast Air
Quality Management District (“SCAOMD")'s screening threshold (3,500 MTC02e/yr), which could
be easily triggered by the substantial underestimated land uses (ADM, 2-46). By underestimating
emissions, the Modified Project avoids design/mitigation measures designed to reduce emissions
and the impacts caused by air-polluting GHG emissions (e.g., limiting parking supply, promoting
employee ride-sharing or discount transit programs, traffic demand strategies, or other means of
reducing vehicle-miles-traveled and their associated impacts). Other analytical errors include:
Misleading comparison to City's General Plan Air Quality Element by relying solely on being
located near bus/rail lines and citing unenforceable mitigation measures that "could" be
encouraged when deemed "appropriate” by future tenants (ADM, pp. 2-13-15).
Failure to provide the numeric basis for claimed air pollutant and GHG emission reductions
(ADM, pp. 2-13-15, 2-48).
Improper cumulative analysis relying on compliance with building efficiency measures not
adopted as a regulatory scheme design to reduce a project's incremental contribution of
GHG emissions,5 or compared against long-term GHG reduction goals (ADM, p. 2-47).6
Downplaying the need for robust GHG analysis by claiming shifts in GHG-emitting activity
have no net change in emission levels without providing any factual support that Modified
Project is otherwise GHG neutral [id.).
Failure to "stay in step with evolving scientific knowledge and state regulatory schemes" by
not comparing Modified Project against SCAQMD's project-level efficiency thresholds.7

/ //
3 LADCP (Oct. 18, 2016) Bi-Weekly Case Filing Activity By Certified Neighborhood Council, p.2 available at
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4 Rough calculations based on City Planning approved plans stamped 8/23/17.
5 See 14 Cal. Code. Regs. ("CEQA Guidelines") § 15064.4(b).
6 See Executive Order B-30-15 and SB-32 (reduce statewide emission 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030).
7 Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Assn, of Governments (2017) 3 Cal.S411497, 504.
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Failure to consider more aggressive mitigation measures, like net-zero approach, necessary
for newer developments to reach said long-term reduction goals. 8
Traffic Impacts: Similarly, the traffic analysis studied only 1,440 SF of rooftop/bar uses
(ADM, p. 2-103; APP-I2, pp. 2-3] and is, therefore, equally flawed for underestimating traffic
generating land uses. Additionally, while the Original Project included a "high-turnover” restaurant
(APP-I2, pp. 7,12], the Modified Project includes a "quality" restaurant with a reduced traffic rate
(from 11.15 to 7.49 trips per 1,000 SF]9 and receives 40 percentage internal trip reductions (ADM,
pp. 2-101-102; APP-I2, pp. 20, 27]. However, a "quality” restaurant is associated with fine dining
establishments generally considered non-chains, serving only dinner, requiring reservations, and
where patrons sit for more than one hour.10 The Addendum makes no mentioned of Project
features that prevent Applicant from leasing the restaurant area to a high-turnover restaurant,
thereby generating nearly 50 percent more traffic trips and negating the premise behind the
substantial trip reductions claimed in the Addendum (ADM, p. 102; APP-I2, pp. 2-3]. A revised
traffic analysis is required utilizing accurate land uses and curing other flaws:
Failure to use current traffic counts performed entirely on Tuesday through Thursday,
during non-summer months and non-holiday weeks with good weather (APP-U, p. 20].11
Improper reliance on ambient growth rates that do not reflect the recent over-development
distinct to this already congested area of Hollywood.
Failure to analyze impacts caused by Ubers, Lyfts, and other ride-sharing vehicles queuing
in and around the small valet area (APP-A, p. 26], resulting in street overflow and traffic.
For the abovementioned reasons, the traffic signal analysis must be reassessed to confirm
whether the Project will trigger any "warrants” requiring new signals or signal optimization
to mitigate traffic and public-safety impacts (ADM, pp. 2-110-112].
Ill

8 This concept is known as “additionality" whereby GHG emission reductions otherwise required by law or
regulation are appropriately considered part of the baseline and, pursuant to CEQA Guideline §
15064.4(b)(l], a new project's emission should be compared against that existing baseline. See Center for
Biological Diversity v. Cal. Dept, of Fish and Wildlife (2015] 62 Cal.4th 204, 226 ("a greater degree of reduction
may be needed from new land use projects ....”]; see also California Air Pollution Control Officers Association
(Aug. 2010] Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures, pp. 32, A3 available at

http://wwty.capcoa.Org/wp-content/uploads/2Q10/:l.J/CAPC0A-Quani:ification-Report-9-14-Final.pdf:
California Natural Resources Agency (Dec. 2009] Final Statement Of Reasons For Amendments to State CEQA
Guidelines Addressing Analysis and Mitigation of GHG Emissions Pursuant to SB-97, p. 89 available at

http://resources.ca. gov /ceq;;/do~s /Fir Statement of Ri sons.ndf.
9 See also Institute Of Transportation Engineers (2012] Summary Traffic Rates from Trip Generation Manual
9th ed., attached hereto as Exhibit C.
10 See CalTrans (Jun. 2009] Trip-Generation Rates for Urban Infill Land Uses in California,

p.

12 available at

http://www.dot.ee gov/newtech/re.sqarehr:-ports/renort?/2009/final summary report-calif, infill tripgeneration rates study iulv 200°.pdf.

n May 28, 2015 count three days from Memorial Day; May 12, 2016 four days from Mother's Day; Sep. 15,
2015 count two days after LAUSD unassigned day. See LADOT (Dec. 2016] Transportation Impact
Study Guidelines, p. 15 available at httn://iadot■lac^tv.org/sit^sg/y/^^les/, vph266/f/CQLA-TISGuidelines-010
517.pdf: see also LAUSD 2015-16 Calendar available at httpc://achieve.lausd.net/site/handlers/filedownloari.
v„
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Addendum Comment RE: 1400 N. Cahuenga
December 4,2017
Page 4 of 5

Minimizing the Project’s cumulatively considerable impact on level-of-service (“LOS") at all
studied intersections (ADM, p. 3-109)12 by applying the significance impact criteria (ADM, p.
2-106] only to the Modified Project's incremental contribution to this LOS impact,13 which
improperly focuses only on the Project's relatively small contribution to the cumulative
impact disallowed under CEQA.14
Scenic/Shadow Impacts: The MND, Addendum, and shadow study (APP-B) fail to identify
and address potential shadow and scenic impacts to the Los Angeles Fire Department ("LAFD")
Museum, home of the LAFD Historical Society that provides free admission to the historic multi
story structure (ADM, pp. 2-1-2) a mere 75 feet away from the Property. 15
Noise Impacts: Again, underestimated land uses and inaccurate trip generations
predicates the Addendum’s noise analysis (ADM, pp. 2-74-76, 2-158,). No measurements of actual
noise/vibration levels are taken to establish an accurate baseline. No analysis is given to potential
impacts at the LAFD Museum. No numeric valuations are given to substantiate noise attenuation
expected from utilizing safety barriers, compliance with existing noise regulations or that heavyduty truck activity would only "marginally increase ambient noise levels" and "not expected to
significantly increase ambient noise levels by 5 dBA at sensitive receptors" (ADM, pp. 1-9, 2-72-76).
No enforceable, performance-based requirements are imposed on fleckless mitigation measures
claiming illusory noise attenuation (id.), such as:
RCM-12-1 allowing Applicant to determine when prohibiting noise emitting activities is
"technically infeasible;”
MM 21-1 vesting complete discretion to the Project-contractor when and how to "avoid
operating several pieces of equipment” or what "state-of-the-art” muffling devices mean;
MM 12-3 and 12-6 permitting Applicant to determine when it is not "feasible" to place
sound barriers to protect sensitive uses;
MM 12-4 what constitute "suitable" noise reduction devices; and
MM 12-5 how "far as possible” warming equipment should be placed.
Public/Utility Services: The underestimated land uses taints the analysis of numerous
public utility impacts including estimated wastewater generation, water consumption, solid waste,
electricity and natural-gas demand, and their respective cumulative impact analysis (ADM, pp. 2
124-125, 2-133, 2-143-145, 2-163-168). Also, although the Modified Project will admittedly attract
more people and increase the potential demand for police service, the Applicant fails to specify
what LAPD Crime Prevention design features are to be incorporated (ADM, pp. 2-91-92).

///
12

Compare "Existing” LOS with "Future (2019) + Project.”
Only to "Future (2019) + Project.”
14 See e.g. Kings County Farm Bureau v, City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 718, 727 (rejecting
determination that less than 1 percent to area emissions was less than significant because analysis
improperly focused on the project-specific impacts and did not properly consider the collective effect of the
relevant projects on air quality); Save Cuyama Valley v. County ofSanta Barbara (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 1059,
1072 (upheld the use of same thresholds for immediate and cumulative impacts when its application was
"undoubtedly more stringent cumulative-impact threshold"); Al Larson Boat Shop, Inc. v. Board of Harbor
Comm'rs, (1993) 18 Cal.App.4th 729, 749 (upheld where cumulative impacts were not minimized or ignored).
15 Measured from parcel to parcel.
13
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Addendum Comment RE: 1400 N. Cahuenga
December 4, 2017
Page 5 of 5

Solar: The Original Project only "encouraged" incorporation of solar panels (MND, p. 3
106], which are now presented in the Modified Project renderings (APP-A, pp. 18, 26), but not
mentioned in the Addendum if mandatory. Applicant's renderings demonstrate that this design
feature is feasible and, if Project approved, should be required to reduce air quality/GHG impacts.
Land Use Findings/"D" Limitation: The Addendum states the Property is allowed
unlimited density citing LAMC §§ 12.22.A.18.A and 12.12.C.4 (ADM, pp. 1-7, 2-67; APP-A, p. 3), even
though those laws were passed to promote “developments combining residential and commercial
uses” by providing an incentive of a higher residential density for commercially zoned
developments (Ordinance No. 182452 (eff. 4/4/13), emphasis added).16 However, Applicant
concedes that the Modified Project will not create a single residential dwelling unit and create
fewer jobs than the Original Project (ADM, pp. 2-93-95). Removal of the Property's "D" Limitation
and Code-required findings cannot be justified by conflating hotel-uses with residential-uses (ADM,
pp. 2-66-68; MND, pp. 3-109-110). Additionally, Applicant seeks the increased FAR via a
conditional use permit under LAMC § 12.27.U, but subdivision "U" does not provide for removal of a
"D" Limitation. Instead, Applicant must seek a Zone Change pursuant to LAMC § 12.32.F and
supported by the necessary land use findings [id., subds. G.4 and H.5).
Finally, this letter is made to exhaust remedies under Pub. Res. Code § 21177 concerning the
Project, and incorporates by this reference all written and oral comments submitted on the Project
by any commenting party. See Citizens for Open Government v. City of Lodi (2006) 144 Cal.App.4*
865,875. Commentors respectfully reserves the right to supplement these comments at hearings and
proceedings for this Project. See Cmtys.for a Better Env'tv. City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th
70, 86 (EIR invalidated based on comments submitted after Final EIR completed); Galante Vineyards,
60 Cal.App.4th 1109, 1120 (CEQA litigation not limited only to claims made during EIR comment
period).
Thank you for consideration of these comments. We ask that they are placed in the
administrative record for the Project.
Sincerely,

Gideon Kracov
Attorney for Local 11 and Appellant
ATTM: Exhibit A
Exhibit B
Exhibit C
CC:

Building & Safety Appeal
Plan Comparisons
1TE (2012) Summary Traffic Rates from Trip Generation Manual 9th ed.,

Applicant 1400 Cahuenga jV, LLC

Cora Johnson, Board Secretary
Building & Safety
City of Los Angeles

bradm (Qoxfbrd-capital.com
speruri@oxford-canltal.corn
rich ard.fi iedman@gs.com
ioseph.disabato@ffs.com

16

coru.iohnson@ladtv.org

See also City Attorney Report (Aug, 9, 2011) R11-0315 available at

http://dki-ep.lacity.nrg/onlinedO' /2010/10-13P 1 rpt: a tty 8-9-ll.pdf.
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Exhibit A: Building & Safety Appeal
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ATTACHMENT: Supplemental Application For Appeals
As compared to plans approved in 2016,1 project plans clear allow approximately:
ISSUES:
FAR Issues:
1. 26 percent increase in guest room accommodations [46
rooms on Level-4).
2. 20 percent increase in total square feet (12,110 sf).
3. 20 percent increase in density (0.6:1 FAR).
4. Fail to count area under building projections towards
floor area.
5. Misleadingly conflate hotel-uses with residential-uses in
FAR calculations.
Subterranean Parking Issue:
6. 50 percent more subterranean-parking (1 added level).
7. 40 percent increase parking provided (30 spaces).
8. 50 percent deeper parking basement (9’-ll” or 119").
9. 50 percent more excavated material (16,779 cy).2
10. Fail to hold a public hearing on haul route.
Rooftop Issues:
11. 56 percent increase in commercial-uses concentrated on
the rooftop (3,464 sf).3
12. 1,117 percent increase in roof deck-uses (5,507 sf).
13. 7.4 percent increase in overall height (6’-4 %" or
76.75").
Mechanical Uses Issues:
14. Misleadingly count Level-4 area for mechanical uses
(clearly intended to be used for guest rooms).
15. 59 percent reduction of mechanical/circulation uses on
Mezzanine Level (5,736 sf), affording 236 percent
increase in guest room area (6,912 sf).
16. 46 percent reduction of mechanical/circulation area on
Level-2 (re-classified as Level-1.5) and Mezzanine Level
(5,736 sf).
Other Issues:
17. Failure to observe setbacks from Level-2 up.
18. Failure to secure CRA/LA approval for project changes.

VIOLATIONS (CODE SECTION!:
1. Issuing permits based on
plans "inconsistent" with
plans approved and in
violation of Conditions of
Approval (LAMC §§ 11.02,
12.26.A.2,16.05.C.2).4

2. Clearing plans without
making in the first instance
mandatory land use
findings under the Code
(LAMC §§ 12.24.E and
W.l(a), 12.27.D, 12.28.A
and C.4,16.05.F).
3. Allowing the construction,
alteration, grading, and
excavation contrary to Code
and conditions in effect
(LAMC §§ 12.21.A.1,
91.103.1,91.106.1.2,
91.7005.8.1).
4. Making false statements
and/or failure to disclose all
material fact regarding
permits (LAMC §§ 91.103.4,
91.106.4.4.2).

1 ENV-2015-3167-MND, DIR-2015-3166-SPR.
2141 cubicyards (cy) of material per inch to be excavated based on MND assumption that 234 inches (19'-6"
below grade) generates up to 33,000 cy of exported material [see ENV-2015-3167-MND, 2-8, 3-167, 3-188).
3 Based on total restaurant, retail, and roof deck uses.
4 DIR-2015-3166-SPR (Jun. 16, 2016), p. 2 ( Condition 1 stating "project shall be in substantial conformance
with the plans and materials submitted by the Applicant, stamped ‘Exhibit A[.]’").
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REQUEST FOR MODIFICATION OF BUILDING ORDINANCES
S

UNDER AUTHORITY OF L.A.M.C. SECTION 98.0403

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

PERMIT

App

16010-10000-05898. 16030-10000-09301, 17020-10000-00946,17041-10000-37515

For City Dept. Use Only

DATE: 11/7/17

Building Zoning
_} Grading Shoring
| Mech.
Elec. Plumb.
j Green
D.A. Wlisc.

JOB ADDRESS: 1400 N, Cahuenga Blvd., 90028
Tract:

Block:
Lot: 14-16
Petitioner: Be Farmer

LANDER TRACT NO. 2

Owner: 1400 cahuenga jv, llc
Address: 350 Hubbard Street, Suite 440
City
State Zip
Chicago
IL
60654

Address: 464 Lucas Avenue
City
State
Los Angeles
CA

Phone

REQUEST (SUBMIT PUNS or ADDITIONAL SHEETS AS NECESSARY)

CODE SECTIONS:

Zip
90017

Phone
213-481-8530

LAMC §§ 98.0403.1 and 12.26

1) Investigate potential CEQA and Municipal Code violations and 2) revoke permits, issue stop work order, or otherwise stay current excavation and
construction activities related to the reference permits until all CEQA and Code requirments are satisfied. Please contact Appellant legal representative
Gideon Kracov, 801 S. Grand Ave., 11th Floor, LA, CA 90017; phone 213.629-2017, gk@gideonlaw.net (cc: jordan@gideonlaw.net).

JUSTIFICATION

(submit plans or additional sheets as necessary)

See attached 8-page Appeal justification alleging 1) clearing project not substantially conforming lo plans originally approved but.reflect entitlements not yet approved pursuant to CEQA
and Municipal Code requirements; 2) fair argument project changes will cause significant environmental impacts directly related to the construction-related activities that are ongoing (e.g„ demo,
grading, shoring, excavation, etc,}; and therefore 3) an immediate stay on activities are necessary to avoid the City forgoing potential mitigation measures and preventing further violations of
CEQA and the Municipal Code.

WjM

Elle Farmer
Owner/Petitioner Name (Print)

Self

(Signature)

Position

CO

Print Name.

(/)

Department of City Planning

Print Name.

Department of County Health

Print Name.

............................

_ Print Name.

DEPARTMENT ACTION
□ GRANTED

C£)

Other

.3

D

<o

I

*

Public Works Bureau of Engineering

t t CO

“o* to'
.3 =3 t3

7]

(o' to

Print Name

CL

o

Denied

□
□

□□□□□

Los Angeles Fire Department

CL

Cl

I

ID

>

<

Concurrences required from the following Deparfment(s)

C
t>

FOR CITY DEPARTMENT'S USE ONLY BELOW THIS LINE

□

□

□

Reviewed by: (Staff) (Print)

Sign

Date

Action taken by: (Supervisor! (Print)

Sign

Date

□ DENIED

NOTE: IN CASE OF DENIAL, SEE PAGE #2 OF THIS FORM FOR APPEAL PROCEDURES
For Cashiers Use Only

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL (Continued on Page 2):

FEES

(DEPARTMENT USE ONLY)

Appeal Processing Fee.. (No. of Items) =
Inspection Fee

(PROCESS ONLY WHEN PEES ARE VERIFIED)

....... (No of Insp.) =

Research Fee ... (Total Hours Worked) =

!

Ido

X $130+ $39/addl

t$L

X $ 84.00
X $104.00

Subtotal............................................................. .

=

...

=

Development Services Center Surcharge

X

3%

Systems Development Surcharge...........

X

6%

=

$ ‘ ‘ii2-

Total Fees...........................................................
Fees verified by:

Print and Sign 0,0

Jft UM .Totsl

PC-Build.Mori 00 (Rev.05-22-2017)

(Lc-vy^Sa Q.

li/Mn
Page 1 of 2

www.ladbs.oro

Permit App #: 16010-10000-CSSSS, <5030-1G000-OS301,17020-1000D-GC84S, 17041-10000-37S1S

Job Address: 1400 N. Cahuenga Blvd., 90028

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL (Continued from Page 1)

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
BOARD OF BUILDING AND SAFETY/DISABLED ACCESS
COMMISSION APPEAL FORM
(Must be Attached to the Modification Request Form, Page 1)

AFFIDAVIT -

LADBS BOARD OF BUILDING AND SAFETY COMMISSIONERS - RESOLUTION NO. 832-93

Elle Farmer

do state and swear as follows:

(Print orType Name of the Person Signing this Form)
464 Lucas
1. The name and mailing address of the owner of the property (as defined in the resolution 832-93) at
the appeal application (LADBS Com 31) are correct, arid
2.

Avenue (work address)

as shown on

The owner of the property as shown on the appeal application will be made aware of the appeal and will receive a copy of the appeal.

I declare under PENALTY OF PERJURY that the forgoing is true and correct.

Owner's Name(s) Elle Farmer

S9

^XPieastiType or Print)

Hah-'’

Owner's Signature(s)

(Please Type or Print)

fi

(Two Officers’ Signatures Required for Corporations)

{Pfease Sign)

Name of Corporation
(Please Type or Print)

(Please Print Name of Corporation)

Dated this

day of

‘l

kWw\h/>

20 ! t

CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT-----State of _

CALIFORNIA

—SIGNATURE(S) MUST BE NOTARIZED

County of Los Angeles

before me, mi

personally appeared

on

11 '

'2on________________

PyNWBae* ------- •

4^ 0__ |

Name, TiiiTof Officer (B.g. Jane Doe, Notary Public)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person^Q whose name^V0/are subscribed J
to the within instrument and acknowledged^) me that haiS5§?they executed the same in fysfiegSheir
z
authorized capacrty(j^,
' sand that by hr^hprftheir
' •S)fiS}heir signature^) on the instalment in person^,
personfeTor
„ the
.. entity
\
upon behalf of which the persorjfl) actecC executed the instrument. I certify under PENALTY OF
PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

-K

mm

Commission if 2049124
Notary PublicCalifornia
J
Los Angeles County

l

|

>

,vly Comm. Expires Dee 14,20171

■L « ■ m

» 9 m i j i i w • V m vK

Signature ,/

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, the City of Los Angeles does not dtefcriminate bn the basis of disability and, upon request, will
____________________________ provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services and activities.

APPEAL OF DEPARTMENT ACTION TO THE BOARD OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
COMMISSIONERS/DISABLED ACCESS APPEALS COMMISSION
Applicant’s Title

Applicant’s Name

Date

Signature

FEES

(DEPARTMENT USE ONLY)

Board Fee.......

...... (No. of Items)

X

Inspection Fee

.....(No of Insp.) =

X

$84.00

Research Fee ... (Total Hours Worked) =

X

$104.00

$354.00

Subtotal................................................................
Development Services Center Surcharge

X

3%

Systems Development Surcharge...........

X

6%

Total Fees...........................................................
Fees verified by:
Print and Sign

For Cashiers Use Only
(PROCESS ONLY WHEN FEES ARE VERIFIED)

GIDEON KRACOV
Attorney at Law
SOX South Grand Avenue
11th Floor
Los Angeles, California 90017
(213) 629-2071
Fax: (213) 623-77S5

gk@gideonlaW.net

www.gideonIaw.nec

APPEAL JUSTIFICATION RE:
Appeal Grading/Shoring/Building/Electrical Permits;
Permit Nos. 16010-10000-05898,16030-10000-09301,17020-10000-00946 issued
9/15/17 and Permit No. 17041-10000-37515 issued 10/27/2017;
Related to Cahuenga Hotel Project located at 1400 N. Cahuenga Blvd., 90028

Appellant Lauren "Elle” Farmer ("Appellant”] hereby respectfully appeals pursuant to the
Los Angeles Municipal Code ("LAMC" or "Code"} to the Los Angeles City Planning Department [City
Planning] and Department of Building and Safety ("Building & Sa fety"j the referenced clearances
and approvals related to the referenced Permit Nos. 16010-10000-05898,16030-10000-09301,
17020-10000-00946,17041-10000-37515 ("Permits"] allowing the grading, shoring, building, and
electrical of a hotel structure (“Project"] on a 0.464 acre Project site (“Site”) located in the City of
Los Angeles (“City"}.
In short, the Los Angeles City Planning Department fCity Planning] granted the Project
entitlements to permit a 60,621 square feet ("sf’J, 3:1 floor-area-ratio ("FAR"), 175-room hotel
within a structure with seven above-grade levels and two subterranean-parking levels. However,
relying on post-approval clearances by City Planning, Building & Safety issued the Permits allowing
a substantially larger Project: 46 more room, 30 more parking spots, an additional subterranean
level, 20 percent increase in total square-footage and FAR, and 56 percent increase in commercialuses concentrated on the rooftop ("Project Changes"].
These Project Changes were not studied under the Project’s initial environmental review, a
mitigated negative declaration (“MNP"]. and requires multiple discretionary approvals from City
Planning not yet granted. Nevertheless, with the issuance of the Permits, project proponents
referred herein as "Applicants" have already cleared existing structures and started substantial
excavation activities. Allowing this bigger, taller, deeper, and more dense Project to continue
violates the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA" 1, Pub. Res. Code § 21000 etseq., and
contradicts specific Code requirements because the City has failed to first (i) complete an
addendum to the MND, (ii) approve the new entitlements, and (iiij hold public hearings on the
hauling activities.
Pursuant to LAMC §§ 98.0403.1 and 12.26, Appellant respectfully requests that Building &
Safety makes a thorough examination of the facts and issues discussed herein to determine if errors
were made. In the meantime, all Permit activities must be staved. Appellant has great respect
for officials, staff, and the discretion vested in this City department and trusts any errors will be
properly vetted openly and transparently.
Ill
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Appeal: 1400 N. Cahuenga
November 7, 2017
Page 2 of 7

I.

APPELLANT STANDING

Appellant is a Los Angeles resident and lives approximately three miles from the Project
Site and regularly frequents the immediately adjacent areas for work and social events (e.g., Jack-inthe-Box, De Longpre Park, Hollywood Walk of Fame, Amoeba Music, Arclight Hollywood, other local
small businesses). Given this proximity, Appellant risk a host of environmental impacts including
increased construction-related impacts (e.g., noise, vibration, exposure to diesel particulate matter)
if Building & Safety does not immediately stay excavation/construction activities at the Site until
Project Changes are reviewed and fully mitigated under CEQA. Appellant is therefore considered
"aggrieved" under LAMC §§ 12.26.K.1 and 98.0403.1(b)!.
II.

PROIECT BACKGROUND

Original Entitlements: In April 2016, City Planning prepared the Project's MND to assess
its environmental impacts (ENV-2015-3167-MND).1 In June 2016, City Planning issued a Letter of
Determination CLOD”) conditionallyapproving the Project's Site Plan Review (DIR-2015-3166SPR).2 As originally studied and approved pursuant to CEQA, the Project was a total of 60,621 sf,
3:1 FAR, 175-room hotel with 5,643 sf of commercial-uses within a structure including seven
above-grade levels topping at 86’ 2 Yf (highest point), two levels of subterranean parking, and a
Level-2 solely used for mechanical-uses (collectively "Original Entitlements").3 (MND, cover, 2-5-6;
LOD, pp. 1,11-12). During this initial approval process, concerns were raised regarding Project
noise, compatibility with existing uses, and Applicant’s "speculative entitlement requests.” (LOD, p.
13). City Planning dismissed these concerns citing that the Project was not proposing rooftop
outdoor dining, alcohol sales, and the rooftop was to be used solely for hotel patrons. (Id. at 12-13).
New Entitlements: In October 2016, Applicant sought new entitlements under City
Planning cases VTT-74660 and ZA-2016-3841-MCUP-ZV-ZAA to allow instead a 72,731 sf, 3.6:1
FAR, 221 room hotel with 3,000 sf restaurant-use and a 6,000 sf roof deck.4 While the VTT case was
withdrawn in April 2017,5 the ZA case was refiled under CPC-2016-3841-ZV-CU-CUB to process the
new entitlements including a Zone Variance f"ZV") to permit outdoor dining above the ground floor
and on a rooftop in the C4-zone, Zoning Administrator Adjustment ("ZAA”) to permit a 19.99
percent increase in FAR, and a Conditional Use Permit for Beverage ("CUB") to permit alcoholic
beverages at the Site including above the ground-floor restaurant (collectively "New Entitlements").6
The New Entitlements require consideration of an Addendum to the prior MND.7 To date, neither
the New Entitlements nor Addendum has been subject to a public hearing, much less approved by
the City.

1 MND (Apr. 27, 2017) available at http://cityplanning.i3city.0rg/.staffrni:/mnd/Piib 040716/GNV-2015-

31.67,pdf.
2 LOD (Jun. 16, 2016) available at bttn://plannmg.ladty.org/PdisC"‘seinfo/Ho:ne/GetD'-cument/
MGTi'Ni05*120l'OnVkYvil0YiivLTgvYWUtNDElNmVhYihkNilz0.
2 See e.g., IS/MND, cover; MND, 2-5-6; LOD, pp. 1,11-12)
4 LADCP (Oct. 18, 2016) Bi-Weekly Case Filing Activity By Certified Neighborhood Council, p.2 available at

b ftp://pl a nn i.ng.lacity»rg/lnternetCalendar/pdf.aspx?biWild=816 ■
5 Nicholas Hendrick (Apr. 19,2017) Withdrawal, available at hitp://p]3nrtinelacity.org/PdisC,tseIn.fo/
Home/G ■/.tOocun: nt/MiMQNWVmZi 4t7.r vM lYlOONzOl LWFiM20l:7mFhMTNhNi V0 MWYzO.
6 LADCP Case Summary & Documents, available at

htt~):/7pl':. iininv.lacitv.org/pdiscasninfo/Casaid/MiEwNDEAO.
7 LADCP Case Summary & Documents, ENV-2015-3167-MND-REC1, available at

hUiU/M. nr

itv.orrV pd;sc'c,seini'b/CaseJ.d/M iEwNDEzO.
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Appeal: 1400 N. Cahuenga
November 7, 2017
Page 3 of 7

Project Clearances & Permits: In December 2016, Applicant applied for plan check.8
According to documents provided pursuant to the California Public Records Act ("CPRA Records
Gov. Code § 6250 etseq., attached hereto as Exhibit A, the Project was now different than approved
in the Original Entitlements. The Project Changes include:
"larger in floor area, [number] of guest rooms, and overall height than original approved;"
needed City Planning approval for restaurant-uses outdoors on the rooftop, revised parking
requirements, included Level-7 floor area plans, and show compliance with the original
approval condition 4 (i.e. restaurant main entrance along Cahuenga Blvd.);
exceeded 3:1 FAR, which needed City Planning approval, and that area under building
projections should be counted towards floor area;
needed to observe setbacks from Level-2 up; and
excavation could not occur without 30-day notification, haul route approval, and a public
hearing as required "per Site Plan Review conditions of approval.” (CPRA Records, pp. 24
25, 44-45 [relevant sections identified in red rectangle]).
Despite the fact that these Project Changes were never identified in the MND or Original
Entitlements, and the fact that the New Entitlements have not been granted, in August 2017, City
Planning cleared the Project Changes. (CPRA Records, pp. 4,6). Between September and October
2017, Building & Safety granted the haul route,9 grading,10 shoring,11 building,12 and electrical13
permits for the "core & shell” as an eight-story, three-level subterranean garage hotel with rooftop
amenities and a Level-4 dedicated for mechanical-use only. This is all grossly improper.
Current Conditions: As shown in photos taken of the Project Site between October 12 and
27, 2017 attached hereto as Exhibit B, the Applicant has already demolished the existing two-story
building and started substantial excavation activities.
III.

BRIEF BACKGROUND ON CEQA & MNDs

Under CEQA, there is a strong presumption in favor of requiring preparation of an
environmental impact report ("££/?"], especially when substantial evidence establishes a “fair
argument" that a project may have a significant effect on the environment. See Laurel Heights
Improvement Ass’n v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1112,1123; No Oil. Inc, v. City of Los
Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 75. Substantial evidence includes facts, reasonable assumptions, and
expert opinions supported by facts - which we have here. See Pub. Res. Code §§ 21080(e),
21082.2(c) and 14 Cal. Code Regs. ("CEQA Guidelines") §§ 15064(f)(5), 15384. The fair argument
standard is a "low threshold" where lead agencies, must prepare an EIR whenever there is a

8 Building & Safety, Permit Application Status History (Permit No. 16010-10000-05898), available at
https://vyww.Iadbsservices2.1adty.org/OnUneServlces/PermitRepoi,t/PcisPerinitDeta>i?jrilgl6010&id2=100

0Q&ld3-Q5898.
9 CPRA Records, p. 7.
10 Permit No. 16030-10000-09301, available at https;//www.ladbsgervic;'s2,l;inty.org/OniincServices >

PermifRenort/PdsPermitDetail?idl=i 6030&id2=100fi0&id5-09301.
li Permit No. 17020-10000-00946, available at htfps://www.jnfl’os5Prvices2-iarifv.r>n7/QnlineServkes/
PermitReport/PcisPerniitDetnil?icl=17020&id2=10000&id3=00946.
12 Permit No, 16010-10000-05898, available at https://www.ladbsservices2.larity.org/OnlincScrvices/
PermitRep* nt./PdsPenri tDefaiL’id 1=16010&id2=t0OQQ&id3=05898
i •itv.org/PnliR -Servers/
13 Permit No. 17041-10000-37515, available at http
twww.l adhsservic
PermitReport/PcisPerortPetalDid i = 17041 £<d2"'j.0D0Q&kl
7 515.
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reasonable probability or inferences that a project may cause significant effects on the environment
- regardless of other evidence in the record or even if the project is beneficial. See e.g. No Oil, Inc, 13
Cal.3d at 83-84; Parker Shattuck Neighbors v. Berkeley City Council (2013] 222 Cal.App.4th 768,776;
Friends of "B" Street v. City of Hayward (1980] 106 Cal.App.3d 988,1002; see also Pub. Res. Code §§
21100, 21151; CEQA Guidelines §§ 15063(b](l], 15384(a).
IV.

PROIECT CHANGES MAY RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Pursuant to Public Resources Code § 21166 and CEQA Guidelines § 15162, if changes in a
project or new information show any new significant environmental effects or increase the severity
of environmental effects identified in prior CEQA document, the agency must prepare an additional
CEQA document such as a MND addendum. Numerous courts have required supplemental CEQA
review where a CEQA document failed to analyze significant changes in a project, where there are
previously unanalyzed or increased significant impacts, or where there is a failure to carry out
previously required mitigation measures. See e.g., Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. v. 32nd
District Agricultural Association (1986] 42 Cal.3d 929, 934 (public entity violated CEQA when it
failed to prepare a SEIR for significant project changes and new information); Lincoln Place Tenants
Association v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1491 (city failed to prepare and circulate a
SEIR when it did not require compliance with adopted mitigation measures); Mani Brothers v. City
of Los Angeles (2007) 153 Cal.App.4th 1385,1405 (reversing agency and holding that original EIR
failed to adequately analyze public safety impacts, even where building footprint unchanged and
390-page addendum prepared); Ventura Foothill Neighbors v. County of Ventura (2014) 232
Cal.App.4th 429 (increase in height from 75 feet to 90 feet affected substantial changes in the project
requiring major revisions in the EIR).
Here, Project Changes between the Original and New Entitlements include:
26 percent increase in guest rooms (46 rooms);
41 percent increase in auto parking (30 parking spots) in additional below-grade level;
20 percent increase in total square feet (12,110 sf);
20 percent increase in density (0.6:1 FAR); and
56 percent increase in commercial-uses (3,464 sf)14 concentrated on the rooftop.
The permits, plans,15 and clearances approved by Building & Safety and City Planning allow
the Project Changes even though the New Entitlements have not been approved, consideration of
the MND addendum has not been completed, no public hearing has been held, and a fair argument
that Project Changes may cause numerous impacts as discussed below.
Increase Building Height: As originally entitled, the tallest Project component measured
86 feet and 2 % inches (86'-2.25”) above-grade.16 However, the structure somehow cleared in
Plan Check was 92'-7" tall,17 which amounts to a 7.4 percent increase in height. The Project's MND
assessed shadow impacts only up to 87 feet. (MND, 3-8). Under LA CEQA Guide, the screening
threshold is whether any “shade-sensitive uses exist... within a distance of three times the height of

14 Based on total restaurant, retail, and roof deck uses.
15 Plans approved in 2016 are dated August 2015, plans cleared in 2017 are stamped August 2017, both sets
are available at ht*\//p)aTOing,k‘f^.ory/pdis~aseitifo/Caseld/MiAOMOcwQ.
16 Elevation Plan (2015), p. 1 (Building Height referencing top of elevator).
17 Elevation Plans (2017), p. 1 ("Elev Mech Roof').
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the proposed structure(s)."18 Here, three times the proposed structure is 211.IS feet and reaches
the multi-family residential dwelling at Cahuenga and Homewood (appx. 245 feet south of Site) (see
MND, 3-121), and the Fallen Firefighters Memorial Wall (appx. 80 feet southwest of Site) in the
plaza of Engine Company No. 27.19 Furthermore, as a historic resources listed on the National
Register,20 Engine Company No. 27 may be "adversely impacted” by shadows cascading off and the
juxtaposition of this towering hotel;21 arguably out-of-scale and incompatible with the area under
the Secretary of Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. 22
Additional Subterranean Parking Levels: The Project is entitled for two levels of
subterranean-parking, with 74 parking spaces (appx. 37 per level) reaching 19'-6" below grade.23
However, the Project somehow was cleared with three subterranean-levels providing 104 parking
spaces (appx. 35 per level) reaching 29'-5' below grade,24 amounting to a 50 percent increase in
depth and 40 percent increase spaces provided. The added parking level accommodates the 22
additional parking spots required for the New Entitlements.25 This is problematic because the
Original Entitlements estimated up to 33,000 cubic yards for the only two parking levels. (MND, 2
8, 3-167, 3-188). By adding another level of subterranean parking, it is reasonable to assume a
significant increase in cubic yards must be excavated by heavy-duty diesel trucks, which will likely
worsen construction-related impacts such as vibration, noise, and hazardous air pollutants (e.g.,
diesel particulate matter) along the haul route. (MND, 2-8, 3-123, 3-129). Furthermore, according
to Building & Safety, a public hearing was required "per Site Plan Review conditions of approval"
(CPRA Records, p. 45), which does not seem to have occurred.
Mechanical Floor: The Project originally had a Level-2 dedicated to mechanical-uses, but
the Project was cleared with Level-4 mechanical-use floor because it was in "substantial
conformance" with the prior plans showing "one floor (Level 2) of mechanical equipment... [and]
[fjourth floor of mechanical equipment is not counted as floor area."26 This is misleading for
several reasons. First, original plans showed a Level-2 that was largely open to the bottom floor
and had limited opportunities for guest rooms, followed by four floors (average 12,640 sf) entirely
dedicated to guest rooms, followed by a mezzanine level with an approximately 23/73 split
between guest rooms (2,924 sf) and other areas (9,716 sf)27 dedicated to circulation and
mechanical-uses (e.g. pool equipment).28 However, the approved plans reclassify the prior Level-2
as Level-1.5 (2,730 sf), the current Level-4 matches the size and configuration as the other floors
dedicated to guest rooms (13,816 sf, accommodating 45 guest rooms), and the current mezzanine
level (13,816 sf.) has a 71/29 split between guest rooms (9,836 sf) and other uses (3,980 sf).29 How
18 L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide (2006) p. A.3-2, available at

http://www.environmentla.Org/prograiTWThresholfi.s/Cornplete%20Threshold%20Guide%202006.pdf.
19 LA Fire Dept., Fallen Firefighters Memorial Wall, available at http://www.lafdTnuseum.arg/memorial /.
City of Los Angeles Office of Historic Resources, Survey LA Report for Engine Company No. 27, available at

20

http: / /www.histon cplacesl?.org/reports/cc876be»-2 6 53-4673-ac6a-2ecdcdf770aa.
21 LA CEQA Guide, pp. D.3-2, 9.
22 Secretaiy of Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines (2017), pp. 26, 76,
79,142,146,156-162, available at httns:/Avw'.v.nrs.feov/tps/standnrds/trentment-guidelinep-2017,pdf.
23 Parking Plans (2015), p. 1, (total spaces provided); Elevation Plan (2015), p. 1 (Level P2).
24 Parking Plans (2017), pp. 1-3 (calculated by 30 + 38 + 36); Elevation Plans (2017), p. 4 (Level B3).
25 1/3 parking spots for each of the additional 46 guest rooms and 1 parking spots for every 500 sf of the
additional 3,464 commercial space.
26 CPRA Documents, p. 6.
27 Based on average floor area of Levels-3 through 6, subtracted by 2,924 sf.
28 Floor Plans (2015), pp. 1, 3, 8; Elevation Plans (2015), pp. 1-2; MND, Figures 2-7,-12, -15.
29 Floor Plans (2017), pp. 1, 4-6.
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can a project originally needing 12,446 sf of mechanical-uses,30 suddenly require only 6,710 in the
revised floors (Level-1.5 and mezzanine]? Second, it is a farce to believe that Level-4 will be
dedicated to mechanical equipment when the plans show “guest rooms" on this level, no
mechanical equipment is identified on the floor plans, and the floor configuration can accommodate
the exact number of additional rooms requested under the New Entitlements.31 In sum, it is
unreasonable to hold that the 2017 approved plans are in substantial conformance with the plans
originally approved in 2016.
Increase Commercial-Uses on Rooftop: Original plans show 5,043 sf of restaurant, 600 sf
retail, and 493 sf roof-deck uses (total 6,136 sf). The approved plan, however, show 3,000 sf of
restaurant, 600 sf retail, and 6,000 sf roof deck uses (total 9,600 sf). The 3,464 sf increase in
commercial-uses is concentrated on the rooftop, include alcohol sales, and require additional
parking. First, this requires specific land use findings to be made in the first instances (e.g., ZV
under LAMC § 12.27, ZAA under LAMC § 12.28, CUB under LAMC § 12.24.W.1). Second, during the
Original Entitlements approval process, concerns were raised regarding noise, speculative
entitlement requests, and compatibility with existing uses. (LOD, p. 13). City Planning dismissed
these concerns specifically because the Project was not proposing rooftop outdoor dining, alcohol
sales, and the small 493 sf rooftop was to be used exclusively for hotel guests. [Id. at 12-13). Third,
reductions in ground-floor restaurant-uses conflict with specific City Planning considerations
regarding land use consistency determinations (LOD, pp. 10,13; MND, 3-106, 111) and traffic
impacts (MND, 3-156-157).32 Fourth, more commercial-uses on the rooftop will prevent the
possibility of adding solar panels on the rooftop, as speculated during the Original Entitlements.
(MND, 3-106). In all, new land use findings must be made to cure these inconsistencies.
Removal of "D" Limitation: The New Entitlements request a 20 percent increase in total
square feet (12,110 sf) and FAR, which correlates with additional 46 rooms requested under the
ZAA likely to be placed on Level-4 (13,109 sf). First, this requires specific findings under ZAA to
deviate from the Site's 3:1 FAR "D" limitation established under Ordinance No. 165,660 (LOD, pp. 8,
11-12), which were not made when the Project was cleared (CPRA Records, p. 6), and it is
unreasonable to assume Level-4 will be used for mechanical-uses (as discussed above). Second,
CRA/LA has not approved these Project Changes [id. at 8). Third, this Project is for hotel-uses, not
residential-uses; any land use findings made justifying the increase in FAR cannot rely on conflating
hotel-uses with residential-uses. [See e.g., LOD, pp. 10,12; MND, 3-109-110).
In summary, the inconsistencies between the plans originally approved in 2016 and those
cleared in 2017 go beyond mere errors, but rather reflect the Project Changes requested under the
New Entitlements. For the reasons stated above, there is a fair argument that the Project Changes
may cause significant environmental impacts that warrant complete consideration and mitigation
under CEQA. This whole process violates the City Code and somehow has allowed Project Changes
far different than those entitled.
V.

PROIECT CLEARANCES AMOUNT TO PROTECT PIECFMEAUNC,

CEQA prohibits project piecemealing by requiring lead agencies to assess the environmental
impacts of all reasonably foreseeable phases of a project, whereby a public agency may not segment
a large project into two or more smaller projects to mask serious environmental consequences. See
30
31
32

Based on entire Level-2 (2,730 sf) and mezzanine Level not dedicated to guest rooms (9,716 sf).
Elevation plan (2017), p. 3 (showing Level-4 with "Guest Room”); Floor Plan (2017), p. 5.
Traffic analyzed with "high-turnover restaurant" with significant passby trip credits.

*7 *
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CEQA Guidelines § 15378(a); see also Santee v. County of San Diego, 214 Cal.App.3d at 1454. CEQA
mandates "that environmental considerations do not become submerged by chopping a large
project into many little ones - each with a minimal potential impact on the environment - which
cumulatively may have disastrous consequences." Bozung, 13 Cal.3d at 283-284; see also City of
Santee, 214 CalApp.3d at 1452; Save Tara v. City of West Hollywood (2008] 45 Cal.4th 116 (holding
that "conditional agreement to sell land for private development, coupled with financial support,
public statements, and other actions by its officials committing the city to the development, was, for
CEQA purposes, an approval of the project that was required... to have been preceded by
preparation of an EIR."].
Here, as discussed above, the Project cleared by Building & Safety and City Planning reflect
the New Entitlements without completion of the MND addendum, New Entitlements approved, or
public hearings being held. By allowing activities to continue on the Site, the City forgoes the full
range of design features and mitigation measures that could lessen potential impacts (e.g., reducing
construction impacts by denying third subterranean parking level, reducing shadow/height
impacts by removing arguably useless Level-4, etc.]. Therefore, the clearances and approval
amount to improper project piecemealing.
VI.

REQUEST STAY SITF. ACTIVITIES TO MAINTAIN STATUS QUO

For these reasons, Building & Safety and City Planning both erred and abused its discretion
when clearing this Project and issuing its Permits. Appellant respectfully requests that Building &
Safety investigate the matters raised herein and, in the meantime, place an immediate temporary
stay on all Site activities (e.g., excavation, grading, construction, etc.) until completion of the
investigation and/or the New Entitlements are approved in compliance with all requirements
under CEQA and the Code. Building & Safety should grant the temporary stay in order to maintain
the status quo.
Finally, this letter is made to exhaust remedies under Pub. Res. Code § 21177 concerning the
Project, and incorporates by this reference all written and oral comments submitted on the Project
by any commenting party. See Citizens for Open Government v. City of Lodi (2006) 144 Cal.App.4th
865,875. Commenter respectfully reserves the right to supplement these comments at hearings and
proceedings for this Project. See Cmtys.for a Better Env’t v. City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th
70,86 (EIR invalidated based on comments submitted after Final EIR completed); Galante Vineyards,
60 CalApp.4th 1109, 1120 (CEQA litigation not limited only to claims made during EIR comment
period).
Thank you for consideration of this Appeal. Please schedule a hearing at once.
Sincerely,

Gideon Kracov
Attorney for Appellant
ATTM:

Exhibit A: CPRA Documents
Exhibit B: Photos taken October 12-27, 2017
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PR17 14340

Jordan Sisson
Law Office of Gideon Kracov
801 S. Grand Avenue, 11th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017

[Sent via e-mail to Jordan&gia'eoniaw.net on October 11, 2017]
Re:

Public Records Act Request dated October 9, 2017, regarding i400 Cahuenga Bivd.

Mr. Sisson:
This letter is LADBS1 response to your Public Records Act Request, dated October 9, 2017 wherein which you
requested records pertaining to 1400 N. Cahuenga Blvd.
We've located 64 pages of documents that may be responsive to your request. These records are attached via
e-mail. Please provide a check made payable to the “City of Los Angeles” in the amount of $7.40, if you would
like a hard copy mailed to you.
The charge for copying public records is $1.00 per request (file or media type) and $0.10 per page for pages of
8.5x14 inches or less. Charges for copying records are in accordance with California Public Records Act
Sections 6253(b), 6253.9(a)(2), and 6253.9(b); Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 98.0405, and Los
Angeles Administrative Code Sections 12.40 and 19.44.
Please feel free to contact me at (213) 482-6765 if I can be of further assistance.

Hazel Harris
Office of the Custodian of Records

K:\PRA Public Records Request\2017/PR17-14340
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Area Planning Commission - Central
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Community Plan Area - Hollywood
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Energy Zone - 9
Fire District -1 (Entire parcel)
Near Source Zone Distance - 1.2

Thomas Brothers Map Grid
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Owner(s):

1400 CAHUENGAJV LLC

350 HUBBARD ST STE 440

CHICAGO 11, 60654
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Applicant.

(Relationship: Other)

BRUCE MILLER & ASSOC.

it. •/ aititi .tftSit &1 if.

533 S. FREMONT AVE 803

,?a<lH)£rJSJi5E
(11) Hotel
(17) Restaurant
(08) Garage - Public
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ONLY) AND TOP LEVEL AMENITY WITH THREE SUBTERRANEAN GARAGE
BASEMENTS 4X11 FLOOR USE IS FOR MECHANICAL USE ONLY
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(Note; Numeric measurement dflto in the format "number / number** implies "change in numeric value / total resulting numeric value")

(P)NPPA-I3 Fire Sprinklers Thru-out
(P) Concrete Sheartvall
(P) Steel Moment Frame
(P) A2 Occ. Group: +2382 Sqft / 2382 Sqft
(P) A3 Occ. Group: +5052 Sqft / 5052 Sqft
(P) B Occ. Group: +5907 Sqft (5907 Sqft
(P) R1 Occ. Group: +82580 Sqft i 82580 Sqft
(P) S2Occ. Group:+54372 Sqft/54372 Sqft
(P) A2 0cc. Load: +159 Max Occ. / 159 Max Occ.
(P) A3 Occ. Load: +646 Max Occ. / 646 Max Occ.

(P) Basement (BCV +3 Levels / 3 Levels
(P) Basement (ZC): +3 Levels / 3 Levels
<P) Floor Area (ZC): +60232 Sqft/60232 Sqft
(P) Height (BC): +84.6 Feet/S4.6 Feet
(P) Height (ZC)' * 93.8 Feet .’93 8 Feet
(P) Landscape Area: +3776 Sqft /3776 Sqft
(P) Length: +131 Feel /III Feet
(P) Stones. -8 Stones i 8 Stories
(P) Width:+130.5 Feel /130.5 Feet
(P) Guest Room: +175 Rooms / 175 Rooms

16010 - 10000-05898

(P) Long Term Bicycle Parking Provided for Bldg: +68 S
(P) Long Term Bicycle Parking Rcq'd for Blrij: t i I Spac
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(P) Provided Standard for Bldg: -93 Sta)ls/93 Stalls
(P) Short Term Bicycle Parking Provided tor Bldg: - LI S
(P) Short Term Bicycle Parking Req’d for Bldg: +11 Spat
(P) Short Term Bicyle Parking Provided in Public Right-t
(P) Type 1-B Construction
In the even) that any box (i.e. 1 -16} is tided lo oon.ioiiv
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possible that additional information has been caprai ed

Approved Seismic Gas Sltul-Off Valve may be required. *» Lot tie completed under AtTS54363 Bldg modification approved on

eiectronicalJy and could not be printed due to space

9/7.20 ] 7 by Shahen A to exclude exterior covered bike storage area from ZC floor area. Bldg Maintenance affidavit#2QI709l9n 1 Bldg
modification approved on 8/23/2017 by Binli

restrictions. Nevertheless the information primed exeeer

P. for exit discharge to be covered by overhang Bldg modification approved on 8/11/2017 by

Shahen A. for circulation driveway alternate turning clearance Bldg modification approved on 9/7/2017 by Shahen A. lo limit roof occupant

that required try section 19825 of die tiealils and Safely
Code of the State of California.

load to 4 8. Bldg maintenance afFidavitf/20170919110 Bldg modification approved on 8/23/2017 by Binh P for navel distance at roof level
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16. CONTACTOR.ARCHITECT & t.MGIN££k NAME

ADDRESS

(A)
(C)
(E)
(E)

7902 LOUISE LANE,
12250 EL CAM!NO REAL #240,
4344 LAUREL CANYON BLVD STE 3,
362J HARBOR BLVD STE 125,
1809 GOODMAN AVE,

uu

HA. SIMONY
DAVIS / REED CONSTRUCTION INC
CEFALL DAVID ALLEN
i I AS SAN. MGHAMED ALI
PETRONI, MATTHEW BRIAN

LICl.XSEtf

LA PALM
CA 90623
SAN DIEGO. CA 92130
STUDIO CITY. CA 91604
SANTA ANA, CA 92704
REDONDO BEACH, CA 91

C3II88
B

813480
S3658
S5285

C69473

TERM IT EX PIRATION/R F. FUNDS: This permit empires two years aiVr the date of the permit issuance This permit will also expire if no construction work is perfijfjrncd for a continuous
period of ISO days (See. 98.0602 LAMC). Claims for refund of ices paid must be filed within one year from [he dale of expiration for permits granted hv LADFJS (See. 22.12 & 22 13
LAMC). The permittee may be entitled to reimbursement of permit fees if the Department fails lo conduct an inflection within.

60 days ofreceiving a request

for firm) inspection

{MS l 79511

12JL IQ N$y-T> CONTRACTORS PV/.V ARA'l ION
I hereby aftirm under penalty of perjury that I am licensed under the provisions of Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000) of Division 3 oflhe Business and Professions Code, and my
license is in dill force and effect. The following applies to B contractors only: I understand the limitations of Section 7057 of the Business and Professional Code related to my ability to take
prime contracts or subcontracts involving specialty trades.
License Class: R

Contractor:

License No.: 813480

DAVIS / REED CONSTRUCTION INC

is. worm+ks’

chon >)KCt

uivnON

I liereby affirm, under penalty of perjury. one of the following declarations:

(_)

1 have and will maintain a certiiicate of consent to self insure for workers’ compensation, as provided for by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of the work for which
this permit is issued.

(_) l have and will maintain workers' compensation insurance, as required by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of the work for which this permit is issued. My workers'
compensation insurance carrier and policy number are:
Carrier:

TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO. OF fL

Policy Number: VTC2»C?BS4S0B84<V

(_J 1 certify that in I lie performance of the work for which this permit is issued, I

so as to become subject to the workers' compensation laws of

California, and agree that if I should become subject to the workers'compensation provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code, 1
WARNING: FAILURE TO SECURE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COVERAGE

IS

for (Itwilli comply wilh those provisions

UNLAWFUL, AND SHALL SUBJECT AN EMPLOYER TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND

CIVIL FINES UP TO ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS f$ (00,000), IN ADDITION TO THE COST OF COMPENSATION, DAMAGES AS PROVIDED FOR IN ShCTIOr
3706 OF THE LABOR CODE, INTEREST, AND ATTORNEY'S FEES.

19,

arMOYALDECLARATION IXAD HAZARD V» \RNTNC

I certify that nett floatin') of asbestos removal is either not applicable or has been submitted to the AQMD or EPA as per section 19827.5 of the Health and Safety Code. Information is available at
(;{MJ) 396-7336 and the notification form at wwv/.aqirtdgo.y. Lead safe eons I metion practices are required when doing repairs that disturb paint in ire-1978 buildings due to the present
ft? 16 and 6717 of the Labor Code. Information is available at Health Services for J.. A County at (300) 524-5323 or the State of California at (SCO) 597-5323 or

I hereby aftirm under penalty

perjury that there is a construe

so. cor-!sTm:?CT:?-.>N y&aiag m&SQl declaration
lending agency for the performance of the work for which 'hi permit is

cc

suty os dmanees and state Jaws relating to building construction, and hereby authorize representatives of

realize dial this permit is an a

with any applicable 1

70 i

issued (Sec. 3097, Civil Code).

I certify that I hasc-re/’d this app4i cation INCLUDING THF. ABOVE DECLARATIONS and state !hw the above tnic*i*alion INCLUDING
put pc

»«(S

Lenders Address: ±

nder’s Name Hf A-r

comply with all city and

9

a ton for injspcetion and that it dozs not approve or authorize

Furr hfcnn ore, neither the City of Los Angeles nor any board, department ot

or sr

T HF. ABOVE

•me ro

DECLARATIONS is correci

sty lo elite* upon the above-mentioned properly for u

k specified herein, and it docs nef rmhorize or peanut any violation nr ftiiu
yee thereof, make any warranty, nor shall bt re:

whtch such work is performed. I feither affirm

■nply

jnsiblc for lire*, perform, mce or r

any work described herein, nor the condition of the props

nor the soil upon

treasonably interfere with any access or utility sasemcn

longing to ethers and located on my property, but in the event such work does destroy or unreasonably inter

substitute easements) satis fecreiy lo the holder(s) of the

?incw will be provided (Sec. 91.01964.3.4 LAMC).

under penalty of pcijRtf)’. Ihst the proposed work will nm c^-ftoy or

eW

h such ei

it. a

By signing below, I certify that;
(1) 1 accept all the declarations above namely the Licensed Contractor's Declaration, Workers' Compensation Declaration, Asbestos Removal Declaration Lead J lazard Warning. Consiruciion
Lending Agency Declaration, and Final Declaration; and
(2) This permit is being obtained with die consent of the legal owner of the property.

□
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mt rector

□ A union \

\ 400 N Cahuenga Blvd

Permit Application U:
City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety

Bldg-New

16010 - 10000 - 05898

Commercial

CLEARANCE SUMMARY WORKSHEET

Regular Plan Check

16010 - 10000 - 05898

Plan Check U:

B16LA20080FO

Plans Filed in: METRO
Printed On: 10/11/17 10:26:48

IMPORTANT: This summary documents the clearance^) required prior to permit issuance. Most clearances) are granted electronically, however this form will also be
completed so that in the event of a computer outage, there is evidence of the clearance action(s). Keep this form with all other documents necessary to obtain the permit.

INSTRUCTIONS
You are advised to initiate the approval process for the following permit application clearance(s) marked as "Not Cleared” as soon as
possible, in order to allow adequate time to obtain the approvals. Certain departments (such as the Department of City Planning) may require additional plan review and approval
process, which may include mandatory appeal periods. The address and phone number of the specific agency corresponding to the"Address Code:" shown for each clearance is indicates
at the end of this form and it is recommended that you call before appearing in person. Remember to bring a copy of the permit application to the clearance agency for their reference. A
"Cleared” condition requires no further action on your part,
AT:

CLEARANCE AGENCIES: For city agencies, perform electronic clearance action(s) using PCIS and complete this form. For non-city agencies or PCIS outages, complete this form.
Description of Work: NEW 8 STORY HOTEL WITH RESTAURANT AT GROUND FT ,OOR(CORE&S HELL ONLY) AND
TOP ! EVEL AMENITY WITH THREE SUBTERRANEAN GARAGE BASEMENTS. 4TH PTjOOR
USE IS FOR MECHANICAL USE ONL Y.

Building & Safety Contact
Plan Check Office: METRO
PC Engineer: Armen JivaLagian

Status

Clearance Description and New Status
Agency: Bureau of Engineering

Description: New or unrecognized address

Address Code: 1
Cleared

Electronic Clearance(Xj By : AJARA

Date: 03/29/17

Phone:

Comments: USE EXISTING ADDRESS 1400 N CAHUENGA BLVD

Agency: Bureau of Engineering

Description:

Bicycle parking spaces in the public, right-of-way

Address Code: 1

Cleared

Electronic Clearance 0 By: JKHQ

Date: 07/17/17..

Phone:

Comments: No bike racks in the public way per plan. Plan revised to install standard bike rack <S-6? I -0) in public way. Obtain A-peimil during const, •btain C and A from DOT.

Agency: Bureau of Engineering

Description: Encroachment m Public Way (Canopy projection)

Address Code: 1
Cleared

Electronic Clearance El By: JKHQ

Date: 05/16/17

Phone:

Comments: Canopy is exempt per Sec 3202 3.2
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Cleared

Agency: Bureau of Engineering
Address Code: 1

Description: The ice authorized by Ord. 176,300 for PW/Gng to process dearance(s) for I.ADBS issued permits

Electronic Clearance® By :
Comments; Paid 129

Date; 03/02/17

Agency: Bureau of Engineering

Description: Lot subject to highway dedication. NOTE This sign-off is not to be construed as a sign-off on any engineering requirements associated
with any plteming/dtscretionary action. This is strictly a sign-off applicable to LAMC 12.37 only.

Address Code: 1
Cleared

Phone:

Electronic Clearance IS By :

Date: 09/05/17

Phone:

Comments: HWY DED #201700593 DEDICATION AT OB LQNGPRE AVEDED-SFT, AND 20FT RADIUS. FOR LOT 54 & 15. IVAR AVE DED= 10FT CORNER-CUT. ALLEY (N/O DE LONGPRE
AVE & E/O CAHUENGA BLVD) DED-5FT

Agency: Bureau of Engineering

Description: Board of Public Works approval for construction of a marquee

Address Code: 1
Cleared

Electronic Clearance® By: JKHQ
Comments: N/A. Ho marquee shown on plan.

Date: 05/16/17

Phone:

Agency: Bureau of Engineering

Description: Permit for construction of drtvcwaysfcurb ramps/sidewalks

Address Code: 1
Cleared

Phone:
Date: 09/15/17
Electronic Clearance® By: TPHAN
Comments: OBTAIN A PERMIT DURING CONSTRUCTION TO INSTALL 2 NEW DRIVEWAY APPROACHES W-MAX 30' B-Permit No. BR004023

Agency: Bureau of Engineering

Description; Roof and/or site drainage to street

Address Code: 1
Cleared

Electronic Clearance® By : TPHAN

Date: 09/15/17

Phone:

Comments: B-Pemw No. BR004023

Agency: Bureau of Engineer'll!

'

Description: Sewer availability and connection

Address Code: 1
Cleared

Electronic Clearance® By: AJARA

Date: 03/29/17

Phone:

Comments: Sewer Permit No.: OBTAIN 3-PERM IT DURING CONST TO VERIFY LATERAL CERTIFICATE NO.: C-2017500586

Agency: Bureau of Engineering

Description: Work Adjacent to or Removal of Lateral Support of Public Way

Address Code: t
Cleared

Electronic Clearance® By: TPHAN

Date: 09/14/17

Phone:

Comments: H-IV.RMST NO G-l 750-0137
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Agency: City Planning Department

Description: "O" cnnditmra :r

52 Q -l (only tot I -tit, height ;;ml \a:d issi;

)

Address Code: 2

Cleared

Date: 08/24/17
Phone:__________________
Electronic Clearance El By: NMARTINE
Comments: PerOrdiruncs 165.b6l. The D limits floor area Thetotui icor area contained In all hmldihg* on a lot uhaH nor exce< three ;wm:s the bui triable #*;

Agency: City Planning Department

uf the lot

Description: Approval for the revision tu the plans approved pet DIR-70I5-3166-SPR to propose entire 4th lew! mechanical floor

Address Code: 2
Cleared

Electronic Clearance H By: NMARTINE

Date: 08/24/17

Phone:

Comments: In suhsIRnlia! conformance with Exhibit A One floor (I oval 2 i of mechanical equipment was demonstrated in Kxbthft A Fourth floor of mechanical equipment is not counted as floor aiea The overall
floor area square footage itas slightly decreased to 60,6' Isqfl

Agency: City Planning Department

Description

: '■ rear yard in a; of! S' aide yard and if (Caryatidper Sec S2.22A.18(CX3)

reiionyty Approval to allow ?•' fi* side yarn i>t,d

Address Code: 2
Cleared

Electronic.Clearance E) By: NMARTINE

Date: 08/24/17

Phone:

Comments: No setbacks arc required for the proposed scope of work Per email by project planner Jojo Pewsawang, setbact requirements were reviewedand addressed, utilizing exemption of I AMC Section
•A i3.CS.

Agency: City Planning Department

Description: D[R-30!5-3!fi6-SPR (ace comments)

Address Code: 2

Cleared

Phone:
Electronic Clearance® By : NMARTINE
Date: 08/24/17
Comments: Approved per Plan stamped "Approved Plans" dated 8/23/1 ?, a total of 40 sheets stamped. Per recorded instrument number 20170757836dated 7/7/17. Per invoice number 3S5SO and receipt number
0)04762458. Per supplemental documentation including: 1 SCAR 2. B-Perarii Bond Estimate 3.SAR 4 Arborist Letter 5. Demolition and Staging Plans 6. Soils Repost Approval Letter 7 Stamps from
______________ Fire, DOT, Circcn Building, Sanitation. In substantial conformance with Exhibit A. l.The first floor was changed to comply with determination request of bike smt'dge 2. Mechanical equipment

Agency: City Planning Department

Description: Site plan Review, prop :t sutpasses threshold

perl AMC 16£>5 C

Address Code: 2
Cleared

Date:. 08/24/17
Phone:
Electronic. Clearance® By : NMARTINE
Comments: Approved per DIR-2015-3166-SPR Approved per Plan stamped "Approved Plans" dated 8/23/17, a total of 40 sheets stamped Per recorded instrument number 2017075 7836 dated 7/7/17 Per invoice
____________

number 38580 and receipt number 0104762458 Per supplemental documentation including: I .SCAR 3. B-Permit Bond Estimate 3 SAP 4 Arborist Defter 5. Demolition and Staging Plans 6 Solis
Report Approval l.et’.e'- 7, Stamps from Fire, DOT, Green Building, Sanitation. In substantial conformance with Exhibit A: I .The first floor was changed to comply with determination request of bike

Agency: City Planning Department

Description: Tract Map conditions (Z11022) forTraet;VTT-74660

Address Code: 2
Cleared

Electronic Clearance® By: NMARTINE

Date: 08/24/17

Phone:

Comments: Not applicable to cope of wo:1. Case was withdrawn.

Agency; City Planning Department

Description: Zoning Administrator Case S.ZA-2016 3341 MCL’P.T.V 2AA

| Address Code: 2
Cleared j Electronic Clearance® By: NMARTINE
Comments: Approved w;

:uii

ions. Appro

Date: 08/28/17

'uv"’ ion of core and

Phone:____________

■ell pci DIR-2015-3166-SPK. /A J ■ ft

no alcohol if is pennmot
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Agency: City Planning Department

Description: Zoning Information File SZI-2433 Revised Hollywood Injunction

Address Code: 2

Cleared

Phone:__________________
Date: 08/24/17
Electronic Clearance® By: NMARTINE
Comments: Not applicable. The proposed application to build New 7 story hotel with restaurant at ground iloor and its regulations per IMR-2015-3166-SPR do not derive fromHCPl! or E!R. Thi dearance is made
pursuant to Paragraph 2 of 7.12433-Revised.

Agency: Department of Building and Safety

Description: Approval of Disabled Access corrections

Address Code: -1
Cleared

Electronic Clearance EJ By: WLAU

Date: 08/16/17

Phone:

Comments:

Agency: Department of Buildingand Safety

Description:

Approval for Green Building - Mandatory Compliance

Address Code: 4
Cleared

Electronic Clearance® By: DRCRICHLO

Date: 05/25/17

Phone:

Comments:

Agency: Department of Building and Safety

Description: Miscellaneous approval lor.Haul Route approval front LADBS per DIR-2PS5 3166 SPR

Address Code: 4
Cleared

Phone:

Electronic Clearance® By: AJIVALAG
Comments: hold, not a clearance

Date: 09/15/17

Agency: Los Angeles Fire Department

Description: Fire Marshall Fire Life Safety Projects

Address Code: 5
Cleared

Electronic Clearance® By: DMEDINA

Date: 09/12/17

Phone:

Comments:

Agency; Los Angeles Fire Department

Description: Hydrants and access around

iiding

Add ress Code: 5
Cleared

Electronic Clearance® By: R.D.UF.F
Comments:

Date: 05/31/17

Agency: Department of Transportation

Description: Internal circulation per l

Phone:

Aij

Address Code: 6
Cleared

Electronic

Clearance® By : TTANAVOL

Date: 05/31/17

Phone:

Comments: Approved for two one-way driveway* on De Longpre Ave. W=!6' each , Case 2 Applicant shall install and maintain a sign faring De Longpre Ave. and ratirisy “Wrong Way" or "Do Not Enter".
Approved for an alley access will, a minimum of 20-loot reservoir space.
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Cleared

Agency: Department of Transportation

Description: Trans. Demand Ord. 168,700 approval for general office i

Address Code: fi
Klectronic Clearance E3 By: JYU
Comments: notarized and recorded CnA

Date: 08/23/17

Agency: Community Redevelopment Agency

Description: ProjeetloCBled in CRA ArettHollywood Redevelopment Project

:

only with more than 2S.000 sqft of new or additional floor area

Phone:

Address Code: 8
Cleared

Electronic Clearance 12 By : CBULLOCK

Date: 09/08/17

Phone:

Comments: approval IS for a 7-slory 176 room hotel as idea tied ittENV-2015-3167. MND Any modifications to the project prior to the issuance of a TCO or CotO shall rrxjuhtt CRA clearance.

Agency: Cal Oce. Safety and Health Administration

Description: Permits required for buildings/structures over 3-story or 36 feet or more in height

Address Code: 9
Cleared

New Clearance Status: Completed

By: CALOSHA APPROVED

Entered by LA DBS - No PCIS access Date: 08/29/17

Comments: 71132.5 Written approval provided by the agency.

Agency: Cal Oec. Safety and Health Administration

Description: Permit (hr trenclRexcavation over 6 feet where t> worker descends

Address Code: 9
Cleared

New Clearance Status: Completed

By: CALOSHA APPROVED

Entered by LADB S - No PCIS access Date: 08/29/17

Comments: 711325 Written approval provided by the agency.

Agency: Cultural Affairs Department

Description: Marquees/canopies over public way

Address Code: 12

Cleared

Electronic Clearance^ By:

H AVAN ESI

Date:

Phone:

Comments:

Agency: Department of Water and Power

Description: Construction within 10 Let of power iines or casement

Address Code: 13
Cleared

Phone:..............
Date: 08/31/17
Electronic Clearance IS By : EFRESQUE
Comments: No documented easement on the property Conditional approval is granted for the proposed plans. Customer must contact the New Business group of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
to coordinate the necessary work on the existing underground power facilities on the northmost side of the property. For service planning, customer may contact LADWP Service Planning Engineer
______________ Farhad Dorrnanl, at {213) 367-6012 or e-mail at Farhad.Domani@kdwp.cofn. Customer must contact Dig Alert at Si 1 to locate and mark ail underground utilities prior to any excavation. No_______

Agency: Department of Water and Power

Description: Construction within a DWP utility easement

Address Code: 13
Cleared

Electronic Clearance [3 By: EFRESQUE

Date: 08/31/17

Phone:

Comments: No documented easement on the property. Conditional appro*, ui is granted for the proposed plans. Customer must contact the New Business group of the 1 .ns Angeles Department of Water and Power
to coordinate the necessary work on the existing underground power facilities on the northmost side of the property, for service planning, customer may contact LADWP Service Planning Engineer
______________ Farhad Dormt-in. tit (213) 367-6013 or e-mail ni i:,:.had.P»rmani«fctadwi> com Customer must cental"; Dig Ateit at Hi I to locate, and mark all underground tnihr.ex prior to tiny excavation No______
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!
Cleared

Agency: Bureau of Sanitation
Address Code: 19
Electronic Clearances By : KBROWNE

Description: Obtain Industrial Waste Mgnit. Oiv. clearance for pood Service Establishment
Date: 08/31/17

Phone:

Comments: Approved far 1500 gal G1

Agency: Bureau of Sanitation

Description; Obtain plan approval for development with more than 500 sf. floor area

Address Code: 19

Cleared

Electronic Clearance [xj By: MSCADUTO

Dace: 09/12/17

Phone:

Comments: Stormwater Observation Report (SOR) required before final sign off or issuance of certificate of occupancy (CtO). Approved for 1 below grade cisterns (10,000 gallons total) ti irrigate 1800sfof
vegetated landscape area and 1 Odownsput -liter per approved LID plans. Overflow directly to street through an approved City of Los Angeles, Building and Safety, and Bureau of Engineering
______________ standards. UP stamped approved plans urns’; be included in the final Building and Safety permit set

Agency: Office of Finance

Description: BTRC Number 0002626050

Address Code: 22

Cleared

Electronic Clearances By : CDGUARDAD

Date: 09/15/17

Phone;

Comments:

End of Clearances) for 16010 - 10000- 05898. Refer to" ADDRESS CODES" sheet for clearance agency address/phone information.
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CLEARANCE AGENCY "ADDRESS CODES rt
(NOTE: Address Code 3 not in use at this lime - Contact your plan check engineer for instructions)

CtHicJ
I Bureau

Agency Name

Agency Name
Los Angeles County Health

(Within Centra! District)

- Highway Dedication iHillside Ord.

(213)482-7030

Figueroa Platca:

- Hood-Drainage: 1149 & Broadway

(213)485-4820

Appointment required- cull first

- Scwr t Driveway

(253)482-7030

- Excavotion/Mtirqaec: 201 N. Fig Sr., 3rd Fir

<213)482-7048

Bureau of Engineering

Harbor District - (7:30 am to 4:30 pm)

(310) 732-4677

(Outside Central District)

638 & Beacon St-, Suite 427, San Pedro

(See NOTE at tot tom right)

Valley District West Ixis Angeles District -

Street Use Permits

2

Dcpartment uf City Planning
(Devt'E prafc«<

1149 S. Broadway, 3rd Floor

10
U
(213)847-6000

vu *s*!K-*n iflOv* Siting ik
iti< Mi Hi 24
.i«'» m m j M W

i*: i.ojwdnws ('<>-** m? Tii* ipposataKCf ’* >:•* 4? / j‘£ if U'>

: 01N Bjjuw&a St,, A th Floor, las Ara tits

DSC Valley Counter, Marvin Braude Bldg <>JS2 VanNuy;; Blvd., Rm ’51, Van Nuys

iDUk^oi H I. ftu

AV'A'DfG •

Dep,ailment

14500 Roscoe Blvd, 5th floor. Panorama City

(818)672-2200

Admin. HQ: 5050 Commerce Dr.

6053 Bristol Pkwy, 2nd Floor, Oliver City

(310) 665-8483

Baldwin Park, (626) 430-5560

122 W. 8th St., Rm 20-A, San Pedro

(310) 665-8450

Community Redevelopment Agency

Figueroa Plaza: 201 N. Figueroa St.,

(CRA)_____________

Wed Only (Se NOTE at bottom right)

Calif, Div. of Occupational Safety

320 W. 4th St, Rm. 850, LA

(213)576-7451

and Health

6150 Van Nuys Blvd, Rm. 405, Van Nuys

(818) 901-5403

21865 E. Copley Dr., Diamond Bar

(800) 388-2121

Management District (SCAQMP)

Homs: T - F, 7:30 am-5:00 pm

A * Cal! first A*

5816 Corporate Avc„ Rm. 200, Cypress

(714) 816-6847

Department of Conservation,

13
16

AO \WT lYML-N

Cultural Affairs Department

City Property/MatqiBsl Public Way), Arts

201 N. Figueroa St, 14,l> Floor, LA

Development Fees, and Mural Signs

Department of Water and Power,

221 N. Figueroa St., Suite 1600

Real Estate Division

“Requests viill take 4-6 weeks to process
1200 W. 7th

Demo/reduction of unitsfrooms

1200 W. 7th

HPOZ

City Kail: 2.(HI N Spring Si, Rsn. 60{»!.oa Angela

(213) 978-1198

Tenant Habitability Plan

3550 Wilshire Blvd, #1500, Koreatown

Metro Neighborhood Projects
Valley Neigh to rhood Projects

Sc-hCvHto c y.2ft‘*iiskg
On tee
jtfcuun
Uep irtrm

.a (. amirMti

hone Det < tor, OlFme

Building & Safety

Pter*

'3.1. W

HUM {•«•> »m;,/Al.Y

City Hi\ 200 N. Spring St, Rm 621. los Angeles

.'M Braude Bldg, 62 v.l Van Nuys Blvd, Em 430, Van Nuys
i citvt>i; ina.laertv.org. Click or. * Dmlcpntttft Services

(213)978-1160

Metro. Trans. Authority (MTA)

MTFA, Project Engineering Facilities

Primary Contact: Aspet Davidian

One Gateway Plaza - 16th Floor

Email: (tovidian.iTAnetro.net

Los Angeles, CA 90012

18

Port of l os Angeles

19

Bureau of Sanitation

425 S. Palos Verdes 3, San Pedro
Industrial Waste Mgmt. Div.(Fats'OiICOrease)

17

(818)374-5072

] Centers", then“Makfc Appoint rainf

1 iS7>S;innipd Jscitv.pf r. Click on *■ Planning Coatiitts'1'
,

Call plan checker

Figueroa Plaza: 20! N. Figueroa Street

Hold! 7J: See plan check engineer

Call plan checker

(See NOTE,-at bottom right)

Grading: Oo to District Office for project

(213)482-0480

Construction Services Unit:

(213) 482-6900

201 N. Figueroa St, Rm. 300
Figueroa Plaza:

j Hydrants and Access Unit:
201 N. Figueroa St., Rm, 300

(See NOTE at bottom right)

Van Nttys: 6)262 Van Nuys Blvd., lira 251

(818)374-5005

(213)482-6543

(213) 808-8537
(213)252-2852

Call for appoint,
(213)922-5285

(310) 732-3850
Call for appoint.

2714 Media Center Dr, Glassed Park

(323)342-6118

Watershed Project Division (Stormwater)
Recycling Division (Waste Hauler)

(213)482-7066

20

LA County Fire Department

5825 Riekenbacker Rd, Commerce
Hours Monday - Thursday, 8:30 atn-3:30 pnt

West LA: 1.828 Savrfelle Blvd., 2nd Floor

(310)575-827!

Transportation Department

Fig. Plaza; 20) N. Fig. St. - (See NOTE)

(213) 482-7024

/.I

(Only check payments accepted)

21

Los Angeles World Airport

! World Way

Email: 1, AXPIanttingJiplavie.org

Administration East, Room 218

22

Office of finance

fig- Plaza: 201 N. Fig St. - (See NOTE)

(32?) 890-4106
Call First **
(424)646-5174
or Email

Van Nuys: 6262 Van Nuys Blvd. Rm. 110

(818)374-6850

7.1 1448.1874.1887,2192 *Wi„A

West Valley: 6262 Van Nuys Blvd, #320

(818)374-4699

West LA: 1828 Sardelle, Blvd. Rm. 102

(310)575-8888

7,1235! - DOT :a) OilTnins Building

West LA.: 7166 W. Manchester Ave.

(213) 48 S-1062

City Hall: 200 N. Spring St, Rm. 101

(844) 663-4411

(Ail others-Fig. Plum)

CalTrans: 100 S. Main

(213)972-8482

9th Floor

Bicycle Corrals in PROW:
100 S. Main St.. 9th Floor

rev

(213) 808-8843

201 N. Figueroa St, 3rd Floor

201 N. Figueroa Sired

29,1870= West Valley

(213)367-0562

201 N. Figueroa a., 4th Floor

Disabled Access: See DA corrections

lire Department

6

a, Is'Floor
a, 1°Floor

(213)978-1200

riftao-4

(213) 202-5500

Housing Department
Density tomiAparkiitg incentive

fin-tilt 200 N Spring. S! . Rm rm, Ixis AngeVa

Vi

(213) 482-6595

South Coast Air Quality

1 listoric Monuments & Mills Act
<nr Kr

(Call First)
(213)351-7895

Division of Oil and Gas

(213)482-7077
(818)374-5050

Agency Address
3530 Wilsliire Blvd, 9th Floor, LA 90010

Appointment required - call first

12

t» Owter{D^Cl • 48 <%tv Phwwnag

DSC Metro Counter, Fig Plaza

9

(310)575-8384

1828 Sawtelle Blvd, 3rd Floor, West LA

I

8

(818)374-5090

6262 Van Nuys Blvd. Room 251, Van Nuys

4

Code

(213)482-7030

201 N. Figueroa Street

1

(Call First)

Agency Address
- Address Approval

of Engineering

(2131972-8481

23

Bureau ofStreet Services,

1149 S, Broadway, 4th Floor

Urban Forestry Division

Los Angeles, CA 90015

(213) 847-30 “ -

NOT'D For clearances required from agencies located at 201 R Figueroa .Street (between Temple St. & 1” St. in
downtown Los Angeles), sign-in at the 4“' floor rceeptienist cornier for a “Q-Matfc" referral to the appropriate 3
tu 4“ floor counter.
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66 PERMIT

Application # 'lSolollCMM :05S98 ||. J

lasp. History

i s. »
:

j

s

Source
PC AM
■PC AM
iFt AM
PCAM
;pc,lm

i< \M
PC AM
i ‘JM A tf
PON
:pcb

ons

Status

Status Dale

Bate-Time

First Name

Last: Name

Submitted
PC Assignat)

, L2 19/2016

-l2'i»20i6 04:.TPH'
.Pld<S/2#n 02:40PM
■01,27,20)7 03:19 PM
02/09/20)"
AM
;02,mi01 ^ 08:48 AM
02/15/2017 04:52 PM
Stl 12017 03:45 PM
0915- 2017 01:46 PM
09,i5'2017 (11:4~ PM
0945-2017 01 ;51 PM
".09'15*2017 (12:19 PM

PCIS '
-ARMEN
;AJRJMEN
ARMEN
i ARMEN
’BILL
(ARMEN
.ARMEN
. ARMEN
,ARMEN
COM CASH

IMPORT

PUS

1HAIAGLVN
JIVAtAGLAN

355835
299312
299312
299312

,

01 26 Ml7
PC Hi Ptwrress
01:25,201’’
02 09:2(31?
Comtctioss Issued
Submitted lot Supervisor Ret02 39.101 7
Reviewed by Supeivrsor
02/16,201VurifitaiiotiS in Progress
0411/2017
PC Approved
09.-15 2017
09 15''2017
■PC Into f. ftwplete
■Ready to Issue
0915' 2017
Slssned
0M5'2i>17

Ct

JB'AIAGIAV

TIVAI.AGIAN

.

:

i

I

i
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Audit Name

STLTSM AN

3STCTSMA

JJVALAGLAN
.nVAIAGIAN
■HVALAGIAN
JIYALAGIVN
COME ASH

299312
299312
299312
29)312
CONIC ASH

COMMERCIAL
PLAN CHECK CORRECTION SHEETS

m

nman/ENTjr atfiowc she wm?

(2014 LA0C)

Plan Check Submittal Dale:
Plan Check / PC

It

^ ■/.

Job Address:

IZ. Hf

Zj}\-L_________

/ / rs

L txcJ-

AL

\ A0

AjCl

JhuA______ _

Applicant:
P.G. Engineer

Phone
r

*•

-r‘
W, va /

Phoney

(orin*. firsk/ja st narrej

E-mail;

riants@iac ih>
•a

Your feedback is important, please visit our website to complete a Customer Surrey at

www.ladb6.org/LADBSWeb/customer-survey.Jsf.
if you have any questions or need clarification on any plan check matters, please contact a plan check
supervisor or call our Customer Hotline at (213) 482-0056,

WITH THE PLAN CHECK (PC) PROCESS:
Review corrections circled on this Plan Check Correction Sheet and on the plans and calculation sheets.
Provide a written response or reference to details pursuant to the corrections. Location of any revisions
on the plans shall be identified as part of your responses. For any questions related to these PC
corrections, email or call the Plan Check Engineer.
Phone or email the PC engineer for a verification appointment after you have addressed the corrections.
Verification of corrections is only done by appointment.
Complete item #2 above and bring the originally checked set of plans and calculations to the meeting along
with this plan correction sheets. Unprepared responses with incomplete plans or calculations may result
in cancellation of the meeting.
During the appointment, the plan check engineer will go over the corrections and comments. Once aii the
items have been corrected to comply with the code requirements and clearances are obtained, the permit
wifi be ready to be issue.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROCEEDING

1

2

3.
4.

o.

IMPORTANT ITEMS TO READ:
1
Your early attention is suggested to the approval process from other Departments as fisted in the
.

2.
3.

4.

Clearance Summary Worksheet due to possible delays resulting from a public hearing or other processes
required by other Departments. The Planning Department, the Community Redevelopment Agency, and
others may have requirements that could significantly affect the final design of the project.
The permit application will expire 18 months from the plans submittal date.
Please be advised that the permit will be issued upon verification of compliance with the corrections
included herein. The approval of plans does not permit the violation of any section of the Building Code,
or other ordinance or state law.
Numbers in parenthesis refer to particular code sections of the 2014 Edition of the [.os Angeles City
Building Code.

PriTJs 1 of 14
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THE FOLLOWING SUPPLEMENTAL CORRECTION SHEETS ARE ATTACHED AND SHALL BE CONSIDERED
A PART OF THIS REVIEW. COMPLIANCE WITH THESE CORRECTIONS MUST BE OBTAINED PRIOR TO
THE ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT.
Supplemental Correction sheets attached:
Fire District
d

c Grading and shoring - general

Flood Hazard

Security Requirements
' Sound transmission

Methane Seepage Regulation
;■( Storm Water requirements

- Structural - General

Energy Conservation

~ Disabled Accessibility

Review the following checked information bulletins and forms. Revise plans to show compliance (Copies can be
obtained at
...
P/GI 2014-024 Recording Covenants with LA County
o P/G) 2014-02S Copies of LA Ordinances (Planning's)

l

P/BC 2014-106 Water Curtain in lieu of protected ext. openings
P/BC 2014-102 Methane hazard Mitigation standard pian

P/BC 2014-027 Onsite Wastewater treatment system

P/BC 2014-103 Sump Pumps for surface drainage

P/8C 2014-044 Alquist-Priolo EQ Fault Zoning Act

"-} P/BC 2014-113 Reports for submittal to Grading Division

P/BC 2014-060 30 days notification of intent to excavate
□ P/BC 2014-084 Flood Hazard Management Specific Plan

c P/ZC 2014-001 Parking Lot Design
P/ZC 2014-006 Projections in Yards

: P/BC 20144)85 Coastal Development Permit

□ P/ZC 2014-008 Zoning Code "Building height”

u P/BC 2014-073 Policy on signed and wet Stamped plans

P/ZC 2014-011 Parking requirements

P/8C 2014-074 Sound Insulation near Airport
c P/BC 2014-081 Conv. into Heavy Duty Equip. Room (Struct)

r..

c p/BC 2014-095 Plumbing Fixtures

Yards, or Open Air Storage of Used Materials, Used Equipment and

P/ZC

2014-013 Auto Dismantling Yards, Junk Yards, Scrap Metal

Used Machinery in the M-2 and M-3 Zones

Affidavits / Additional Documents:
Maintenance of Building Support: PC/STR/Aff.25

a Summary Clearance worksheet (attached)
d

Grading Bond; PC/GRAD/Bond 03 and 04

a Oversize Building: PC/STR/Aff.28

Protection of adjoining property: PC/GRAD/App.13

V

Lot Tie: PC/STR/Aff.22

•

Off-street Parking: PC/STR/Aff.27
Parking Attendant: PC/STR/Aff.31

r- Green Building Declaration: PC/STFt/Aff.39

□ Building Maintenance: PC/STR/Aff.23

c

Structural Observations
■ Graffiti Removal: PC/STR/Aff.42

*****«************:2-***^*****rt*#**-*:** **********************************^

PART !: GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
A.

PERMIT APPLICATIONS

1.

Provide a fully dimensioned plot plan to scale, in ink and
copy It to the PCIS application’s plot pian sheet provided.

2.

Valuation is revised to 3
__. ___
Pay additional plan check fee of $_______________ .

3.

Arts Development and School fees are applicable to this
project, as required by Section 107.4.6.

4.

Provide complete and correct legal description (Tract. Lot,
Slock, Gran! Deed). Provide complete information for applicant,
owner, engineer, architect, and contractor.

5

Obtain separate permit for the following items:
Retaining walls or block fence walls
a.
Grading work
b.
c
Slock walls
Signs
d.
a
Swimming pools
Fire sprinkler systems
1

WCw.lfit.

AV.w. sdbta ore
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g

h
i
j.
6.

A separate structure
Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing work
Shoring
Demolitlo n

5

The permit application must be signed by the property
owner, or licensed contractor, or authorized agent at the
time the permit is to be issued:

a,

Building projections into public properties must comply with
edesirian
Chapter 32.
Note on the plans: "Temporar
protection shall be provided as required by Section 3308.
Obtain Public Works' approval. (3201.3, 3202.3.1,3308)

9.

Fire lane access is required. Obtain clearance from the
Hydrants and Access Unit of tha Fire Department LAMC
57.09.03

10

Obtain b site pian review approval from City Planning
Department for any development project which creates, or
results in an increase of 50,000 gross square feet or more of
nonresidents! floor area.

11

(See attached supplemental correction sheet} - Signoff from
Watershed Protection Division, Bureau of Sanitation,
Department of Public Works is required for:

For owner-builder permits: Owner's signature cart be
verified with owners driver license.
Owner's
representatives must present owner’s approval with
a notarized letter from the owner.

b.

8,

Forcontractorbuilding permits: Prior to the issuance
of a building permit, the contractor shall have the
following:
Certificate
of
workers
Compensation
l)
Insurance made out to the Contractors State
License Board.
Notarized letter of authorization for agents.
Copy of Contractors State License or pocket
ID.
iv) Copy of City of Los Angeles business tax
registration certificate or a newiy paid receipt
for one.

Si.

6,

;,* y BAR AWT E S

1.

Obtain ail clearances as noted on the attached Clearance
Summary Worksheet. Appfy immediately for the signoff
is necessary as it can take months for some departments
to review the project. Comply with conditions given during
approval prior to the permit issuance.

2.

Obtain lot cut date from Land Records of Public Works.
Lot divided after 6-1-46 shall comply with Lot area
requirement of the Zone. Lot divided after 7-29-62 shall
obtain a Certificate of Compliance from City Planning
Department Allow months to process. Obtain application
from Planning Dept.

3.

Provide copies of the following recorded documents for
the parcel: {
). More
requirements or Clearances may follow upon review of the
documents. For copies of recorded affidavits, contact
Building and Safety Records Section. For copies of City
Planning documents, contact the Department of City
Planning at (213) 978-1259, of fax request to (213) 978
1263

4

A recorded affidavit is required (see sheet # 2). Obtain a
copy of “instruction to process affidavits* from LADSS’s
wish site and follow tha instruction.

c.

7

Soil/Foundation/Geology report(s) must be approved by
the Grading Section. Provide a copy of the approved
report and Department approval letter. Show compliance
with the report's requirements and approval letter's
conditions.

b.

Existing developments where the proposed work results
in the addition or replacement of 5,000 square feet of
im pervious surface areas, and one of the following
CEl tegories of projects:
Projects located in or adjacent to or discharging
directly into an Environmental Sensitive Area.
Parking lots (including roof top parking)i with 25 or
more parking spaces or 5,000 sq. feset or more
(including accessory driveways).
Commercial/industria! developments with 43,560
square feet or more of impervious surfaces
(including buildings and parking areas).
Auto Repair Facilities (not including auto sound or
alarm facilities).
Retail Gasoline Services Statons.
Stand-alone Restaurants (including take outs)
Vehicle or equipment fueling areas.
Vehicle or equipment maintenance areas, including
washing and repair.
Commercial or industrial waste handling or storage.
Outdoor handling or storage of hazardous materials.
Outdoor manufacturing areas.
Outdoor toad handling or processing.
Outdoor animal care, confinement, or slaughter.
Outdoor horticulture activities.
Major Transportation projects.
Projects with more than 500 s.f. of new'floor area.
Qrti. 181,899

Obtain Clearances from the Green Building Division of LADBS.

13,

The city records indicate there possibly is an oil well on tie site.
Obtain clearance to construct a new building or addition near or
on an oil vvel) from the Fire Department. Prior to requesting
building permit clearance from the Fire Department shall be
obtained, Obtain a determination letter from the State of
California, Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources.

the lateral support of public way or an existing building.
Excavations adjacent to a public way require Public Works
approval prior to permit issuance.
Where there is an excavation of a greater depth than are
the walls or foundation of an adjoining building restructure
and iocatsd closer to the property line than the depth of
the excavation, the owner shall provide the Department of
Building and Safety with evidence that the adjacent
property ovmerfs) have been given a 30-day written notics
of such intent to maka an excavation. This notice shali
state the depth of such excavation and when it will
commence. This notice shaii be bv certified mail, return
receipt requested. (3307.1) {?B; p/BC 2014-060)

New developments, or

12.

0

6,

a.

•’»

ADMINISTRATION

1

Each sheet of the architectural anti structural plans must bear
the signatures, registration number and expiration date of an
architect or engineer registered in the State of California

2.

The address of the building and the name/address of the owner
are required on ail plans. The name and address of the
consultants are required on their plans,

3.

(Three'/ (Two) sets of plans will be required during permit
tesuanoe, One of these set of plans will be submitted to the Los
Angeles County Assessors. The plans must be; (106.3.2.2.&
106.3,3.)(Ca|tfomia Revenue and Taxation Section 72):
a.

Quality blue or black line drawings with uniform and tight
background color.

Page 3 cf 14
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alley, parking spaces and location of all buildings (Show
type of construction, number of stories and the use for ali
buildings.) (108.3.2.1)

b

Max. 36' x 48" size with minimum 1/8” lettering size.

c.

Sticky back details must produce prints without
contrasting shades of background color.

7.

Show location and distance of active and abandoned oil
wells with respect to building perimeter, if any.

4

The final set of plans must be stamped by (City Planning
Dpt.), (Fire Dpt.), (Disable Access Div.) (Green Div.)

8.

5.

Provide the following with each set of plans;

Show the building area, occupancy group(s), use(s), type
of construction, number of siory(s), fire zone, lot size, lot
area and height on the first sheet or title sheet of plans.

9.

Show on site plans the natural and finish grade elevations
around the perimeter of the building. Show elevations for
all floors and top of roof. Survey Map must be signed by
a licensed Surveyor or Civil Engineer. (106.4.3,3)

n Topography Survey Map
a Floor Plans
□ Construction Section
c Framing Plans
6.

;

Grading
Two Elevations
Foundation Plans
Structural Details

Provide fully dimensioned plot pian to scale. Show lega!
description, building lines, easements, lot size, zone
boundaries, highway dedication lines, street centerline,

* W*****************-********-** **«-*•** wfc* ****** W****-******#!**-*!?:**

.

10

Remove all plans, details or notes that do net pertain to
the project.

■ w ** * * a * ****************** *i * ** **** *•** ********** w ****#+■* ■*** **•* ****-* *

PART 1! ZONING.
(Allow time far discretionary approval process from City Planning if zoning requirements can’t be met.)

1.

Comply with the provisions

2.

Comply with Zoning Information File it (

3.

Provide a copy of the Certificate of Occupancy and
building permit with plot plan showing the legal existing
use and parking.

4.

The proposed use
) is not
). Planning entitlement is
permitted in Zone
required. Provide a copy of the CUP, ZA, CPC for review
J'"T'i'rn

'

^

of the Specific

Pian

)

13.

Provide (
) paved parking spaces. Compact stalls
no more than 40% is allowed if there are more than 10 stalls on
site 12.21A4, 12.21AS(c).

14.

For Off Site parking, provide proof of the extra available parking
on existing site or obtain a ‘Use of land" permit for the new
parking lot. Off Site Parking Affidavit is required 12.21A5(h)

IS

Attendant Parting Affidavit Is required for Tandem parking,

16.

Comply with parking design standards per Information Bulletin.
Plans shall be drawn to scale (around 1/8’=T) to shown aisle
widths, circulation driveway, stall widths, and stalls width
increase for obstructions and end stalls condition. 12.21A5

17

Parking site and turning areas within 15’ of a property line shall
be enclosed with a 5'- 9" high wall. (12.21A6(d), (e), (f» A solid
concrete or masonry of 6* thick construction is required for
parking areas of over 4 cars. l2.21A6(f). A 3' high wall is
required where parking is within 15‘ of the sidewalk.

18.

Maximum driveway slope shall not exceed 20%. [Grade details
and transition slopes required where slope exceeds 1214%.
Maximum driveway cross slope is 10%. Maximum slope within
parking area rs 6%. 12.2lA5(g), Information Bulletin# P/ZC
2014-001.

19.

Automobiles are not permitted to back onto a oubiic street or
sidewalk. 12.21A5(i)1.

20.

Revise plans to maintain a backup aisle (12.21 A5(b})

21.

Provide 3 ft 6 in high enclosing wails at each floor level of the
parking garages in the PB, C1.5, C2, C4, CS, CM zone.
12.12.1,tjA2(a), 12.13.1.5A2(b}5, 12.14A24,12.16A2,12.17.1A1,

22.

Provide a 1O'x10’ visibility triangle from property lines and
maintain clear from 2,5' to 10’ above curb. 12.21C7

23.

Transportation Demand Ordinance. Check zoning section
12.21A16 - 12.26J. Requirements vary depending on size
starting with developments of 25,000 fF. Provide (
)
bicycle parking spaces for buildings over 10,000 ft3; show size
) shower stalls
and location. Show (
) lockers, and (
per zoning section 12.21A16. Up to 2% of required parking can
be replaced with bicycles stalls.

iwamrwal ontn fh^ TlfianS ffif

T~lcat irjlny o
5.

Building exceeds (
) height for Zone (
).
Show maximum height ofthe structure from top of roof to
grade on ali elevation views.
________
v_________________
max. at 3 stories and 45 ft and in Height District 1XL is
max. at 2 stories and 30 ft. 12.21.1A1

7.

For Height District 1, floor area is limited to 1.5 X
Buiidabie Lot Area. 12.21.1A1

8.

No building or structure can exceed the heights as
shown below due to close proximity to a Lot zoned for
single family residences (RW1 or more restrictive) at
where the iot is located adjacent or across a street /
alley. A portion ofthe proposed building within a distance
from an adjacent Lot zoned for residences shall be
limited to the height as listed below;
a.

0 to 49 ft; limits to 25 fi tail.

b.

50 to 99 ft; limits to 33 ft tall.

c.

100 to 199 ft; limits to 61 ft tali.

9

Maintain a 10’ front yard in CR, C1, or C1.5 Zone.
Maintain min. rear yard when abutting an A or R Zone.

10.

Maintain a (

11.

Maintain a 5' /15' front yard in MR-1 and MR-2 Zones,

12.

Provide a summary of the existing iega! use and floor area
for ali buildings on site to determine parking requirements.

) Building Line setback 12.22C1

adbs
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24-

For Mini-Shopping Center / Commercial Corner
Development, Planning entitlement is required for certain
uses or types of operation (see 12.22A23).
a)
Wo Tandem parking 12.22A23(a)(2}{1)

25.

Provide a loading space with minimum 400 sq. ft, 20 ft of
length along the alley. 12.21 C6

26.

Provide a storage area on the rear half of Jot. Enclosed
with a 6' high solid fence 12.14A42

27.

Provide a recycling room per section 12.21 A1S.

28

Note on pians. “Double striping of stalls shall be per Fig.
7 of the City of LA Bldg. Dept, Standards

29.

Los Angeles City Electrical Test Lab Research Report is
required to use a mechanical lift to provide parking
spaces.

30.

“A maintenance of vehicle lift system (2-levels or more)
affidavit" shall bs approved and recorded prior to issuing
a building permit.

31.

*2-vehide parking lift” ceiling height shall bs minimum 16'-0” for
sprirtkiered
buildings
(14'-6"
for
ncnsprinkiered
buildings).

29.

No permit can be issued without a recorded Parcel
Map/Tract Map.
Provide an official recorded copy prior to
permit issuance.

PART Hi: BUILDING CODE
A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

1

The following non structural products shall comply with an
approved ICC evaluation report or Los Angeles City
Research Report. Copy the report and conditions of
approval onto the pians and show compliance with those
conditions.

building. The entire building shall be made to conform to
current Building Code. (3403.1.1, 3404.1,1)

, hi Deck Coating
Roofing Materials
o Exterior Siding
o Sound/Thermal Insulation
,ta: Fire Rated Assemblies c Skylights
Damp proofing material behind basement wails
Others such as

2.

Unit Skylights shall be labeled by a LA City Approved
Labeling Agency. Such label shall state toe approved
labeling agency name, product designation and
performance grade rating (research report not reoulred).
2405.5

3.

OCCUPAMCY CLASSIFICATION

1.

Any building used for educational purposes by >6 persons at
any one time through the 12** grade shall be classified as E
occupancy.

2,

Any infant/toddier day care (2 years old and younger) shail bs
classified as 1-4 occupancy.

3.

All outpatient clinics can be considered as Group B.

4.

Indoor shooting Range can be classified as a Bowling Center
{A3).

5.

Adult day care shall be determined as I-4 occupancy. 308.6

6.

Child day care facilities with more than 5 but no more than
100 children two and half years of age or younger shall be
classified as E occupancy. 308.6

7.

Provide floor area calculation an plan including the nonseparated occupancy per 508.3.2. The lesser height, floor
area and mast restrictive fire protection system for one ofthe
occupancies shall ba enforced.

8.

Provide "unity formula" floor area calculation on pian for
separated occupancies. This is a mixed occupancies and
must comply with one of the design options contained In
section 508.1

c_
'

BUILDING LIMITATION

Add notes on plans:
The construction shail not restrict a five-foot clear
and unobstructed access to any water or power
distribution facilities (Power poles, pull-boxes,
transformers, vaults, pumps, valves, meters,
appurtenances, etc .) or to the location of the hook
up. The construction shall not be within ten feet of
any power iines-whefher or not the lines are located
on the property. Failure to comply may cause
con eduction delays and/or additional expenses.
An approved Seismic Gas Shutoff Valve will be
installed on the fuel gas line on the down stream
side of file utility meter and be rigidly connected to
the exterior ofthe building orstructure containing the
fuel gas piping." (Per Ordinance 170,158) (Includes
Commercial additions and II work over $10,000.)
Separate plumbing permit is required.

1

Provide ultra flush water closets for ail new
construction. Existing shower heads and toilets
must be adapted for low water consumption.
T

4

B.

A copy of the evaluation report and/or conditions of
listing shail be made available at the job site,

Show on the plans the number of stories, occupancy group(s),
type(s) of construction and area of the proposed structure.
Vent shafts and courts do not count as area. The mezzanine
shall not contribute to the building area or story. One
basement level need not be included in the total allowable
area if it is not a story and does not exceed the area permitted
for a one-story building. Specify the use of ail rooms/arsas on
floor plans. Provide an area breakdown by level.
The total building area must be limited to (
i
square feat. Provide total allowable calculation as part of
plans.

The aggregate value of proposed (addition) (alteration) is
in excess of 50% ofthe replacement cost ofthe existing

'

WV/Vf
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mixed-occupancy (separated

2,

This structure has an Atrium(s). Show that the requirements
of Section 404 are satisfied. (404.1 thru 9)

a.

In each story , the sum of the ratios of the actual
area for each separate occupancy divided by the
allowable area per story for each occupancy must
not exceed one. (508.4.2)

3.

b.

Forthe maximum area of a building, the sum ofthe
ratios of the total actual area for each separate
occupancy divided by the allowable area per story
for each separate occupancy must not exceed three
for buildings with more than three stories above the
grade plane. (506.5.2)

Within the live entertainment facilities and except for
restrooms, the premises must be configured so that there is
an unobstructed view of all interior areas to which any patron
is permitted access. There shall be no entertainment booths,
rooms or cubicies. Visibility shail not be blocked or obscured
by doors, curtains, drapes, partitions or room dividers of any
kind. Partitions of any kind, including drapes made of opaque
or other material, are not permitted.
Nothing in this
subsection precludes the installation of columns which are
essential for the structural integrity of the building. (LAMC
103.102.1}

•-

FIRE-RESISTANCE. RATED CONS

1.

Cieariy identify the locations of the Fire Areas, Fire Walls, Fire
Barriers and Fire Partitions on the plans. Provide complete
legends and details (702) (202)

2.

Fire rated assemblies shall be per Table 721.1(1), generic
assemblies of Gypsum Handbook, or have LARR approval or
iCC approval

3.

Show toe fire separation distance: to interior lot line; to
centerline ofthe street, and to an imaginary line between two
buildings on the property. The distance shall be measured at
right angles from the face ofthe wail. (702) (202)

4.

Provide complete analysis for protected end unprotected
exterior wall openings per section 705 and Equation 7-2.
Openings are not allowed when the fire separation distance is
* 3'. (705.8)

3.

4.

The building as shown is
occupancy) building.

Unobstructed yards of minimum 20' must be maintained at
minimum 25% of the building perimeter to permit a
(_______ ) % floor area increase. Provide calculation of I.
determination. (506 2) Allowable area per story is defined
as A= A, + [A.x!J + f/vdj, where
I, isi the Increase of due to frontage increase;
I, is the increase due to sprinklers
Total building area is » A,x2 for multistory for high-rise,
Group A, E, H, !, L, and R occupancies and those in
Section 1.11.
For all other occupancies, total building area ;s = Acx2 for
2 stories, = A.x3 for over 2 stories.(T503,506.4.1)

RUCTION

5.

The total building area must be limited to
square feet. Provide total allowable calculation as part o?
plans. (T503,506.5, 506.5.1,506.5.2)

6.

Building exceeds allowable height limit of T 503 for Type
(_____) construction. (503): Max (____ ) feet in height and
Max (
) stories in height

7.

Provide calculations for establishing grade plane as per
Section 202. Attach calculations and established grade
planes on elevations, pians, and site plan.

a.

Door openings in exterior walis must be protected with
(3/4-hour) or (11/2 hour) fire assemblies (not permitted)
(716.5)

8.

Show maximum height of the structure (in feet and stories)
from top of roof to grade plane on all elevation views.

b,

Window openings in exterior walls must be protected
with (3/4-hour) or (1 1/2 hour) fire assemblies (not
permitted).(716.6)

(202)

9.

Lowest level is determined not to be a basement. This
level is considered as 1‘* story above grade plane. Include
this story in total building height. (202)

10.

Automatic sprinkler system (NFPA-13) may be used for
only one ofthe following purposes;
a.

Height increase (504.2)

b.

Area increase

c.

Fire-resistance rating substitution (T 601)

(506.3)

5.

Provide (
]i
)-hr fire-resistance rating for exterior walls for
(
) occupancy, and building type {
)at(
■ )
feet from property line or assumed property fine (T601, T602.
705.1, T 706.4). Provide complete details per Section 705.4

6.

Projections beyond the exterior wall must comply with Table
705.2

7.

Provide details to show that Fire Wall complies with Section
706 including but not limited to:
Fire Rating shail be (___ ) hr per Table 706.4

11.

) construction. Show on the
This structure is of type {
) rated exterior
plans the required ( ) rated roof,
wail construction, (
)structurai frame protection, and (
______ ) floor construction. (T 601)

12,

Exterior (bearing) (nonbearing) walls of Type {
J
construction must be of (
) hour rated construction
[T601)
*4-

b.

Fire walls must remain structurally stable in the event of
collapse of construction on either side during a fire.
Provide a detail to show trial joist supported by the fire
wall is spliced and not continuous (plywood membrane
may be continuous), or provide double fire wails or
provide justification tor any other method used. 706.2

c.

Shall be noncombustible material, except in Type V
construction per 706.3

d.

Shall have horizontal continuity per 706.5

1

1.

Show location and distance of active and abandoned oil
wells with respect to building perimeter (6105)

Shall extend vertically from the foundation to
inches above the roof per 706.6

a

point 30

mbs.ortj
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f.

g.

AH openings in fire walls shall be protected with fire
assemblies having a fire-resistive rating of (1-1/2) (3)
hours, (Table 716,5)

h.

Ducts and air transfer openings through Fire Walls
should be avoided, if allowed, duct and sir transfer
opening penetrations shall be protected as required
in Section 714 and 717, Dampers are required.
(705.10)

I.

8.

18,

Fire barriers and horizontal assemblies separating single
occupancies into different fire areas shail be
Jhour fire rated per Table 707.3.10
Areas of each opening in fire barrier are limited 156 sf.
Total width is limited to 25 percent of the wall length In the
story under consideration. (706.8)

11,

Elevator lobby Is required at each floor where an elevator
enclosure connects more than 2- stories, unless the
provided the building is sprinkiered with 903.3.1.1. or
903.3.1.2 and it is not a high-rise. (713.14.1)

12

Provide (
} hour rated Fire Partition at walls
separating tenant spaces (
) and common
areas, corridors, and elevator lobbies. (708.1, 708.3)

19.

a.

Duct penetrations of fire waiis in accordance to section
717.1

b.

Duct penetrations of fire barriers, except exit enclosures
and exit passageways where they are not allowed to
penetrate. (717.5.2)

c.

Ducts penetrating shafts, (717.5.3)

d.

Ducts penetrating fire partitions and fire-rated corridor
waiis. See exception for steel ducts with no openings
into corridor (717.5.4)

e.

Ducts penetrating smoke barriers (717.5.5)

f.

Ducts penetrating horizontal assemblies (717.6)

Show draff stop location on plans. Also, provide these notes
on the plans:
In buildings usadforotherthan resfdentialoccupancies,
draft stops must be installed in wood frame floor
construction containing concealed space. Such draft
stops must be installed so that the area of the
concealed space does not exceed (1000) square feat
(718,3,3),
b.

in buildings used for other than residential occupancies,
draft stops must be installed in the attic (mansards)
(overhangs) (fatso fronts set out from waiis) (similar
concealed spaces) formed by combustibio construction.
Such draft stops must be installed so that the area of
the concealed space does not exceed (3000) square
feet (718.4.3).

o.

Oraft-st< pping materials must not be less than 14-ineh
gypsum board, 3/8-inch plywood, 3/8-inch Type 2-S4
particle board or other materials approved’‘by the
building department. Draft-stopping must be adequately
sup ported, (718.3,1)

firs barrier at vertical occupancy separations must have
continuity and must extend through underfloor area, attic
areas, and suspended ceiling areas (707.5)

14.
716.6. t
shall be (

ir section Tables 718.5 and
ors shall be
hr fire rated and windows
)hr fire rated (716)

Openings
protected
enclosure
horizontal

through a floor/ ceiling assembly shall be
by (1)_{2Ltour shaft enclosure. The shaft
shail be constructed of fire barriers and
assemblies. (713)

16.

Section 712.1.8 permits two floors to be open to each
other when all 7 conditions are met. if not, the atrium
provision shall be utilized for open two story spaces. See
additional corrections for atrium.

17.

Penetrations in walls requiring protected openings must
r
be
firestopped with an approved material in accordan,ce with
Section 714.3.1. Space between penetrating materials
(described below) must b® designed to prevent the
movement of hot flame or gases
a.

b.

Steel, Copper or ferrous pipes or conduits may
penetrate concrete or masonry walls where the
" negating item is a maximum 6'- inch diameter and
11
_ e area of the opening through the wait does not
exceed 144 square inches. (714.3.1)

Where walls are penetrated by other materials or where
larger openings are required than permitted In (bj
above, they must be qualified by tests conducted m
accordance with Section 714,3.1.2

Smoke and fire dampers must be installed in the following
locations par Sections 717,5

Exits must be provided independently for each area
bounded by fire waiis except for horizontal exits per
section 1025.

10,

15.

c.

A complete {______)-hour separation is required between
Group (_________ ) and Group (
) Occupancies.
Separation walls shall to be fire barnera complying with
Section 707, Horizonte! assemblies shall comply with
Section 711. Openings In the separation shall have (____ )
hour fire assemblies. (508.3.4, T 508.4, 707, 712)

9.

13.

square inches for any 100 square feet of wall area.
Outlet boxes on opposite sides of wails or partitions
must be separated by a horizontal distance of 24
Inches. (714.3.2)

The area of each opening in Fire Walls is limited to 156 sf.
Total width of the openings is limited to 25 percent ofthe
wail length in the story under consideration. (706.8)

20.

Draft stops shail be provided within attics, mansards,
overhangs and similar concealed spaces formed of
combustible construction, unless the building is sprinkiered
with NFPA13 sprinkler system (3000 sf between draft stops)
(718,4.3)

21

Draft stop shall be provided within a concealed floor-ceiling
assembly formed of combustible construction, unless the
building is sprinkiered with NFPA13 sprinkler system (1000
sf between draft stops) (718.3,3)

22.

Horizontal occupancy separation must be supported with a
structural system having equivalent fire-resistive protection.
{704.1}

23.

In building over one-story In height, members supporting
concrete or masonry require 1-hour fire resistive protection
(704)

Membrane penetrations of maximum 2- hr fireresistance rated wall and partitions by steel electrical
outlet boxes not exceeding 16 square Inches are
permitted provided openings do not exceed 100
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24

a.

b.

c,

d.

e.

25.

k.

Note on plans: Fire blocking must be provided in
accordance with Section 718.2 at the following locations:
In concealed spaces of stud walls and partitions,
including furred spaces, at the ceiling and floor
levels.
in concealed spaces of stud wails and partitions,
including furred spaces, at 10-foot intervals along
the length ofthe wall.
At ali interconnections between concealed vertical
and horizontal spaces such as occur at soffits, drop
ceilings and cove ceilings.
In concealed spaces between stair stringers at the
top and bottom ofthe run and between studs along
and in line with the run of stairs if the wail under the
stairs is unfinishedin openings around vents, pipes, ducts, chimneys,
fireplaces and similar openings which afford a
passage for fire at ceiling and floor levels, with
noncorr.bustible materials.

26.

S2 Occupancy, type I construction garage requires (
)
hour separation (minimum floor assembly for S2 occupancy)
from <
} occupancy, but not less than required per T508.4
Shew detans (509.4, 508.3.3, T508.4). A_______ rated self
closing door between the garage and___ ________ 406.3.4

27.

Occupancy garage shall comply with the followings:

This building is of Type V-A / ISI-A construction, provide /
show:
a.

Continuous drywal! behind all tubs is required unless
the walls are within the unit and non- bearing. Back
to back tubs with a common plumbing wail are
impractical in 1-hour buildings.

b.

All interior partitions shail be constructed of riot less
than 1-hour fire-resistive construction,

c.

Attic access openings in 1-hour ceiling can be 2
layers of 3/4” plywood or one layer of 1-5/8” TAG
materia!, self-closing.

d.

AH openings in floors are required to be enclosed by
a shaft having wall, floor, ana ceiiing of____________
hour fire resistive construction. 711.5

e.

Recessed ceiling light fixtures must be boxed around
with 5/8" Type X" drywal!” to maintain the 1-hour
ceiling assembly.

f.

Continuous drywal! is required behind ail electrical
service panels, fire hoses and medicine cabinets.

9-

Exhaust fans from the bathroom must enter through
the wall. Dampers are required if the ceiling is
penetrated.(717.5)

h.

Plumbing penetration through horizontal occupancy
separations shali be boxed out and filled with
approved sating materia!. Insulation is not approved.
(714.4.1.1)

I.

J-

Penetration of the 1 hour ceiling by ducts from the
FAU and the stove hood require dampers (use a
ductless hoed whenever possible). Attic units
(including heat pumps) require dampers ataJI ceiiing
penetrations. (717.6.1)
Steel beams and columns shall be protected as
required for 1 -hour protection. Where ceiiing forms
the protective membrane for fire-resistive
assemblies (occupancy separations and rated
roof/ceiling or floor/ceiling assemblies),
the
construction (floor joists) and their supporting
horizontal structural members (beams) need not be
individually fire protected except where such
members support directly applied loads from more
than one floor or roof. The required fire resistance
shall not be less than that required for individual
protection of members.(704.3)

All plumbing penetrations thru walls which require
protected openings (Fire walls, Fire barriers, Fire
partitions) are required to be galvanized or cast iron
piping

c
u

a.

Concrete or similar noncombustibie and nonabsorbsnt
floor, or asphalt surface at ground level only 406.4.5

b.

Sloped floor to facilitate the movement of liquids to a
drain or toward the main vehicle entry doorway 406.4.5

c.

Floor system designed for uniform or concentrated
loads per table 1607.1

d.

Minimum headroom of 7ft - 406.4.1

e.

Vehicle barriers not less than 2 feet 9 inches high
placed at the end of drive lanes, and at the end of
parking spaces where the difference in adjacent floor
elevation is greater than 1 foot - 406.4.3

f.

Vehicle barriers designed in accordance with section
1607.8.3

r.

'interior ? msm$

I

Indicate on plans that interior finish materials applied to wall
and ceilings shali be tested as specified in Section 803.
Specify the classifications per Table 803.9 arid Section 803.1.
Clearly Indicate on the plans.

2

The flame-spread rating of paneling materials on the wails of
the corridor, lobby and exit enclosure must be identified on
plans. (T-803.9)

C,

FIRE PROTECTION

1

Approved automatic sprinkler systems in new buildings and
structures shail be provided in the locations described in
Sections 903.2.1 through 903.2.12.(903.2)

2

A sprinkler system is required for a four-story, Type V A
building. (504.2)

3.

Building with floor areas over 1500 sf shall be sprinkiered
where 20 sq. ft. of opening for every 50 ft of wail length is not
provided. (903.2.11.1 (2))

4.

Add a note on pian: "This building must be equipped with an
automatic fire extinguishing system, complying with (NFPA13/NF:•»:■. ISR); The Sprinkler System shall be approved by
Piumbing Div. prior to installation.'' (903.2)

5

Show the location on the plans. Class I, II or III standpipe
(dry, wet, combination) are required in this buiiding. (905.3)

'
g

An approved fire alarm system installed in accordance with
the provisions of this code and NFPA 72 shall be provided in
new buildings and structures in accordance with Sections
907.2.1 through 907.2.23 and provide occupant notification in
accordance with Section 907.5.

7

Show locations of hard-wired smoke detectors with a battery
back up in each sleeping room and at a point centrally located
in the corridor or area giving access to each sleeping area.
(907.2.11.2)
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12.

8.

All exit doors shall comply wiih Section 1008,1

Provide automatic sprinkler system at top of rubbish and
linen chutes and in their terminal room (903.2.11.2}

9.

Waste and linen collection rooms over 100 square fee!
shall provide 1 hour separation or provide automatic fireexti
system
‘
or classify room occupancy to
comply with separation per 508.4 (T508.2, T508.4, T5Q9)

10.

a.

Clear width of each door opening shali be min. 32“ or
per Sec. 1005.1, whichever is greater

b.

Min. door height of 6*-8”

c.

Shall be capable of opening SO degrees.

d.

The maximum width of a swinging door leaf shall be 48”
nominal.

e.

Exit door shall be side-hinged swinging type

Smoke and heat vents, or mechanical smoke exhaust
systems, and draft curtains shall be provided except
where areas of buildings are equipped with early
suppression fast response sprinklers. Show locations on
plans. (910.2)

13.

Smoke and heat vents shail be installed in the roofs of one
story building or portions thereof occupied for the uses set
forth in Section 910.2.1 thru 910.2.2

Door(s)#_....
serve(s) an area that has an occupant load
of 50 or more. Swing this/ihese tfoorfs) in the direction of
egress travel.
(1008.1.2)

14

Show the path of exit travel to and within exits. The exit path
shali be identified by exit signs conforming to the
requirements of Section 1011. Exit signs shail be readily
"
‘ from any direction of approach. Exit signs shall be
located as necessa ry to dearly indicate the direction of egress
travel. No point shall be more than 100 feet from the nearest
visible sign.{1011.1)

15.

All required exits shall be maintained until arrival at grade or
the public way. (1021.1)

16.

Change of elevation at i
____) is iess than 12 inches,
provide sloped surface, i
;e is greater than 5%, ramps
shali comply with Section 1010 (1003.5)

For areas having fixed seats and aisles, the occupant load
shail be determined by the number of fixed seats installed
therein. The occupant load for areas in which fixed seating
Is not installed, such as waiting spaces and wheelchair
spaces, shali be determined in accordance with Section
1004.1,2,artd added to the number of fixed sests. (1004,4)

17.

Provide a 1 hour fire rated corridor in accordance with Table
1018.1.

A.

For areas having fixed seating without dividing arms, the
occupant toed shall not be less than the number of seats
based on one person for each 18 inches of seating length,
(1004,4)

18,

Detail and reference ali rated corridor construction in and
protected openings In accordance to Section 70S for fire
partitions. Protection to be of a 20 min, cfoara and 45 min, for
other openings. (1018.1)

5.

The occupant load of seating booths shall be based on one
person for each 24 inches of booth seat length measured at
the backrest ofthe seating booth. (1004.4)

19.

Provide a min. corridor width of 44 inches or per Sec. 10D5.1,
which ever is greater.
(1018.2)

6

20.

Show detailed summary of the floor area am
deductions for Gross and/or Net floor area. (1004.1)

Revolving doors used for egress purposes shall be
accompanied by a sice-hinged swinging egress door located
max. 10ft along the same wall.
(1008,1.4.1)

7.

Use correct occupant load factor for the function of space
according to Table 1004.1.2

21.

Provide complete details for ramps when used as pert of the
egress component Show width, slope, landing and handrails
dimensions accordance with Section 1010.

8.

Two exits are required from each space or story. (1015,1)

22.

Thresholds at doorways shall not exceed 0.50“ In height.
0.75" in height for sliding doors serving dwelling units.
(1008.1.7)

23.

Floors or landings on each side of doors to have the same
elevation. Landings shall be level except for exterior landings
(max. 2% slope) (1008.1.5)

24.

Landing width at doors must have a min, clear dimension of
doors served. Min. length of such landings is 44” (36”)
(1008.1.6)

25.

Doors shall not project more than V into the required corridor
width or at landings when fully opened. And not more than
50% in any position. (1008.1.8)

26.

Dead end corridors must not exceed 20 feet., 50 fast for
sprinkiered bldg.
(1018.4)

27.

Detaii ail stairways to comply with Section 1009

1.

H.

WEANS OF EGRESS

1.

Exterior exit stairs, balconies and ramps shail be located
at feast 10 ft from adjacent lot lines and from other
buildings on the seme lot (1026.5)
AH stairways shall be built of materials consistent with the
types permitted for the type of construction of the building,
except that wood handrails shall be permitted for ali types
of construction. (1009.9)

2

3

a.

Occupant load > 49, (A, B, E. f

b.

Occupant toad >10, (R)

c.

Occupant load > 29, (S)

d.

Common path of egress > 75 ft.

e.

Common path of egress >
sprinkiered building (T1014.3)

M, US

180 ft. (B,

F, S)

9.

Provide two means of egress for stories exceeding Table
10212(1) and 1021.2(2)

10.

Where two or more exits are required, at least two exits
must be separated by (half) (1/3) the max. diagonal length
of the area served. (1015.2.1)

11.

Where more than one exit is required, no one exit can
exceed 50% of the required egress width. (1005.6)

a.

a.

Occupant load > 30

b.

Occupant load >10

Rise: T max. Run (tread): 11” min. (1009.7)
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b.

Rise: 7.75" max. Run (tread); 10” for stairs within
dwelling units.
(1009.7.2)

c.

Headroom clearance: 6'-8." (1009.5)

d.

Width: (44”) (36'j (481' between hand rails for
accessible stairs), (1009.4)

e.

Landing width: Same as stairway served (1009.8)

f.

Landing length: Same as width, max, 48' (1009.8)

9-

Provide a landings at every 12 ft. of vertical rise at
stairways. (1009.10)

h.

Handrail height: 34-38', max 4“ openings (1012.2)

i.

Handgrip portion of handrail shall not be less than
1.25" and not greater than 2" in cross-section for
circular type. 4"- 6.25“ perimeter for other shapes.
(1012.3)

)■

A minimum 1.5“ handrail clearance from adjacent
'wall. (1012.7)

k.

Handrail extension of 12” beyond the top and bottom
(1012.6)
riser.

38.

Opening into exit passageways shall be limited to those
necessary for egress from normally occupied spaces.
Elevators not allowed. Openings and penetrations shail
comply with Section 715. (1023,5)

39.

Spiral stairways shali not serve as required exit for an area
exceeding 250 and serves not more than 5 occupants.
(1009.12)

40 .

In buildings located four or more stories in height above grade
plane, one stairway shall extend to the roof surface, unless the
roof has a slope steeper 4:12 (33%). (1009.16)

41.

Vertical exit enclosures: (1022)
a.
'
Connecting 4-stories more: provide
resistance rating construction (fire barrier);

42.

1-hourfire rated construction for the enclosed usable
space under the stairs. (1009.9.3)

m.

Curved stairways:

(1009.11)

n.

Spiral stairways:

(1009.12)

28.

Provide 42° high guards at Decks; Landings; Balconies
and Walkways where there a vertical drop of >30*.
(1013.2)

29.

For glass handrails and guards, the panels and their
support system shail be designed to withstand the loads
specified in Chapter 16. A safety factor of four shall be
used, The minimum nominal thickness ofthe glass shall
be 1/4 Inch. (2407)

30.

The means of egress system must have a ciear ceiling
height of 7'-6''. (1003.2)

31.

Show calculations for ail egress component widths to
comply with section 1005.1.

32.

Provide min. 48” plus width of door when doors are placed
in series. (1008.1.8)

33.

Provide a barrier in the exit enclosure at (
to prevent entry into the basement level. ""(T022.8)

34.

35.

36.

37.

43.

}

Building has an exit enclosure connecting more than 3stories. Provide an approved stairway sigh indicating the
floor level, terminus ofthe top and bottom ofthe stair and
the Identification number of the stair. It shall be located
approximately 5 ft. above the floor landing and be readily
visible when the stair doors are in an open or closed
position. (1022,9)
Open space under exterior stairways shall not be used for
any purpose. (1009.9.4)
Provide floor-level exit signs in all interior corridors of
Group A, E, I, R-1 and R-4 occupancies. (1011.7)
The exit passageway may only be used as a means of
egress. Provide a 1-hour fire-resistance rating or of the
same rating reauireti for any connecting exit enclosure.
Walls, floors and ceilings shall be constructed as fire
barriers in
accordance with Section 707 (1023.1 &
1023.3)

2-hour

b.

Connecting up to 3-stories: provide 1-hour fireresistance rating construction (fire barrier):

c.

Ail openings to be protected in accordance to Section
716. No openings other than exit doorways and exterior
wall openings are permitted. (1022.4)

Accessible Means of Egress: (1007)
a.
In buildings where a required accessible floor is four or
more stories above or below the level of exit discharge,
egress elevator shall be provided, read exceptions.
(1007,2.1)
b.

Provide 48* dear width between handrails. (1007.3)

c.

Platform lifts not allowed as part of accessible means of
egress, (1007.5);

d.

Max force to operate doors is limited to 15-lb.

e.

Showiocatlon and dimension ofareaof refuge. (1007,8)
i)
Size: (2) 30"x48* or 1/200, whichever is greater
») Separation from other space by a smoke barrier
(detail construction per Section 709)
Note: Two-way communication required;
iv)
Signage on door of area of refuge
v)
Exterior area of refuge to comply with section
1007.7-1007.7.2

Egress through intervening space is not allowed to go
through: (1014.2)
a.

Different tenant space or dwelling units.

b.

A more hazardous occupancy.

c.

Commercial kitchens.;

d.

Storage rooms, closets or similar spaces

44.

Egress convergence applies at (
___
)
Show
calculation for egress width to account for combined occupant
load from floor above and below. (1005.6)

45.

Horizontal exits; (1025),
a.

Detail horizontal exits as a 2 hour fire barrier or a fire
wall in accordance to Section 706,

b.

Provide self-closing or automatic closing coors.;

c.

Not allowed as the only exit from a space.;

d.

Horizontal exits can not exceed 50% of total exits
required.;

q.

Provide clear summary for the refuge area. Show
capacity for a minimum of 3 sq. ft. for each combined
occupant to be accommodated therein.
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fire-

46.

Buiiding is not fully sprinkiered in accordance fa 903.3.1,1
or 903.3.1.2, exception may not be used.

the event of power supply Sail ure, an emergency electn'oal system
shaii automatically iiiummate the following areas:;

47.

Egress balconies to comply Section 1019. Detail pians to
meet ali requirements

a.

Aisles and unenclosed egress stairways in rooms and
spaces that require two or more means of egress

48.

One openable window with an openable area of not less
than 5.7 sq. ft., minimum clear 24“ height and 20" width,
and aslii height not over 44* above the floor is required in
all bedrooms below the fourth story and basement. {1028)

b.

Corridors, exit enclosures and exit passageways in
buildings required to have two or more exits.;

c.

49.

Provide calculation to show that existing egress system is
adequate to accommodate new usable outdoor area.;
(1004.5)

Exterior egress components at other than the level of exit
discharge until exit discharge is accomplished for
buildings required to have two or more exits.

d.

interior exit discharge elements, as permitted in Section
1027.1, in buildings required to have two or mare exits.

50.

Show and dimension common path of egress travel from
each space. (1014.3)

e.

Exterior landings, as required by Section 1008.1.6, lor exit
discharge doorways in buildings required to have two or
more exits.

51

Labei each space to match the function of space
according to Table 1004.1.2.

52.

Legend on floor plans to show where exits are located and
the travel distance to it from the most remote point within
s story, measured along the natural and unobstructed path
of egress travel.

53.

Show clear width dimension at corridors and
passageways where doors open into it.

54.

Area of refuge can not project into egress path of travel

55.

Hatch/labei and dimension aii area of refuge.

56.

For High-rise buildings, provide smoke-proof or
pressurized exit enclosures for buildings required to
comply with Section 403 or 405 (1022.10)

exit

Note on Plans:
.1.
Exit signs shall be internally or externally illuminated
2.

Exit signs iliummated by an external source shall have an
intensity of not less than 5 foot candies (54 lux).

3.

Internally illuminated signs shall be listed and labeled and
shail be Installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions and Section 2702.

4.

13.

The emergency powersystem shali provide powerfor a duraiion
of not less than 90 minutes and shaii consist of storage batteries,
unit equipment or an on-site generator. The installation of the
emergency powersystem shali be in accordance with Section
2702.

14 .

Emergency lighting facilities shaii bo arranged to provide initial
Illumination that is at least an average of f foot-candle (11 lux)
and a minimum at any point of 0.1 foot-candle (1 lux)
measured along the path of egress at floor level, illumination
levels shail be permitted to decline to 0.6 foot-candle (6 iux)
average and a minimum at any point of 0.06 foot-candle (0,6 lux)
attheendoftheemergsncy lighting time duration. A ma>dmum-tominimum lumirsatron uniformity ratio of 40 to 1 shaii not be
exceeded.

i,

INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT

1.

Provide a door and window schedule. Show type and size of
each.

2.

Provide shower and looker facilities as required by Section
6307

3.

All shower compartments, regardless of shape, shaii have a
minimum finished interior area of not less than 1024 square
inches (0,66 m2) and shell be capable of encompassing a 30
inch (0.76 m) circle. The minimum area and dimensions shaii
be maintained to a point 70 inches (1.8 m) above the shower
drain outlet. (1210.2.3, LAPC 408.6)

4.

Provide......... water ciosets for women,
___ water closets
for men, and _
urinals (2901, LAPC' TeWe 422.1,18;
P/BC2G14-0S5

5.

Toilet room floors shali have a smooth, hard non—absorbent
surface such as Portland cement, ceramic file or other
approved material that extends upward onto the waiis at toast
4* (1210.2.1)

6.

Walls within 2 feet (610 mm) of the front and sides of urinals
and water ciosets shali have a smooth, hard non-absorbent
surface of Portland cement, concrete, ceramic tile or other
smooth, hand non-absorbent surface to a height of 4 feet
(1219 mm), and except for structural elements, the materials
used in such wails shail be of a type that is not adversely
affected by moisture. (1210.2,2)

Exit signs shaii be illuminated at aii times. (1011.3)

V:. .

Exit signs shall be connected to an emergency power
system that will provide an illumination of not less than 90
min. in case of primary power loss (1011.6.3)

6.

Egress dooro shaii bo readily openable from the egress
side without the use of a key or special knowledge or
effort. See 1008.1.9 for exceptions.

7,

Door handies, took and other operating devices shail be
instelled at a min, 34“ and a max. 43" aboya the finished
floor

8.

THIS DOOR TO REMAIN UNLOCKED WHEN BUILDING
IS OCCUPIED.

9.

Ail egress door operation shall also comply with Section
1008.1.9-1008.1.9.12

10.

The means of egress, including the exit discharge, shail be
illuminated at aii times the building space served by the
means of egress is occupied.

11.

The means of egress illumination level shaft not be iess
than 1 foot-candle at the walking surface

12.

The power supply for means of egress illumination shall
normally be provided by tha premises' electrical supply, in

7

Cement, fiber-cement or glass mat gypsum backers in
compliance with ASTM C1178, C1288 orC1325 shall be used
as a base for wail tile in tub and shower areas and waii and
ceiling panels in shower areas. Water-resistance gypsum
backing board shall ba used as a ossa tortile in water closet
compartment walls whsn Installed in accordance with GA-21S
or ASTM C840. Regular gypsum wailboard is permitted under
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tile or wall panels in other wall and ceiling areas when
installed in accordance with GA-216 or ASTM C84G.
Water-resistant gypsum board shall not be used in the
following locations: Section 2506.1
Over a vapor retarder.
a.
b.
in areas subject to continuous high humidity, such
as saunas, steam rooms or gang shower rooms
c.
On ceilings where frame spacing”exceeds 12 inches
O.C. for 1/2 inch thick and more than 16 inches O.C.
for 5/8 inch thick.

a.

9

10.

J.

Show the location, on plans, of any room(s) that will be
used for "compact storage" (movable files). Rooms that
are used for "compact storage" must comply with the
following requirements: LAMC Section 94.2012.1
The maximum area of a "compact storage" room is
a.
limited to 1500 square feet for systems designed as
Ordinary Hazard Group 2 and 5000 square feet for
for Extra Hazard Group 1.
b.
The clear space below the sprinklers shall be a
minimum of 18 inches between the top of the
storage and the ceiling sprinkler detector.
c.
The minimum design live load for “compact storage”
rooms shali be 250 psf.
One elevator in buildings four or more stories above or
below grade Diane shall be of such a size to accommodate
a 24-i nch by 64-inch ambulance stretcher in the horizontal,
open position and shall be identified by the international
symbol for emergency medical services. See 3002.4a for
exceptions, (3002.4)
Add note on pians:
Every space intended for human occupancy shall
a.
be provided with natural light by means of
exterior <
ed openings in accordance with
Section 1
.2 or shall be provided with artificial
light that is adequate to provide an average
illumination of 10 foot-candles over the area o
fthe room at a height of 30 inches above the floor
level. (1205.1 and 1205.3)

BU1LPIN3

ENVELOPE

A fire retardant roof covering is required. Provide a
1
complete description on plans. Class A roof covering is
required for all buildings located in a Very High Fire
r/ Hazard Severity Zone. (1505.1, 7207.4)

Jl.
s_y

Show roof slope(s), drain(s) and overflow drain(s) or
scuppers on the roof pian. Provide a detail of the roof
drain and overflow system.
Size the roof drains and overflow drains
a,
according to Chapter 11 of the LAPC, (1503.4)
The
roof drain and overflow drain must be
b.
independent lines to a yard box.
R oofdrainage is not oerrnitted to flow over public
c.
property.
Overflow scuppers shall be deslg ned in
d,
accordance to 1101.11.2,1 ofthe LAPC
Show roof elevation to provide a minimum 1/4in
e.
per foci roof slope for drainage or design to
support accumulated water.
Site drainage: Show an plans how concentrated
f.
drainage is being conveyed to the street via noneroslve devices (7013.10)

3.

Provide access to all mechanical equipment located on
the roof.

4.

Show that the penthouse satisfies the requirements of
Section 1509

5.

Skylights set at an angle of less than 46 degrees from the
horizontal piane shaii be mounted at least 4 inches above
the piane of the roof on a curb constructed as required for

the frame. Except for R3 occupancies, skylights without a
curb shall be permitted on roofs with a minimum slope of 14
degrees (three units vertical in 12 units horizontal (Section
2405.4)
Glass skylights shali comply with Section 2405.
Plastic skylights shali comply with Section 2810
6.

Provide anti-graffiti finish at the first 9 feet, measured from
grade, at exterior walls and doors. LAMC 91.6306

7.

Details of the guardrails at the floor and roof openings,
occupied roofs and balconies or porches more than 30" above
grade are required. Guardrails shall be 42" in height, have
intermediate rails or balusters spaced at 4" maximum. It shall
be designed as per Section 1607,8, (1013)

8.

Provide veneer details. Show method of anchorage, size and
spacing of anchors. Comply with requirements per Section
1405.6.

9.

Each pane of safety glazing installed in hazardous locations
shall be identified by a manufacturer's designation specifying
who applied the designation, the manufactureror Installer and
the safety glazing standard. The following shail be considered
specific hazardous locations for the purposed of safety
glazing. Glazing in: Section 2406
a.
Swing doors.
Fixed and sliding panels of sliding door assemblies
b.
and panels in sliding and bi-fold closet door
assemblies.
c.
Storm doors,
d.
Unframed swinging doors.
Doors and enclosures for ho! tubs, whirlpools,
e.
saunas, steam rooms, bathtubs, and showers.
f.
Fixed or operable panels adjacent to a door where
the nearest exposed edge of the glazing is within 24
inches (610 mm) arc of either vertical edge of the
door in a closed position and where the bottom
exposed edge of the glazing is less than 60 inches
{1525 mm) above the walking surface. Read code
or exceptions.
Fixed or operable panel, other than described in
9items e and f, which meets all of the following
conditions (read code for exception with special
installation).
Exposed area of an individual parse greater
i)
than S square feet (0.84 m2)
Exposed bottom edge less than 18 inches
ii)
(457 mm) above the floor.
iii)
Exposed top edge greater than 36 inches
1914 mm) above the floor.
One
or more walking surfaces within 36
iv)
inches (914 mm) horizontaiiy ofthe plane
of the glazing.
Guards and railings regardless of area or height
h.
above a walking surface. Included are structural
baluster panels and nonstructural in-fill panels.
Walls and fences enclosing indoor and outdoor
swimming poois and spas where all ofthe following
conditions are present:
The bottom edge of the glazing is less than
i)
60 inches (1525 mm) above a walking
surface on the pool or spa side of the
glazing,
The glazing is within 60 inches (1525 mm)
ii)
of a swimming pool or spa water's edg e.
Adjacent to stairways, landings and ramps within 36
jinches horizontally of a walking surface; when the
exposed surface ofthe glass is less than 60 inches
above the plane ofthe adjacent walking surface(read
code for exception with special installation).
Adjacent
to stairways within 60 inches horizontaiiy of
k.
the bottom treed of a stairway in any direction when
the exposed surface of the glass is less than 60
inches above the nose of the tread (read code for
exception with special installation).

I

www liidbs org
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10:

Prfovfde s weep screed for stucco et the foundation piste
fine e minimum of 4 inuhos above the earth or 2 inches
above paved areas. Weep screeds shall ts of a type
which w«] allow trapped water to drain to the exterior os i he
burning, {Show these dimensions on a foundation detail
erswifti?) (Ssctfcm 2d12.12}
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sLA(UPS

Supplements/ Plsrt Check Corrections Sheet for
Bicycle Parking Ordinance (Effective 3/13/2013)

5EF»ffTlfSV*T ?f IU11DJN5 AX® Min r

Plan Check__ _______ __________
PCIS application number: ___ _
Job Address
______
Zone:_________________ __
P.C, Engineer__________________

(E-mail: firstname.iestname@lacity.org)
Phone:
_ ____________
Ear instrucjjgps and other inform? hon.

Fax;

rvA

Ordinance No. 18Z386- Bicycle Parking Ordinance

the m^.-er plan ehercornectinr. sheet attached.
P/GI 2000-025 Howto Obtain Copies of LA City Ordinances

1. New or existing automobile parking spaces required by the Code for a!! uses may be replaced by
bicycle parking at a maximum ratio of one automobile parking space for every four bicycie parking
spaces.
2. For nonresidential uses:
No more than 20% of the required automobile parking spaces shall be replaced with
bicycle parking spaces
□ Automobile parking spaces for projects or buildings located within 1,500 feet of a portal of
a fixed rail transit station, bus station, or other similar transit facility, as defined by Section
12.24.Y, may replace up to 30% of the required automobile parking spaces with bicycie
parking spaces, or
“ For buildings with less than 20 required auiomobiie parking spaces, up to 4 automobile
parking spaces may be replaced with bicycle parking spaces
3. For residential uses:
n Buildings may not replace more than 10% of the required automobile parking with bicycle
parking
ri Automobile parking spaces for projects or buildings located within 1,500 feet of a porta! of
a fixed rail transit station, bus station, or other similar transit facility as defined by Section
12.24Y may replace a maximum of 15% of the required automobile parking spaces with
bicycle parking, or
A maximum of 30% of the required automobile parking may be replaced for projects
which received a density bonus under Section 12 22A.25,
The replacement of automobile parking with bicycle parking shall be implemented in lieu
of the parking options in Section 12.22.A.25(d)
«»

rui au ujsi#;.e>iaa>, im»Muuor«ai, ancnnauatnai uses mat require automobile parking spaces,
short-term and long-term bicycie parking spaces shall be provided as per Table A (see attached).

5. For
use(s) listed in Table A, a minimum of 2 short-term and 2
long-term bicycle parking spaces shall be provided.
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6.

For buildings or parking lots used by the City of Los Angeles for government purposes, including
government office buildings, provide short-term and long-term bicycle parking at a rate of 10% of
the required parking available on the site, with a minimum of 5 bicycle parking spaces for both
short and long term.

7.

For Neighborhood Recreation Sites, Community Recreation Sites.. Regional Parks, and School
Playgrounds, provide short-term bicycle parking at a rate of 10% of the required automobile
parking, with a minimum of 5 short-term bicycle parking spaces.

8.

For Neighborhood Recreation Sties. Community Recreation Sites, Regional Parks, and School
Playgrounds where no automobile parking is provided;
i? Provide minimum 5 short-term bicycle parking spaces
r\

9

Provide long-term bicycle parking as required by the Green Building Code Article

For residential buildings containing more than three dwelling units or more than five guest rooms
both short and long term shall be provided:
rj Short-term bicycie parking shall be provided at a rate of one per ten dwelling units or
f
short-term bicycle
guest rooms, but no less than 2. Provide a minimum of __
parking spaces
3 Long-term bicycle parking shall be provided at a ratio of one per dwelling unit or guest
room. Provide a minimum of
long-term bicycle parking spaces

10. Ifach bicycle parking space shall be a minimum six feet in length.
(11/ Bicycle parking installed vertically shall be a minimum of 4 feet deep and 6 feet in height.
2. For single-tiered bicycle parking, minimum headroom of 7 feet shall be provided,
13.

For facilities where two tiers of bicycle parking are installed one above another, minimum
headroom of 4 feet shall be provided for each tier.

14 Bicycle parking spaces shall be separated from automobile parking spaces or aisles by a wall,
fence, or curb or by at least five feet of open space marked to prohibit parking.
15. For long-term bicycle parking:
D Shall be secured from the genera) public, roofed, and enclosed on al! sides to protect
bicycle from inclement weather
a Must be provided onsite only
a

(Rev.

Shaft not be located in the public right-of-way
Provide a minimum of 18 inches wide stall
Bicycle parking stall shall provide a means of securing the bicycle frame at two points to a
securely anchored rack, except in the case of lockers and commercially operated
attended bicycie parking
Individual racks installed side by side to one another within bicycle rooms or bicycle
cages that allow bicycles to be locked to either side of the rack shall be spaced a
minimum of 30 inches on center
Racks installed parallel to walls shall be a minimum of 30 inches from the wait
When more than 20 long-term bicycle parking spaces are provided, a, workspace of 100
square feet shah be provided adjacent to the long-term bicycle parking to allow bicyclists
to maintain their bicycles
When located inside a parking garage, it shall be located along the shortest walking
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distance to the nearest pedestrian entrance of the building from the parking garage
When located inside a parking garage, it shall be located on the level of the parking
garage closest to the ground floor with, and must provide direct access to, a public street
91.6307
16. For short-te;m bicycle parking:
Provide a minimum of 2 feet wide stall
f i
Racljs shall be located outside the building, with exception for existing developments
Individual racks installed side by side to one another that allow bicycles to be locked to
efthe,,' side of the rack shall be spaces a minimum of 30 inches on center
G Racljs installed parallel to wails shall be a minimum of 30 inches from the wail
Racks shall allow for the bicycle frame and at least one wheel to be locked to the racks
The;
bicycle rack shall allow for the use of a cable as well as a U-shaped Jock
I
n Racks shall be securely anchored to a permanent surface
r At least 50% shall be covered by a roof or overhang when more than 20 short-term
bicycle parking spaces are provided
0 F^r new developments, short-term bicycle parking shall be located to maximize visibility
f#bm the main entrance
n .♦•hall be located no farther than 50 feet of walking distance from a main pedestrian
/entrance or the walking distance from a main pedestrian entrance to the nearest off-street
/automobile parking space, whichever is closer
i
~7 Obtain approval from the Bureau of Engineering to install short-term bicycle parking
l
\
f within the public right-of-way
LJ
.....

,

■ aWv 1fs*

Section 12.21A.5(k).

J~

« P*

:■*> »Kiwii ri.'.vScr $ 1«

18. Provide showers and personal lockers as required by LAMC Section 91.6307
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rant

.......... .................Table A
Land Use

r

j Short-term Bicycle Parking

Long-term Bicycle Parking

i

Commercial Use*
T

i Office

1 per 10,000 soft
(minimum 2)__ _

1 per £.000 sqft
^minimum 2)
{minimum 2) _
1 per 2,000 sqft
(minimum 2)__
1 per 2,000 sqft
(minimum 2)
2 per restaurant

,t! ,

Health Club

LRestaurants and Bars,
_Ge?»sa!!_______

__

Restaurant. Small (floor
area te$s then 1,000 sf)
Retail Store, General

BUS!re stores

1 per 2.000 sqft
(minimum 2)
T per 2,000 sqft
(minimum 2) _
2 per restaurant
j 1 per 2,000 sqft

* 1 Acr2.CC"

I 1 per 10. G00 sqft

1 per 10.000 sqft
(minimum 2)____________
1 per 1,000 sq. ft. or 1 per 100 fixed
seats, whichever is greater (minimum

(minimum 2)____________________

jTradi Schools., Private
: Universities, and Private
i
l Colleges___ ________
Hot&is and Hostels
Ait Other Commercial
Uses __________

1 per 500 sq, ft. or 1 per 50 fixed
seeis, whfofts ver is greater
(minimum 2)____
__
1 per 20 guest rooms
(minimum. 2t__ ___
1 per 10,000 sqft
(minimum 2)______

ill
1 per 20

guest roars
(minimum 2)
1 per 10.000 sqft
(minimum 2)___

j institutional Use* ”

Ail Institutional Uses

| 1 per 10,000 sqft.
j (minimum 2)___

1 per 5,000 sqft
__(minimum 2)_

Industrial Uses

;

A',

industrial Uses

T
l

1 per 10,000 sqft
LhrttUipi. 21

1 per 10,000 sqft
(minimum 2«

Other Uses
Auditoriums
Private Elementary
Schools, Private High
Schools and Charier
Schools

1 per 350 sqft or 1 per 50 fixed
seats, whichever is greater

whichever is greater (minimum 2)

(minimum 2)
4 per classfoom
(minimum 2)

1 per 10 classrooms
(minimum 2)

1 per 700 sqft or 1 per 100 fixed seats,

_________
i

*■»*
All square footages amove am based on the Zon-ng Code definition of ' Floor Area" per LAMC 12.03

PC/STWCorr Lst*11 (Rev 2/22/iG)
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Code Sec. No.
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HA{^)PB$
BEWUrUKENV OF BUI1BW5 AND SJl'ETV
PhD

Supplemental Plan Check Corrections Sheet for Fire District
and Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone
LABC)

Check/PC IS Application No.:

-

Jo’> Addrass

•

Phone:

P.CL fcfiqlnenr:
___________
(E-mail; flrstname.tastname@inclty.org)

For Instruction and other information, read the master plan check list attached.
Obtain the following Information Bulletins, Affidavits or forms from our web site (.

>rg;

a

O Information Bulletin No. P/BC 2003-023

A,

FIRE DISTRICT 1

1.

Type (IV) (V) building is not permitted in Fire District No 1.

2.

Type IIB construction shall have at least; (7204.2)
□
2 hour fire-resistive construction for exterior wails within 10 feat of and facing a property line.
1 hour fire-resistive construction for exterior walls within 30 feet of and facing a property fine or as required by Table 801
whichever is higher.

3.

Type I! buildings shall have at least;
□
Exterior Load bearing walls located within 30 feet of common property line or an assumed property line shall be of 2 hour fireresistive. (7204.6)
Exterior non-bearing wails located within 30 feet of a common property line or an assumed property line shall as required by
Table 601, but not less than 1 hour. (7204.6)
Exterior walls located more than 30 feet from common property line or an assumed property line shall comply with Table 601
□
requirements. (7204.6)

4,

Provide 1-hour fire-msisfance-rated construction in non-sprinktered building (7204.5), other than automobile parking structures and
buildings surrounded on all sides by a permanently open space of 30 feet or more, for
Wails & supporting members
D
D
Floors & supporting members
Roof and supporting members
a

5.

Openings shall bs protected by a fire assembly having a 3/4 hour fire resistive rating when the exterior wall is within 10' of a fire
separation distance. (7204.3)

v.___ _

(7204.1)

6.

Exterior plastic veneer is not permitted. (7204,11)
Architectural trims shall be of approved noncombustible materials or fire-treated wood, (7204,7)
a.
b.
Permanent canopies shall comply with Section (7204.8)

7.

Every story or basement with a floor surface elevation more than 4 ft lower than the highest elevation of the floor landing or tread
of any required exit from that story shall be sprinkisred. (7203.5)

8.

Loading platform shall be enclosed and shall be firestopped into areas not exceeding 2,500 square feet, (7203.3)

9.

Loading platform over 48 inches above the ground shafl be of noncombustible material. (7203.6)

10,

Roofed platform shall be of noncombustible material. (7203.6)

11.

Provide Class A or B roofing. (7204,4, 1505.1)

B.

VERT HIGH f-IRE HAZARD SEVERITY ZONE

1.

Based on City maps, this project is located within Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (VHFHSZ). [t shall Comply with requirements
of Materials, systems & construction methods of Chapter 7A and Chapter 72. Add the fc''owing material specifications and/or notes/
details to plans;

(VHFHSZ) ( 701A.3.2, 7201,2, 7207)

PC/STRlConr.Lst. 100 (Rev. 1/1/14)
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a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

gh,
i.

k.

m.
n.

Class A roof covering is required for all buildings. Wood shakes and shingles are not permitted. (7207.4,1505}
Valley flashings shall be not less than 0.019-inch (0.48 mm) (No. 26 galvanized sheet gage) cofrosion-resistant metai
installed over a minimum 36-inch-wide (914mm) underlayment consisting of one layer of No. 72 ASTM cap sheet running
the full length of the valley (705A.3)
Roof gutters shall be provided with the means to prevent the accumulation of leaves and debris in the gutter (705A.4)
(Roof) (Attic)(Exterior wall) vents shall resist the intrusion of flame and embers into the attic area of the structure, or shall be
protected by corrosion-resistant, noncombustible wire mesh with 1/4 -inch (6 mm) openings or its equivalent. Vents shall not
be installed in eaves and cornices {706A.1, 706A.2, 706A.3, 7207.3)
Eaves and soffits shall meet the requirements of SFM 12-7A-3 or shall be protected by ignition-resistant materials or
noncombustible construction on the exposed underside (707A.5.5)
Exterior walls shall be approved noncombustible or ignition-resistant material, heavy timber, or log wall construction or shall
provide protection from the intrusion of flames and embers in accordance with standard SFM 12-7A-1 (704A.3)
Exterior wall coverings shall extend from the top of foundation to the roof, and terminate at 2-inch (50.8 mm) nominal solid
wood blocking between rafters at all roof overhangs, or in the case of enclosed eaves, terminate at the enclosure (704A.3.1)
Exterior windows, window walls, glaze doors, and glazed openings within exterior doors shall be insulating- glass units with
a minimum of one tempered pane, or glass block units, or have a fire- resistance rating of not less than 20 minutes, when
tested according to ASTM E 2010, or conform to the performance requirements of SFM 12-7A-2 (708A.2.1)
Exterior door assemblies shall conform to the performance requirements of standard SFM 12-7A-1 or shall be approved
noncombustible construction, or solid core wood having stiies and rails not less than 13/8 inches thick with interiorfield panel
thickness no less than 1 V* inches thick, or shall have a fire-resistance rating of not less than 20 minutes when tested
according to ASTM E 2074. (Exception; Noncombustible or exterior fire-retardant treated wood vehicle access doors)
(708A.3)
Decking, surfaces, stair treads, risers, and landings of decks, porches, and balconies where any portion of such surface is
within 10 feet (3048 mm) of the primary structure shaii be constructed of heavy timber, non combustible or other approved
materials per Sec.709A.3
The underside of cantilevered and overhanging appendages and floor projections shaii maintain the ignition- resistant integrity
of exterior walls, or the projection shall be enclosed to the grade (707A.8)
Buildings shall have all underfloor areas completely enclosed to the grade with construction as required for exterior walls
(707A.8, 7207.1)
All utilities, pipes, fumances, water heaters or other mechanical devices located In an exposed under-floor area of a
residential building shall be enclosed with materials as required for 1 -hour fire-resistive construction.(7207.2)
The space between the roof covering and roof decking shall be constructed to prevent the intrusion of flames and embers
and be fire stopped per 705A.2.

o.
P-

No trellis is permitted within 10 feet of the primary structure.
Trellis more than. 10 feet from the primary structure shaii be constructed of heavy timber or non combustible materials.
Minimum of 4 inches spacing is required between the members, (information Bulletin No. P/BC 2008-023).

Note: Visit http/faslrn.lire. cii/javfs’ruclirBaeoinBBr/pCf,'bm!Awiipiix!t:cte.pdf fcrfhe list of products that meet SFM

12-7A-3and SFM 12-7A-1

for eaves and exterior walls of projects in VHFHSZ.

I ADDITIONAL CORRECTIONS
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Supplemental Plan Check Correction Sheetfor
Sound Transmission (2014 labc)

DEMRfHf hr Of «Uli.DfJ.-3 and s*rm

Plan Check/PCiS application number;
Job Address____

P.C. Engineer
Your

feedback

(E-ms
is

important,

please

visit

flrsiname.lastrania@iBcity.ors} Phone....

our

website

to

complete

a

Customer

Survey

at

www.ladbs, 0 r o /L A OB 3 W a b/cu at o mar-survav.la f.

If you have any questions or nestf cterlflcailon on any pfan check matters, pleasa contact a plan check supervisor
or cal! our Customer Hotline at (213) 482-0058.

For instruction and other information, read the master pian check correction sheet attached.
Obtain the following Information Bulletins, Affidavits or forms from our web site (www.iadbs.org]
a P/EC 2014-69 Sound rated partitions and floor celling
a Carpet Sound Certificate; IN/Forrn,1CS
c WBG 2014-74 Sound Insulation near LAX

n*"*-*-'******* Sr***-****-* ft A* St*-****'***-* ****<*****#

■** **«*******-**«***•****■******+*■*** dr********-**-*-*:

I* x-sr-rt* * * ** **** next*&****tf ***•*•#i

In Group R Occupancies, wail and floor- ceiling assemblies separating dwelling units or guest rooms from each other
and from public space such as interior corridors and service areas shall provide airborne sound Insulation for wails, and both
airborne and impact sound insulation for floor-ceiling assemblies. Ail such separating walls and floor-ceiling assemblies shall
provide an airborne sound insulation equal to that required to meet a sound transmission class (STC) of 50 (On of 45 if field
tested). All separating ficor-celling shall provide impact sound insulation equal to that required to meet an Impact insulation
class (iiC) of 50 (FilC of 45 if field tested).

(1207.6.1, 1207 7, 1207.8)

EXCEPTION: impact sound insulation is not required for fioor-ceiiing assemblies over non habitaole rooms or spaces nof
designed to be occupied, such as garages, mechanical rooms or storage areas.
a

b,

(identify ail sound rated partitions on the floor plans,
To vide construction details for sound rated wail assem biles.

c.

Provide construction details for sound rated floor-ceiling assemblies

d,

A (I rigid conduits, duels, plumbing pipes, and appliance vents located in sound assemblies shall be isolated from the
building construction by means of resilient sleeves, mounts, or a minimum 1/4" thick approved resilient material. Vents
located in sound assemblies shaii be isolated from the building construction by means of resilient sleeves, mounts, or
a minimum 1/4" thick approved resilient material.
An approved permanent, and resilient acoustical sealant shall be provided along the joint between the floor and the
separation wails. Fioor-ceiiing assemblies shall be seated, lined or insulated with________

f.

______________ ______

Carpets or similar surface material which are part of the floor-caiiing assembly must be installed and inspected before
the Certificate of Occupancy is issued and maybe replaced only by other floor covering that provides the required impact
sound insulation. (1207.8)

g.

Metal ventilating and conditioned sir dusts located in sound assemblies shaii be fined. (Exception: Ducts serving only
exitwavs, kitchen cooking facilities, and bathrooms need not be fined).

h.

Mineral fiber insulation shall be installed in joist spaces whenever a plumbing piping, or duct penetrates a fioor-ceiiing
assembly or where such unit passes through the plane of the floor-ceiling assembly from within a wall. The insulation
shall be installed to a point 12" beyond the pipe or duct. This requirement is not applicable to fire sprinkler pipe, gas line
or electrical conduit.

i.

Electrical cutlet boxes in opposite faces of separation walls shall be separated horizontally by 24" and note that back
and sides of boxes will be sealed with 1/8" resilient sealant and backed by a minimum of 2” thick mineral fiber insulation.
(TV, telephone and intercom outlets must bs installed in boxes accordingly.)

PC/STR/Corr.Lst. 105 (Rev, 1/1/14)
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j.

The entrance doors to residential units from Interior corridors are required to have a minimum STC rating of 26.
{Laminated 1 3/8“ solid-core doors with resilient stops and gaskets or 18 gauge insulated steel slab doors with

’
!
k.

compression seals all around, including thresholds will meet this requirement).
Wail mounted lavatories and toilets are not permitted In sound rated partitions.
Electrical panels are not permitted in sound rated partitions.

'
2.

The building is located where the annual L*i or CNEL Exceeds 80 db. Provide acoustical analysis showing that the
proposed design will achieve prescribed allowable interior level, or show compliance with Prescriptive Building
standards of P/BC 2002-074. (1207.11.3. 1207.11.)

Code Sec. No

ADDITIONAL CORRECTIONS
i

l

L
l
L

-i

I

t

:

i
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Pfott

Check

Supplemental Plan Check Corrections Sheet for
Security Requirements (2014 LABC)

t eciS application number:

Job Addresi
P»C* Engineer

___ ___
(E-mail;

freTnama.IaatnamaffilacHv erg Phone

For instruction and ether information. read ;hn masts? p an cnack list attached.
Information Bullotins, Affidavits and forms may ba obtained from our web site ( ww.lsabB.grfj i
All entry doors to dwelling units or guest rooms shall be arranged so that the occupant has a view of tbs area immediately outside
the door without opening the door. Such view may be provided by a door viewer, through windows located in the vicinity of the door
or through view ports In the door or adjoining wall. (6706)

2

Screens, barricades, or fences made of a material which would preclude human climbing shall be provided at every portion of every
roof, balcony, or similar surface which is within 8 ft. of the utility pole or similar structures. (8707)

3.

Wood flush-type doors shall be 1-3/8" thick minimum with solid core construction. 81.6709.1 - Door stops of in-swinging doors shall
be of one-piece construction with the jamb or joined by rabbet to the jamb. (6709.4)

.

4.

Every door in a security opening for an apartment house shall be provided with a light bulb (60 watt min.) At a maximum height of
(6708)

8 feet on the exterior.

5.

All pin-type door hinges accessible from outside shall have non-removable hinge pins. Hinges shall have min. 1/4* dia. steel jamb
stud with 1/4* min. protection. The strike plate for latches a nd holding device for projecting dead bolts in wood construction shall be
secured to the jamb and the wall framing with screws no less than 2-1/2” long. (6709.5,6709.7)

6.

Provide dead bolts with hardened inserts; deadlocking latch with key-operated locks on exterior. Doors must be operable from the
inside without a key, special knowledge, or special effort (latch not required in B, F, and S occupancies). (6709.2)

7.

Straight dead boits shall have a min. throw of 1* and an embedment ofnotisss than 5/8", end a hook-shaped or an expanding-lug
deadbolt shaii have a minimum throw of 3/4". (6709.2)

8.

Wood panel type doors must have panels at least 9/16 in. thick with shaped portions not less than 1/4 in. thick and individual panels
must be no more than M0 sq. In. in area. Muiilons shaii be considered a part of adjacent panels except mulilons not over 18 inches
tong may have an overall width of not less than 2 inches. Stiles and rails shall be of solid lumber in thickness with overall dimensions
of not Jess than 1-3/8 inches and 3 inches in width. (91.6709.1 item 2)

9.

Sliding doors shall be provided with a device in the upper channel of the moving panel to prohibit raising and removing of the moving
panel from track while In the closed position. (6710)

*

0.

Sliding glass doom panels shall be closed and locked when subjected to the tests specified in Sec. 6717.1

11.

Metal or wooden overhead or sliding doors shall be secured with a cylinder lock, padlock with a min. 9/32" diameter hardened steel
shackle and bolted, hardened steel hasps, metal slide board, bait or equivalent device unless secured electrically operated. (6711)

12.

Provide metal guides at top and bottom of metal accordion grate or grille-type doors and cylinder locks or padlocks. Cylinder guards
shall be Installed on ail cylinder locks wheneverihe cylinder projects beyond the face of the door or is otherwise accessible to gripping
tools.
(6712)

13.

In Group B, F, M, and S occupancies, panes of glaring with at ieast one dimension greater than 5 in. but less than 48 in, shall be
constructed of tempered or approved burglary-resistant material or protected with metal bars or grilles (6714)

14.

Glazed openings within 40" of the required locking device of the door, when the door is in the closed and locked position and when
the door is cpenable from the inside without use of key, shall be fully tempered glass per Section 2406, or approved burglary resistant
material, or shall be protected by metal bars, screens or grills having a maximum opening of 2". The provisions of this section shall
not apply to slide glass doers which conform to the provisions of Section 6710 or to viewports or windows which do not exceed 2"
in their greatest dimensions.
(6713)

15.

Louvered windows shall be protected by metal bars or grills with openings that have at least one dimension of 6* or less, which are
constructed to preclude human entry.
(6715,3)

PC/STR/Corr.Lst 103 (Rev. 1/1/14)
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16.

Other operable windows shaii be provided with substantial locking devices. In Group B, F, M and $ occupancies, such devices shall
be gilds bars, bolts, cross-bars, and/or padlocks with minimum 9/32" hardened steel shackles and bolted, hardened steel hasps.
(6715.2)

17.

Sliding windows shall ba provided with locking devices. A device shall be installed in the upper channel of the moving panel to prohibit
rajsing and removing of the moving panel in the closed or partially open position, 6716.1

18.

Siding glass windows sash shall be closed and locked when subjected to the tests specified in Sec. 6717.2.

19.

Any release formeta! bars, grills, grates or similar devices constructed to preclude human entry that are installed shall be located
on the inside of the adjacent room and at least 24 inches from the closest opening through such metal bars, grills, grates or similar
devices that exceeds two inches in. any dimension.
(6715.4)

20

Ail other openings other than doors or glazed openings must be protected by metal bars or grilles with openings of not less than 6
inches in one dimension.
(6716,6)

u
ADDITIONAL CORRECTIONS

Code Sec. No.

’
i

I

I
r—

1

i
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SWIMMING POOLS
PLAN CHECK CORRECTION SHEET (2014 LABC)

LA
rnssasm of suloihg .ira s/tsty
Plan Check Submittal Date:.
Plan Check / Permit Application Number:
Job Address: __

i
r j il-

Applicant:_______________________________
P;C. Engineer:_____________________

l!

Your feedback is important, please visit our website to complete a Customer Survey at

www.ladbs.org/LADBSWeb/customer-survey.Jsf.
If you have any questions or need clarification or. any plan check matters, please contact a plan check
supervisor or call our Customer Hotline at (213) 482-0058,

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROCEEDING WITH THE PLAN CHECK (PC) PROCESS:
1. Review corrections circled on this Plan Check Correction Sheet and on the plans and calculation sheets.
2. Provide a written response or reference to details pursuant to the corrections, Location of any revisions on
the pians shaii be identified as part of your responses.
3. Phone the PC engineer for a verification appointment after you have addressed the corrections. Verification
of corrections is only done by appointment.
4. Complete item #2 above and bring the originally checked set of plans and calculations to the meeting along
with these pfan correction sheets. Unprepared responses with incomplete plans or calculations may result
in cancellation of the meeting.
5. During the appointment, the plan check engineer will go over the corrections and comments.
6. Once all the items have been corrected to comply with the code requirements and clearances are obtained,
the permit will be ready to be issued.
IMPORTANT ITEMS TO READ:
1. Your early attention is suggested to the approval process from other Departments as fisted in the Clearance
Summary Worksheet due to possible delays resulting from a public hearing or other processes required by
other Departments.
The permit application will expire 18 months from the plan's submittal date.
2,
3, Please be advised that the permit will be issued upon verification of compliance with the corrections included
herein. The approval of plans does not permit the violation of any section of the Building Code, Zoning Code,
or any other ordinance or state law.
4. Numbers in parenthesis refer to code sections of the 2014 Edition of the Los Angeles Codes or the current
Zoning Code.
Obtain the fallowing Information Bulletins, Affidavits, or Farms from our w«fo
P/BC 2014-014 Construction of Swimming Pools
c P/ZC 2C14-0016 Prevailing satbsck for front yards
a P/BC 2014-001 Footings On or Adjacent to Slopes
a F/BC 2014-060 30 days notification of intent to excavate
d

PC/STR/Corr.Lsi108 (Rev 1/1/14)

site ;

a Clearance Summary Worksheet (attached)
□ Structural Observation
Supplemental correction sheet for Structural General
a Supplemental correction sheet for Disabled Accessibility

o
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PARTI: GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
A.

PERMIT APPLICATIONS

1.

Provide a fully dimensioned plot plan to scale, in ink and copy
it to the PC!S application's plat plan sheet.

2.

Provide complete and correct legal description (Tract, Lot,
Block, Grant Deed}. Complete information for applicant,
owner, engineer, architect, and contractor.

•3.

4.

Obtain separate application for the following items:
a.
Retaining wails or block fence wails
b. Grading work
c.
Shoring

walls or foundation of an adjoining building or structure and
located closer to the property line than the depth of the
excavation, the owner shall provide the Department of Building
and Safety with evidence that the adjacent property owner(s)
have been given a 30-day written notice of such intent to make
an excavation. This notice shall state the depth of such
excavation and when it will commence. This notice shall be
certified mail, return receipt requested.
(3307.1)(I8: P/Bfcy
2008-060)

e.

The permit application must be signed by the property owner,
iicsnsed co ntractor, or authorized agent at the time the permit 7.
is to be issued:

Soil/Foundation/Geology repori(s) must be approved by the
Grading Section. Provide a copy of the approved report and
Department approval letter. Show compliance with the report's
requirements and approval letter's conditions. (7006.2)
A grading bond is required to be posted for projects involving
over 250 cubic yards of soil in 'Hillside Grading Areas”.
(7006.5.)

a

B.

2.

3.

4.

5.

For owner-builoer permits: Owner's representatives must
present owner's approval with a notarized letter from the C.
owner.
b.
For contractor building permits: Prior to the issuance of a 1.
building permit, the contractor shall have the following:
i.
Notarized letter of authorization for agents.
ii.
Certificate of workers Compensation Insurance made
out to the Contractors State License Board.
2.
iil. Copy of Contractors State License or pocket ID,
iv. Copy of City of Los Angeles business tax registration
certificate or a newly paid receipt for one.
3.
CLEARANCES
Obtain all clearances as noted on the attached Clearance
Summary Worksheet, It Is necessary to apply immediately for
the signoff as it can take time for some departments to review
the project. Comply with all conditions given during approval
prior to the permit issuance.
Obtain lot cut date from Land Records of Public Works. Lot 4.
divided attar 6-1-46 shall comply with Lot Width and area
requirement of the Zone. Lot divided after 7-29-62 shall obtain
a Certificate of Compliance from City Planning Department. 5.
Obtain application from Planning Dept.
Provide copies of the following recorded documents for tie
parcel: (
). More requirements or 6,
Clearances may follow upon review of the documents. For
copies of recorded affidavits, contact Building and Safety
Records Section. For copies of City Planning documents,
contact the Department of City Planning.
7.
A recorded affidavit is required for______________________.
Obtain a copy of Instruction to process affidavit" from
8.
LADBS's web site and follow the instructions.

ADMINISTRATION
Each sheet of the architectural and structural plans must bear the
signatures, registration number and expiration date of an architect
or engineer registered in the State of California,
The address of the building and the name/address of the owner
are required on all plans. The name and address of the
consultants are required on their plans.
Two sets of plans will be required during permit issuance Plans
must be: (106.3.2.2.& 106.3.3.)
a.
Quality blue or black line drawings with uniform and light
background color.
b.
Max. 36’ x 48' size with minimum 1/8“ lettering size.
c.
Sticky back details must produce prints without contrasting
shades of background color.
The final set of plans must be stamped by (City Planning Dept.),
(Health Dept.) (DAS), (
).
Provide the following with each set of plans; '
o Topography Survey Map
c Grading
a Construction Section
c Foundation Plans
Provide ful ly dimensioned piot plan to scale.
Show legal
description, building lines, easements, lot size, zone boundaries,
highway dedication lines, street centerline, alley, parking spaces
and location of all buildings (106.3.2.1).
Show location and distance of active and abandoned oil walls with
respect to building perimeter, if any.
Survey Map must be signed by a licensed Surveyor or Civil
Engineer. (108.8)

Where there is an excavation of a greater depth than are the

PART H ZONING:

(Allow time for discretionary approval process from City Planning if zoning requirements can’t be met.)

1.

Complywiththeprovislonsofihe

2.

Zoning information File # (

Specific Plan. 5.
) requires (
)■

3.

Fishpond or similar use is defined as "poor and shall be subject
to all code requirements as “pools". (12.03)

4.

Swimming pool, fish pond, or other body of water which is
designed or used to contain water 18 inches or more in depth
shall not be permitted in the required yard in which fences over
3.5 ft in height are prohibited. (12.21 C1(g))

6.

PC/STR/Corr.Lst.108 (Rev. 1/1/14)

Provide and dimension required Front yard, incorporate block
plot and calculations on plans showing set backs from the front
property line of all buildings on the same side of the street to
determine prevailing front yard. Where a prevailing front yard
can't be established, provide (
ft) as required in the (
zone)
(hillside ordinance). Go to LADBS web site for more information.
Lot is subject to the Hillside Ordinance (12.21A17(c):
s,
Pool structure exceeds (
) height for Zone ( ),
b. For any lot where the elevation of the ground at a point 50
feet from the front lot iina and midway between the side lot
lines is 33 feet or more higher than the lowest point of the
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front lot line, no portion of a building or structure within 20
feet of the front line shaii exceed 24 feet in height. The 24
feet maximum buiiding and structure height shall be
measured from the elevation at the centerline or midpoint

c.

s. (12.21 A17(c}(4}}_
of the street on which the lot fronts
Lot coverage of (
%) max. for pool or structures higher
than 6 ft. (12.21A17{f))

****«*#

PAST III; SS'UrUWHK! COBE REQUIREMENTS
A.
1.

2.

seconds and sound continuously for a min. of 30 seconds
when the door is opened It shall automatically reset and be
equipped with a manual means to deactivate (for 15 secs.
max.) for a single opening. The deactivation switch shall be
at least 54" above the floor. {31 OS.4.1.8)

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Since the indoor pool will be used forsporting events with no
defined seating area, the occupancy shall be determined as
A3 and notA4.
For residential pool show the pool enclosure on the plan.
The top of the barrier shall be at least 80 inches above
grade measured on the sice of the barrier that faces away
from the swimming pool. The max. vertical clearance
between grade and the bottom of the barrier shaii be two
Inches measured on the side of the barrier that faces aw?y
from the swimming poof. The gate shall open outward aws v
from the pool and shall be self-closing and sslf-iatching. The
latch to be minimum 4.5 ft above the ground, (3109.4.1,
6109(a))

Add notes on ptens:
1. The construction shall not restrict a fiva-foot clear and
unobstructed access to any water or power distribution
facilities (Power poles, pull-boxes, transformers, vaults,
pumps, valves, meters, appurtenances, etc.) or to the
location of the hook-up. The construction shall not be within
ten feet of any power lines-whether or not the lines are
located on the property. Failure to comply may cause
construction delays and/or additional expenses .
2.

An approved Seismic Gas Shutoff Valve wili bo installed on
the fuel gas line on the down stream side of the utility meter
and be rigidly connected to the exterior of the building or
structure containing the fuel gas piping." (Per Ordinance
170,153) (Separate plumbing permit Is required.)

3.

Provide an alarm for doors to the dwelling that form a part of
the pool enclosure. The alarm shall activate within 7

4

'

0'

Suction
outlets
shall
be
designed
accordance with ANSI / APSP-? (3109.5)

and

installed

in

°rovide the following requirements for the Public Pools;
a.
Show the pool enclosure on the plan. S' high fence wail
and self-closing, self-latching
gate arc
required.
(3109.3)
b. The latch to be minimum 4.5 ft above the ground
(6109(a))
c.
Pools for more than 3 units on site shall be approval by
Health Department.
d. Pools shaii be in compliance with the requirement for
access to
public accommodations by
physically
handicapped persons.
e. Glazing in walls and fences used as the banter for
Indoor and outdoor swimming pools and spas when all
of the following conditions are present;
I.
The bottom edge cf the glazing Is less than 60
inches (1525 mm) above the pooj side of the
glazing,
ii.
The glazing is within 5 feet (1525 mm) of a
swimming pool or spa water’s edge,
in. Glazing In walls enclosing stairway landings or within 5
feet (1525 mm) of the bottom and top of stairways where
the bottom edge of the glass is less than 60 inches (1525
mm) above a walking surface.

**t-*#*** *#*&*###***##* *#**#$$*#***«**##>{**» *************$**************** ****4**A*>S< **4=*
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GRADING/RETAINING WALL/SHORING PLAN CHECK
Correction Sheets (2014 labc)
Plan Check Date;

Plan Check/PCfS application number __

Job Address:__
Phone;

Reviewed by {print firsi/last name):

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROCEEDING WITH THE PLAN CHECK (PC) PROCESS:
1. Review corrections circled on this Plan Check Correction Sheet and on the plans and calculation sheets.
2. Provide a written response or reference to details pursuant to til® corrections. The location of any revisions
on the plans shaii be identified as part of your responses. For any questions related to the PC corrections, e
mail or cal! the Plan Check Engineer.
3* Cali the Plan Check Engineer for a verification appointment after you have addressed she corrections,
Verification of corrections is only done by appointment
4. Bring the originally checked set of plans and calculations along with this Grading Plan Check Correction
Sheet and the newly revised plans and calculations to the meeting so that your Flan Check Engineer may
review the corrections and comments. After all of the items have been corrected to comply with code
requirements and clearances have bsen obtained, the permit will be ready to be issue.
IMPORTANT ITEMS TO READ:
1. Your early attention to the Clearance Summary Worksheet is suggested.
2. The plan check will expire 18 months from the plan submittal date.
3. The approval of plans doas not permit the violation of any section of the Building Code, Zoning Code, other
ordinance, or stare law.
4. Numbers in parenthesis refer to Code sections of the 2014 edition of the Los Angeles Building or the current
Zoning Code.
REVIEW THE FOLLOWING CHECKED INFORMATION BULLETINS AND FORMS. REVISE PLANS TO SHOW
COMPLIANCE (Copies can bs obtained at www.fadbs.org).
d

P/BC 2014-001 Footings on or adjacent to slopes

d

P/BC 2014-083 Retaining wall design

o P/BC 2014-027 Onsite Wastewater Treatment System
d

P/BC 2014-002 Retaining or siough wall (4*-0*

p P/BC 2014-015 Prevailing setback for front yards

d

P/BC 2014-051 Wet Mix Shotcrete

r.’ P/BC 2014*057 Drainage across iot/propcrty lines

u P/BC 2014-103 Sump Pumps forsurfact? drainage

high

or less)

c P/BC 2014-113 Reports for subniifai to Grading Division

□ P/BC 2014-060 30-day notification of intent to excavate

n P/BC 2014-065 Coastal Development Permit

P/BC 2014-084 Fiood Hazard Management Specific Plan

0 P/BC 2014-073 Policy on signed and wet stamped plans

I
o P/BC 2014-044 Exemptions from Liquefaction, Landslide & Fault Hazard Zone
P/BC 2014-141 Guideline for Determining Lsve Loads Surcharge from Sidewalk Pedestrian Traffic and Street Traffic

Forms and Affidavits:
Protection of adjoining property; PC/GRAD/App. 13
c Grading Bond: PC/GRAD/Band 03 and 04
o Haul Route Questionnaire Package; PC/GRAD/App.22
c Maintenance of Drainage Osvicea/Striiciures: PC/GRAD/Aff.03
o Maintenance of Uncertified Fiil/Underground Structures; PC/GRAD/Aff.Q4

c Covenant and Agreement Regarding Drainage Easement:

PC/GRAD/AJT.06

a Building Maintenance; PC/STR/Aff.23

PC/GRAO/C«r,LiX.l 1 (Rev. OS/26/16)
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GRADING/RETAINING WALL/SHORING PLAN CHECK
Correction Sheets /zomlabc)
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
A. APPLICATION

1. Provide a fully dimensioned plot plan to scale, in ink, on
the PC1S application's plot plan sheet
2. Provide a complete and correct legal description (Tract,
Lot, Block, Grant Deed).
3, A grading bond calculated per (7006.5.7) is required for
projects with over 250 cubic yards of cut or fill in the
''Hillside Grading Area". Bond Forms, once completed will
be approved by the plan check engineer prior to
submitting to City Attorney’s Office. See the attached
Bond Instructions and Bond Forms for additional
information.
4. The permit application must be signed by the property
owner or licensed contractor or authorized agent at the
time the permit is to be issued;
a. For owner-builder permits: Owner's signature can
be verified with owner’s driver's license. Owner’s
representatives must present owner’s approval with a
notarized letter from the owner.

3. Provide tabulated earthwork, including import/export
quantities In cubic yards to verify compliance with the
Baseline Hillside Ordinance.
4. Provide copies of the following recorded documents for
the parcel.'_______________________ ________.
£. A recorded affidavit Is required for (lot-tie), (Maintenance
, Obtain a copy of
of building).
how to process affidavits from LADBS web site and follow
the instructions.
6. File 3 copies of (soils) and/or (geckos') reports with the
Grading Division for review and approval. One copy shall
be unbound, wet-signed original (7006.2).
7,

Comply with the recommendation in the approved
soils/geology report and the conditions of approval as
stipulated in the Grading Division letter. A copy of the
letter shall be incorporated onto the plan,

8, Show compliance with the conditions noted on the
Grading Pre-Inspection report. (107.3.2)

b. For contractor building permits: Prior to the
issuance or a building p^frit. the contractor shall ^-g. Comply with notification of adjoining property by giving a
nave the following,
(__written notice (by certified mail and return receipt)
i) Certificate of Workers Compensation Insurance
of the attached letter to adjacent property owners, of
made out to the Contractor’s State License
intent to excavate where excavation is deeper than the
Board.
property WS 'man use depth' or excavation, (330/71 j,
ii) Notarized letter of authorization for agents,
(P/8C 2014-060)
i
ffi} Copy of Contractor's State License or pocke ID.
IT*'
Ck
d
^
_
.
iy) Copy of City of Los Angeles Business "ax
10. A Public hearing Is required for import or export of earth
Registration Certificate or a newly paid race) for
material in excess of 1,000 cubic yards in the 'Hillside
one.
Grading .Area", Submit a Haul Route application to the
5. Obtain separate application for tie fallowing items:
Grading Division. Processing time is a minimum of six
a. Retaining walls
weeks. Cal! (213) 482-6472 for more information
b. Grading work
(7006,7),
c. Block waifs
d. Swimming pools
11. Comply with the Mowing Stormwater Development
e. Shoring
Construction/Planning Program requirements;
B- CLEARANCES
For all projects, incorporate the enclosed attachment
1. Obtain all clearances as noted on the attached Clearance
“A” onto plans.
Summary' Worksheet. Prompt attention is suggested as
there can be delays for other departments to review the
project
b. For projects disturbing 1 acre or more of soil,
developer shall file a Notice of Intent with the State
Water Resources Control Board and prepare a State
2 Comply with Notification requirements for over 1000 CY
SWPPP, The developer is required to show proof of
of earthwork in the “Hillside Grading Area”. Notices must
these submittals.
be mailed 10 days prior to permit issuance. (106.4.3)
F C/GRAD/Ccrr.Lst-11 (Rev. 05/26/18}
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<3RADiNG/RETAIN f N G WALL/SHORING PLAN CHECK
Correction Sheets <2014labc}
3. Detail on plan methods proposed to intercept and carry
off subsurface water.

12. Toe of fill slopes not to be nearer to other private
properties than one-half the height of toe fill, with a
minimum of 2 feet and a maximum of 20 feet. (7011.5)

4.

13. Top of cut slopes not to be made nearer to project
boundary than one-fifth the height of the slope, with a
minimum of 2 feet and a maximum of 10 feat. (7010,3)

Show on plans: subdrains required for fill placed in
natural watercourses. (7013.8)

5. Provide 8' paved interceptor terrace drains at 25’ vertical
intervals- Drain gradients may vary from 5 to 12 percent,
but changes in gradient must increase in the direction of
flow, (7013.1)

14. Buildings to irave a level setback from ascending slopes
exceeding 3:1 [H:V] a minimum of H/2 but need not
exceed 15 ft. (1808.5.2)

6. Provide a 20’ wide bench every 100’ of slope height (cut
or fill). Retaining wails are not allowed to reduce this
height. (7010.1,7011.1)

15, Footings to be setback from descending slopes exceeding
3:1 (H’.y] a minimum of H/3 but need not exceed 40 ft.
(1808,6.3.)

7.

18. Detail on plans driveway center line profile. Maximum
grade is 20% for center line and 10% for cross fall.
Transition zones required. (10% for the first & last S’) See
IB P/ZC 2002-001.

Provide 6' paved diverter terraces along top of graded
slopes. (7013.2, Figure B)

8. Single run of slope interceptor terraces are not to exceed
150' to a down drain. (7013.1)
9. Show existing drainage devices on adjacent tracts.

17. Show sections of fill with details of bottom keys and sub
drain, Compacted fill to be placed on top of competent
bearing material. (7011)

10. Provide an approved outlet structure tor all down drains,
to consist of velocity reducers, diversion wails, rip-rap,
concrete aprons or similar energy dlssipater, (7013.5,3)

18. No grading permit can be issued prior to toe issuance of
any building permits when sits is located within area
designated as Grading Ordinance Hillside. (7005.1)

11, Concentrated drainage to be discharged into an
approved location. (Drainage required into street, natural
watercourse, drainage easement or other approved
location.) (7013.S, 7013.10, 7013,11)

19. Note on plans; Retaining waits located doser to the
property fine than the height of the wall shall be backfilled
not iater than 10 days after construction of the wall and
necessary structural supporting members unless
recommended otherwise by responsible engineer.

12. The use of dispersal waif to discharge wafer to areas
other than street or natural watercourse is not allowed.
13. Drainage across interior tot lines creating cross-lot
drainage is not permitted nor are changes in the drainage
pattern which alter or increase quantity of water
discharging to adjoining properties. (P/BC 2014-057).

20. Locate the basement wafis/rsiainirjg wells a minimum 12"
away from the property line to accommodate the
placement of toe sub-drain device.

14. Obtain modification approval from the Grading Division
for the following:

T. T&vIHAGE

1. Provide hydrology calculations to justify drainage design.
Calculations snail be based on the proper 50-year
isohyetai and the latest method adopted by the L.A. City
Bureau of Engineering. (7013.8)

a. Use of sump pump for diverting site drainage.
b. Use of dispersal wall to convert site drainage to
sheet flow per P/BC 2014-057.

2. Detail oad elevations to provide minimum of 2% drainage
to street. Sec. 91.7013.10. (7013.10)

15. For sites located in the Upper Los Angeles River Area
(ULARA) Basins (Sen Fernando, Sylmar and Eagle Rock
Basins) obtain approval from Department of Water and
Power (DWP) and Upper Los Angeles River Area
(ULARA) Watermasier for use of sump pump for

PC/GRAD/Corr.Lst11 (Ray. 1/1/14)
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GRADING/RETAINING WALL/SHORING PLAN CHECK
Correction Sheets roulasc)
approved soil report and
' '
properly owner has been notified 30 days in advance.
S. Record 8 “Maintenance of Building Support” affidavit the
owner of the subject property which wifi inform future
owners of the subject site that the lateral support of a
portion of the building foundation on the adjoining
property is provided by the subterranean waits of the
building on the subject site. Affidavit must be approved
prior to recording.
9. Specify the Research Report number for tie-track
system. Compiy with approval conditions and attach a
copy to the field set of plans.
10. Provide material specifications for
□ Concreto/Gunite: strength and type
D Steel; structural, reinforcing, prestress rods or
strands.
O Wood: species, grade and decay resistance
□ Welding Reds
11 Specify on plans continuous inspections for:
□ Concrete over 2500 psi
□ Installation of Tie-back anchors
□ Field welding
□ Excavation [by Soils Engineer]
12. Specify and detail on plans excavation, shoring
installation and sequence ofconsttuctlon procedures.
13. The design criteria for shoring/building does not agree
with the recommendations in the approved report and/or
the Department approval tetter.
14. Obtain Department of Public Works-Engineering Bureau
approval for shoring adjacent to die public way.
i.

ADDITIONAL CORRECTIONS
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B.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION & INSPECTIONS

1.

Specify the following Items on plans:
Type of soli and bearing value perTable 1806.2.
a.
b.

Standard 2500 psi concrete.

c.

3000 psi min. for grade beams and piies/piers.

d.

Type and fm of masonry units. Proportions of mortar and grout mixes.

e.

Type of Structural Steel, Structural Pipe, Tubing, Reinforcing bars.

(1808.8.1}

f.

Grade, species, and moisture content of all lumber. Type and grade of plywood sheeting.

0-

The size, LA research report# and manufacturer of the shot pins. Show on plans, the maximum spacing of the
shot pins in bearing/nonbearing walls.

2.

For metai deck, specify manufacturer, product name, and LA research report number on plans: Specify on plans and
caiculations the deck designation ofwhich tables were used to determine the allowable loads. Provide complete welding
information on plans.

3.

Structural Observation per Section 1704 is required for this project. The engineer of record shall prepare an inspection
program, including the name(s) of the individuals or firms who will perform the work. The inspection program shall be
shown on the first sheet of the structural plans.

4.

(Continuous Special inspection) (PeriodicSpecial Inspection) is required for (.

.) per Sec 1704and

Tables 1704.3 (steel), 1704.4 (concrete), 1704.5.2 and 1704.5.3 (masonry), 1704.7 (soils), 1704.8 (driven deep
foundations), 1704.9 (cast-in place deep foundations) and 1704.6.1 (high load wood diaphragms).
5.

Where special Inspection or testing is required, the registered design professional in responsible charge shall include

(1705)

a “Statement of Special Inspections” on the pians.
6.

The following structural products shall comply with an approved Los Angeles City Research Report. Copy the conditions
of approval onto the plans and show compliance with those conditions.
a Hold-downs
~ Expansion/Adhesive anchor bolts
c Sif! Plate Connectors

Q Prefab Shear Wail Panels
2 Straps

Others such as

slid

>f

Add note on plans:

1.

£l^l\
If

Contractors responsible for the construction of a wind or seismic force resisting system/component listed in the
"Statement of Special Inspection' shall submit a written statement of responsibility to the LADBS Inspectors and the
owner prior to the commencement of work on such system or component per Sec 1709.1.

2.

Continuous Special inspection by a registered deputy inspector is required for field welding, concrete strength f0> 2500
psi, high strength bolting, sprayed-on fireproofing, engineered masonry, high-iift grouting, pre-stressed concrete, high

(1704 & Chapters 19, 21, and 22)

load diaphragms and special moment-resisting concrete frames.
3.
4.

(2304.11.2.4)

Foundation sills shall be naturally durable or preservative-treated wood.

Field Weiding to be done by welders certified by the LADBS for (structural steel)(reinforc!ng steel)(!ight gauge steel).
Continuous inspection by a deputy inspector is required.

'

. \

.

' ■

yx

5.

Shop welds must be performed in a LADBS licenced fabricator’s shop.

6

LADBS licensed fabricator is required

7.

Giued-laminated timbers must be fabricated in a LADBS licenced shop. Identify grade symbol and lamination species

for (Trusses), (Structural Steel),

per 2012 NDS Supplement Table 5-A.

8.
9.

Provide lead hole 40% - 70% of threaded shank diameter and full diameter for smooth shank portion,
Periodic Special inspection is required for wood shear wails, shear panels, and diaphragms, including nailing, bolting,
anchoring, and other fastening to components of the seismic force resisting system. Special inspection by a deputy

inspector is required where the fastener spacing of the sheathing is 4 inches on center or less.

PC/STRTCorr.Lst. 104 (Rev. 2/5/14)
Page 2 of 10
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(1707.3)

if structural steei core is used, socketed drilled shafts shall meetwith the requirement per Section 1810.3.9.6,

16.

Add note on plans:

(1603.5.2)

1.

If adverse soil conditions are encountered, a soils investigation report may be required.

0,

Vi-.ru’iCAt LOADS

1.

Floor live load must include a 16 psf partition, in addition to other loads per LABC1607.5,

2

Exit facilities must be designed for a 100 psf live load perTabie 1607.1.

3.

Floors supporting vehicles not exceeding 9 passengers shall be designed for both a live load of 40 psf or a 3,000 lb
concentrated load acting on a 4.5 inch by 4.5 inch area, which ever produces the greater load effect-per LABC Table
1607.1, footnote a.

4.

The uniform (concentrated, special) loads must be used In accordance with LABC Table 1607.1.

5.

Ceiling joists shall be designed for (

) live load per LABC Table 1607.1. Uninhabitable attic without storage and

less than 42 Inches of headroom may be designed for 10 psf live load.
6.

Suspended ceilings in exit facilities serving more than 30 occupants shall be designed per 1613.8,1.4 - Provide details.

7.

The live loads used in the design of buildings and other structures shall be the maximum loads expected by the intended
use or occupancy but shall in no case be less than the minimum uniformly distributed unit loads required by LABC Table
1607.1.

8.

Submit structural calculations and plans including truss profiles, member sizes and connection details for all roof and
floortrusses priorto issuance of the building permit. Provide LARR # for______________

9,

.

The Engineer or Architect of record, shall review and approve truss design for loads, location, and suitability for intended
use.

E.
1.

lateral

to APS

Provide analysis and design for wind loads per LABC 1SQ9.

The following information shall be shown on plans per

Section 1603.1.4: 1} Ultimate design wind speed and nominal design wind speed; 2) Risk category; 3) Wind exposure;
4) Applicable interna! pressure coefficient; 5) Components and cladding design wind pressure in terms of psf.
2.

Earthquake design data - The foiiowing information related to seismic loads shall be shown on plan per LABC 1603.1.5
a.

Seismic importance factor, I, and risk category.

b.

Mapped spectral response accelerations, Seand S„.

c.

Site class.

d.

Spectra! response coefficients, Sos and SD,.

e.

Seismic design category.
Basic seismic-force-resisting system(s).

f.

g.

Design base shear. Total weight of building

h.

Seismic response coeffjcient(s), Cs.

i.

Response modification factor(s), R.

j-

Analysis procedure used.

k.

Redundancy factor used.
The design load bearing value of soils (1603.1.6)

3

Seismic Design Category (SDC) shall be based on LABC Table 1613.3.5(1) and Table 1613.3.5(2). When S„ is greater
than or equal to 0.75, the building shall be assigned to SDC
Risk Category

E

for Risk Category

IV.

I, II,

or

III

and assigned to SDC F for

(1813.3.5)

PC/$7R/Corr LsLI 04 (Rev. 2/5/14)
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a.

The maximum area of each individual1 giass-block standard unit panels in exterior walls shall be based on the
design wind pressure, in accordance with Figure 7.2-1. The maximum panel dimension between supports shall

(AC! 530-11, Sec.7.2.1)

be 25-ft horizontally and 20-ft vertically.
b.

Every glass-block pane! shail be provided with a min. 3/8-inch expansion joints at the side and top. Expansion
joints shail be entirely free of mortar or other debris and shail be filled with resiiient material. Provide a detail on
fAC! 530-11, Sec.7.4)
the plans.

c.

Lateral support shali be provided by panel anchors along the top and sides spaced not more than 16" o.c. or by

(AC! 530-11, Sec.7.3.3.1)

channel-type restraints.

2.

Structural calculations and details are required for anchored masonry or stone veneer that extends more than 6 ft. above
the first floor.

3.

The masonry or concrete walls below grade maybe designed to span simply supported between slabs. NOTE ON THE
PLANS: ''The perimeter walls are not to be backfilled until the floor slabs are poured and cured."

4,

For concrete columns that are not part of the lateral-force-resisting system, provide transverse reinforcement In
accordance with Sections ACI 318-11 Sections 21.13.3,1 and 21.13.3.2.

5.

Consequencesoffailureofstructural andnonstructura! members that are not a part of the seismic-force-resisting system
shall be considered. ACI 318-11 Section 21.1.2.2.

H,
1.

WOOD DESIGN
Structural framing not using Conventional Light-Frame Construction Provisions of Section 2308 requires the plans and
calculations to be signed and sealed by an architect or civil/structural engineer licensed in the State of California.

2.

Cross reference all calculations for joists, beams, shear walls, etc, to framing / floor plans.

3.

Show the size, spacing and direction for the (rafters), {ceiling joists) (floor joists) on plans.

4.

The size of ridge board, valley or hip members shall not be less than the cut end depth of the rafter.

5.

Provide designed ridge beams (4 x min.) for open beam vaulted ceilings when ceiling joists or rafter ties are not provided

6.

Ridge / hip / valley members shall be designed as beams when roof slope is less than 3 ;12. Provide calculations.

7.

Show blocking at ends of rafters and trusses at exterior walls, and at supports of floor joists.

8.

The

“x

* floor girder / beam ••-.-cur

exceeds the allowable stress for grade.

(T-4A, 2012 NDS Supplement)
9.

Specify the header size at door, window and other openings over 4 ft, wide in bearing walls.

10.

Detail is required for header support at the corner windows (see marked plans).

11.

Use full height studs {balloon frame) on exterior walls of rooms with vaulted ceiling. Specify size, spacing and maximum
allowable span of the full height stud.

12.

For plywood roofs and floors, specify panel index no.

_

, plywood thickness, grades, nailing schedule,

panel layout pattern, and zones.
13.

Three- and four-story wood structures require 3x4 or 2x6 studs at 18" o.c. max. In bearing partitions below the top two
stories. Submit calculations showing that allowable stress In compression perpendicular to grain is not exceeded in the

(T-4A, 2012 NDS Supplement)

sill plates at the proposed stud spacing.
14.

Provide a diaphragm analysis to show diaphragm adequacy.

(Sect 4.2 of SDPWS)

ww.l3dba.i ■fl0

PC/STR/Corr.Lst.104 (Rev. 2/5/14;
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10

Limit the height-width ratio of the plywood (wood structural panels) shear wails, perforated shear wall segments,
perforated shear walls and shear wall piers to 2:1. (See Table 4.3.4 SDPWS, footnote 1 for exceptions). Provide

(T 4.3.4 SDPWS-2008)

complete calculations (including deflection) and details for shear wall with openings.

11.

The following applies to al! shear walls with a shear values using allowable stress design (ASD) exceed 350 plf or load
and resistance factor design (LRFO) exceed 500 plf. These walls shall be clearly identified on the plans and provide with
(2306.3/
the followings:
a.

12.
13.

3 x studs and blocks for ail framing members receiving edge nailing from abutting panels.

b.

1/2* edge distance from the panel edges and 3/8’ from the edge of the connecting members.

c.

All wood structural panel joint and sill plate nailing shail be staggered at all panel edges.

Provide calculations and details for drag strut connections to shear walls. See checked plans.
Provide the design for the shear transfer from the roof diaphragm or upper shear wall to the shear wall below the floor
or roof. Detail nails, bolts, shear plates, sill plates, and blocking as required by design. Use reduced values for nails with
reduced embedment.

14.

Provide referenced calculations showing the overturning moments in the shear wall segments.

15.

Structural calculations and details are required for anchored masonry or stone veneer that extends above the basement
for Seismic design category E & F. For Seismic Design Category D Structural calculations and details are required for
anchored masonry or stone veneer that extends above the first floor.

16.

The anchor or group of anchors shall be designed for the maximum tension that can ba transmitted to the anchor or
group of anchors based on the development of a ductile yield mechanism in the attachment in flexure, shear, or bearing,
or a combination of those conditions, and considering both material overstrength and strain hardening effects for the
attachment. The anchor design tensile strength shall be calculated from D3.3.4.4.

17.

(ACI 318 Appendix D, D.3.3.4.3)

Provisions under Section 1908 and Table 1908.2 do not apply to anchors installed in hardened concrete subject to
earthquake loads (1908.1). Justify the capacity of tie down bolt in concrete footing/wall/deck per AC! 318-11 Appendix
D with factored design ioads.

18.

Provide LARR number for hold-down connectors. The capacity of hold-down connectors that do not consider cyclic

(2305.5)

loading of the product shall be reduced to 75% of the allowable earthquake load values.
19.

Hold-down straps - Include the fallowing in design and detailing between floors:
a.

Design and detail straps installation when used as hold-downs across floor joists. Account for reduced number

b

of nails across joist.
Determine the aliowable load based on the number of nails through the strap into the posts above and below the

c

Design and detail straps so that the minimum naii spacing will be provided when the strap nailing is combined with

'Dead Space” between floors. Specify # of nails required.
the shear wail edge nailing (i.e. provide 4x member wherever a strap and shear wail edge nailing occur or detail
strap nailed over and through unnailed plywood-show nailing pattern on plan).
Add note on plans:
Hold-down connector bolts into wood framing require approved plate washers; and hold-downs shail be finger tight and

A wrench turn just prior to covering the wal) framing. Connector bo its into wood framing require stee! piate washers on
the post on the opposite side of the anchorage device. Piate size shall be a minimum of 0.299 inch by 3 inches by 3
(2305.5/
inches.
2.

Roof diaphragm nailing to be inspected before covering. Face grain of piywood shall be perpendlculartosupporis. Floor
shall have tongue and groove or blocked panel edges. Plywood spans shall conform with Tabie 2304.7.

3.

Ali diaphragm and shear wail nailing shaii utilize common nails or galvanized box.

4.

All bolt holes shail be drilled 1/32" to 1/16” oversized.

5.

Hold-down hardware must be secured in place prior to foundation inspection.

PC/STR/Corr.Lst,1C4 (Rev. 2/5/14)
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(11.1.2.2, 2012 NDS)
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Taken by Elle Farmer on October 12, 2017 at approximately 3:45 p.m. PST.
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Exhibit B: Plan Comparisons

Original Proiect-Rooftop

Modified Proicct-Rooftop
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Accessible Bar-Related Area
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(APP-A, p. 14)

Exhibit C: ITE (2012) Summary Traffic Rates from Trip Generation Manual 9th ed.f

Trips Per
Code Description

Unit of Measure

Unit

OFFICE

Trips Per
Code Description

Unit of Measure

Unit

876

Apparel Store

1,000 SF

3.83

879

Arts and Craft Store

1,000 SF

6.21

1,000 SF

8.4

1,000 SF

9.91

710

General Office Building

1,000 SF

714

Corporate Headquarters Building

1,000 SF

1.49
1.41

715

Single Tenant Office Building

1,000 SF

1.74

720

Medical-Dental Office Building

1,000 SF

3.57

730

Government Office Building

1,000 SF

1.21

732

United States Post Office

1,000 SF

1.22

890

Furniture Store

1,000 SF

0.45

733

Government Office Complex

1,000 SF

2.85

896

DVDA/ideo Rental Store

1,000 SF

13.60

750

Office Park

1,000 SF

1.48

760

Research and Development Center

1,000 SF

1.07

911

Walk-In Bank

1,000 SF

12.13

770

Business Park

1,000 SF

1.29

912

Drive-In Bank

1,000 SF

24.30

918

Flair Salon

1,000 SF

1.93

Building Materials and Lumber Store

1,000 SF

4.49

925

Drinking Place

1,000 SF

11.34

RETAIL
812

880
B81

Pharmacy / Drugstore without DriveThrough Window___________________
Pharmacy / Drugstore with Drive-Through
Window

SERVICES

813

Free-Standing Discount Superstore

1,000 SF

4.35

931

Quality Restaurant

1,000 SF

7.49

814

Variety Store

1,000 SF

6.82

932

Fligh-Turnover (Sit-Down) Restaurant

1,000 SF

11.15

815

Free Standing Discount Store

1,000 SF

4.98

816

Flardware / Paint Store

1,000 SF

4.84

1,000 SF

26.15

817

Nursery (Garden Center)

1,000 SF

6.94

818

Nursery (Wholesale)

1,000 SF

5.17

1,000 SF

33.84

820

Shopping Center

1,000 SF

3.71

823

Factory Outlet Center

1,000 SF

2.29

1,000 SF

153.85

826

Specialty Retail Center

1,000 SF

2.71

841

New Car Sales

1,000 SF

2.62

1,000 SF

40.75

842

Recreational Vehicle Sales

1,000 SF

2.54

843

Automobile Parts Sales

1,000 SF

5.98

1,000 SF

42.8

848

Tire Store

1,000 SF

4.15

850

Supermarket

1,000 SF

9.48

1,000 SF

75

851

Convenience Market (Open 24 Flours)

1,000 SF

52.41

852

Convenience Market (Open 15-16 Flours)

1,000 SF

34.57

1,000 SF

18.99

853

Convenience Market with Gasoline Pumps

1,000 SF

50.92

941

Quick Lubrication Vehicle Shop

854

Discount Supermarket

1,000 SF

8.34

942

Automobile Care Center

857

Discount Club

1,000 SF

4.18

943

Automobile Parts and Service Center

860

Wholesale Market

1,000 SF

0.88

944

Gasoline / Service Station

861

Sporting Goods Superstore

1,000 SF

1.84

862

Flame Improvement Superstore

1,000 SF

2.33

863

Electronics Superstore

1,000 SF

4.50

864

Toy / Children's Superstore

1,000 SF

4.99

866

Pet Supply Superstore

1,000 SF

3.38

947

Self Service Car Wash

Stalls

5.54

867

Office Supply Superstore

1,000 SF

3.40

14.12

Department Store

1,000 SF

1.87

Automated Car Wash
Truck Stop

1,000 SF

875

948
950

933
934
935
936
937
938
940

945
946

Fast Food Restaurant without DriveThrough Window
Fast Food Restaurant with Drive-Through
Window
Fast Food Restaurant with Drive-Through
Window and No Indoor Seating__________
Coffee / Donut Shop without Drive-Through
Window
Coffee / Donut Shop with Drive-Through
Window
Coffee / Donut Shop with Drive-Through
Window and No Indoor Seating________
Bread / Donut / Bagel Shop with DriveThrough Window

Gasoline / Service Station with
Convenience Market
Gasoline / Service Station with
Convenience Market and CarWash

Note: All land uses in the 800 and 900 series are entitled to a "passby" trip reduction of 60% if less than 50,000 ft2 or a
reduction of 40% if equal to or greater than 50,000 ft2.

* Approximated by 10% of Weekday average rate.
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Service Bays

5.19

1,000 SF

3.11

1,000 SF

4.46

Fueling Positions

13.87

Fueling Positions

13.51

Fueling Positions

13.94

1,000 SF

UNITEH ERE! Local 11
464 Lucas Ave., Suite 201 » Los Angeles, California 90017 * (213) 481-8530 » FAX (213) 481-0352
February 7, 2018
JoJo Pewsawang
City Planning Department
Re:

UNITE HERE Local 11 and Appellant Elle Farmer Comments | Godfrey Hotel Project (1400 North Cahuenga
Boulevard) | CPC-2016-3841-CU-CUB-ZV-SPR, ENV-2015-3167-MND-REC1

Dear Mr. Pewsawang:
On behalf of UNITE HERE Local 11 {"Local 11") and Appellant Lauren "Elle" Farmer {''Appellant") (collectively
"Commentors"), we provide the City of Los Angeles {"City") and its City Planning Department {“City Planning") the
following comments regarding the referenced Godfrey Hotel Project {"Project"), located at 1400 North Cahuenga
Boulevard ("Site"), proposed by 1400 Cahuenga JV, LLC {"Applicant''). In its letter dated December A, 2017,
Commenters provided extensive comments related to the Project's addendum (“Addendum" or "ADM") to a
previously prepared mitigated negative declaration ("MNP"). City Planning claims in the staff report ("Staff Report"
or "SR”) that Commentors' previous concerns have been addressed (SR, p. P-5), yet the issues raised and the
underlying facts are not mentioned—much less addressed—by the Staff Report and remains unrefuted. Hence,
Commentors incorporate in its entirety all previous comments and highlight/add the following comments concerning
the Staff Report. Unless otherwise specified, all citations are to the Staff Report.
The Project Is Not A Residential Project: the Project provides zero dwelling-units and, therefore, should not be
confused with a genuine residential project providing "short-term" housing (F-6, F-14).
Nearby Residential Uses are Ignored: Notwithstanding the Project being more than 500 feet from a
residential zone, residential uses are immediately adjacent to the Project including residences diagonal to the Site,
232 residential units abutting the Site, 429 units 0.2 miles of the site, a 19-story residential tower within the
"immediate area" of the Project, and as evidenced by the substantial concerns raised by the community during
public hearings (SR, pp. A-7-9, F-2, F-13, P-2-5).
Alcohol-Related Uses Are Underestimated: Contrary to claims that alcohol-related uses are merely
"secondary" or "ancillary" to hotel uses (F-l, F-4), the Project is an alcohol-charged, noise-generating hotel designed
for partying. The Project analyzed only 1,440 square feet ("SF") of alcohol-related uses (ADM, pp. 1-6, 2-75, 2-86, 2
101) despite the Project accommodating and anticipating alcohol sales and uses in more than 14,000 SF spread
throughout the Project (A-l-2, A-9, C-12, F-l, F-4, F-6). Addendum fails to indicated any facts or Project features that
will ensure the public will not access these areas. Admittedly, the area exceeds ABC's guidelines for alcohol license
including the 20 bars/venues/hotels identified by Planning. The area has nearly three times as much reported crime
as compared to area-average. City Planning dismisses these facts by relying on illusory mitigation measures and
ignoring impacts to sensitive uses, therefore the 'No Undue Concentration' Finding is unfounded.
Land Use Inconsistency: Contrary to claims that the Project is not consistent with the "spirit and intent" of
the General Plan (SR, p. F-5), the Project is not consistent with the City's General Plan. First, it is misleadingly to
compare the Project against the Hollywood Community Plan update (A-6, F-3), which was invalidated by the courts
and is not controlling.1 Second, claiming the Project should be granted the project changes because the site would be
"underdeveloped" is red hearing (F-2). The Site is already entitled for 175-rooms. Instead, the Applicant seeks to
increase profits by eliminating all retail and half the restaurant area and squeezing 45 more guest room and
maximizing alcohol-sales throughout the Project (A-4, P-1).
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LETTER OF DETERMINATION
Mailing Date:

mu 1 3 2018

Case No,: CPC-2016-3841 -CU-CUB-ZV-SPR

Council District: 13 - O’Farrell

CEQA: ENV-2015-3167-MND-REC1
Plan Area: Hollywood
Related Case: DIR-2015-3166-SPR

Project Site:

1400 North Cahuenga Boulevard;
1414 North Cahuenga Boulevard;
6407, 6413 De Longpre Avenue;
1403, 1405, 1408, 1413 Ivar Avenue

Applicant:

1400 Cahuenga JV, LLC; Oxford Hollywood, LLC
Representative: Dana Sayles, Three6ixty

At its meeting on February 8, 2018, the Los Angeles City Planning Commission took the actions
below in conjunction with the approval of the following project:
Construction, use, and maintenance of an eight-story (seven-story plus mezzanine),
approximately 94-foot in height, 74,362 square-foot, 220 room boutique hotel (“The Godfrey”).
The hotel will include a 2,723 square-foot ground floor restaurant, a third floor courtyard, and
rooftop lounge with 1,440 square feet of floor area with a total of 476 seats (133 on the ground
floor, 66 in the courtyard, and 277 seats on the rooftop). The project will include 104 on-site
automobile parking spaces within three levels of subterranean parking and 94 bicycle parking
spaces.
.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Found, based on the independent judgment of the decision-maker, after consideration of
the whole of the administrative record, the project was assessed in Mitigated Negative
Declaration, No. ENV-2015-3167-MND adopted on June 16, 2016; and pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines 15162 and 15164, as supported by the Addendum dated November 9, 2017, no
major revisions are required to the Mitigated Declaration; and no subsequent EIR or
negative declaration is required for approval of the project;
Approved, pursuant to Section 12.24 U of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) a
Conditional Use to permit an increase in FAR beyond the currently permitted 3:1 as
established by the "D" Limitation under Ordinance No. 165,661, up to a maximum FAR of
3.69:1;
Approved, pursuant to LAMC Section 12.24 W 1, a Conditional Use to permit the sale and
dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption at a proposed hotel
with in-room control access cabinets, on-site restaurants and bars;
Approved, pursuant to LAMC Section 12.27, a Zone Variance to permit rooftop dining
above the ground floor in the C4 Zone;
Approved, pursuant to LAMC Section 16.05, a Site Plan Review for a development project
which creates or results in an increase of 50 or more guest rooms;
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Adopted the Conditions of Approval as modified by the Commission including Staff’s
Technical Modification dated February 7, 2018; and
Adopted the attached Findings.

This action was taken by the following vote:
Moved:
Seconded:
Ayes:
Nayes:
Absent:

Dake Wilson
Choe
Khorsand, Millman, Mitchell, Padilla-Campos
Perlman
Ambroz, Mack

Vote:

6-1
/ I

James K. WfUiafns, Commission Executive Assistant II
City Planning pommicsion

Fiscal Impact Statement: There is no General Fund impact as administrative costs are recovered through
fees.
Effective Date/Appeals: The decision of the Los Angeles City Planning Commission is appealable to the
Los Angeles City Council within 15 days after the mailing date of this determination letter. Any appeal not
filed within the 15-day period shall not be considered by the Council. All appeals shall be filed on forms
provided at the Planning Department’s Development Service Centers located at: 201 North Figueroa Street,
Fourth Floor, Los Angeles; 6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Suite 251, Van Nuys; or 1828 Sawtelle Boulevard,
West Los Angeles.
FINAL APPEAL DATE:

2 8 2018

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure
Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be filed no later than the
90th day following the date on which the City’s decision became final pursuant to California Code of
Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other time limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial
review.
Attachments: Modified Conditions of Approval, Findings
c:

Nicholas Hendricks, Senior City Planner
JoJo Pewsawang, City Planner

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
As modified by the City Planning Commission February 8, 2018
Pursuant to Section 12.24-W.1, 12-24-U, 12.27, and 16.05 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code,
the following conditions are hereby imposed upon the use of the subject property

Entitlement Conditions
1.

Site Development. Except as modified herein, the project shall be in substantial
conformance with the plans and materials submitted by the Applicant, stamped "Exhibit A,”
dated February 8, 2018, and attached to the subject case file. Each change shall be
identified and justified in writing. Minor deviations may be allowed in order to comply with
the provisions of the Municipal Code or the project conditions.

2.

Floor Area Ratio. The approved hotel shall be limited to a maximum Floor Area Ratio of
3.69 to 1 (approximately 74,362 square feet)
3. Height. The project shall be limited to a height of 94 feet excluding roof structures and
equipment as defined by L.A.M.C. Section 12.21.1.

4.

Hotel.
a.

Use. Authorized herein is the operation of a hotel with a maximum of 220 guest rooms.

b.

Hours of Operation. The hotel may operate 24 hours, daily.

Site Plan Review Conditions
5.

Pedestrian Entrances.
a. The main pedestrian entrance shall be located along the De Longpre Avenue
frontage.
b. The bicycle storage/repair station shall have an entrance along Cahuenga
Boulevard.

6.

Automobile Parking.
a.

Automobile parking shall be provided in conformance with L.A.M.C. Section 12.21A,4(x){3).

b.

Electric Vehicle Parking. The project shall include at least 20 percent (20%) of the total
provided parking spaces capable of supporting future electric vehicle supply
equipment (EVSE). Plans shall indicate the proposed type and location(s) of EVSE
and also include raceway method(s), wiring schematics and electrical calculations to
verify that the electrical system has sufficient capacity to simultaneously charge all
electric vehicles at all designated EV charging locations at their full rated amperage.
Plan design shall be based upon Level 2 or greater EVSE at its maximum operating
ampacity. In addition, 10 percent (10%) of the total provided parking spaces shall be
further provided with EV chargers to immediately accommodate electric vehicles within
the parking areas. When the application of either the required 20 percent or five
percent results in a fractional space, round up to the next whole number. A label stating
"EVCAPABLE" shall be posted in a conspicuous place at the service panel or subpanel
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and next to the raceway termination point. None of the required EV Ready parking
shall apply to parking spaces used for dealership vehicle storage.
c.

In addition to the above described requirements, 20 percent (20%) of the parking
spaces provided beyond the requirements of the Los Angeles Municipal Code shall be
provided with EV chargers equipped to immediately accommodate electric vehicle
within the parking area. When the required 20 percent results in a fractional space,
round up to the next whole number.

7.

Bicycle Parking. Bicycle parking shall be provided in conformance with L.A.M.C. Section
12.21-A.16.

8.

Landscaping.
a.

The project shall provide a fixed-planter along the De Longpre Avenue street frontage,
directly in front of the project’s porte cochere, as shown on the Architectural Plans
dated February 8, 2018. The planter shall not be located within the public right-of-way.

b.

Tree Wells.
i.

The minimum depth of tree wells on the rooftop shall be as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Minimum depth for trees shall be 42 inches
Minimum depth for shrubs shall be 30 inches
Minimum depth for herbaceous plantings and ground cover shall be 18
inches
Minimum depth for an extensive green roof shall be 3 inches

The minimum amount of soil volume for tree wells on the rooftop shall be based
on the size of the tree at maturity:
1.
2.
3.

c.

Any trees that are required pursuant to LAMC Section 12.21 G and are planted on any
podium or deck shall be planted in a minimum three (3) foot planter.

d.

New trees planted within the public right-of-way shall be spaced not more than an
average of 30 feet on center, unless otherwise permitted by the Urban Forestry
Division, Bureau of Public Works.

e.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, plans shall be submitted to the Department of
City Planning that shall incorporate the following design elements:
i.

9.

600 cubic feet for a small tree (less than 25 feet tall at maturity)
900 cubic feet for a medium tree (25-40 feet tall at maturity)
1,200 cubic feet for a large tree (more than 40 feet all at maturity)

Streetscape improvements along Cahuenga Boulevard and De Longpre Avenue
shall be consistent with Chapter 5, Streetscape and Open Space Standards and
Guidelines, of the CRA/LA Sunset Boulevard & Civic Center Urban Design Plan
and Guidelines, to the satisfaction of the Urban Forestry Division of the Bureau
of Public Works and the Bureau of Engineering.

Sustainability.

CPC-2016-3841-CU-CUB-ZV-SPR
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a.

The project shall comply with the Los Angeles Municipal Green Building Code, Section
99.05.211, to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety.

b.

Solar. The project shall dedicate a minimum of 800 square feet of rooftop space for
the installation of a photovoltaic system, in substantial conformance with the plans
stamped “Exhibit A.”

Trash/Recycling. Trash and Recycling pick-up and emptying or disposing of trash/recycling
into outside containers is permitted to occur only between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 8:00
p.m., Monday through Friday, and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturdays and Sundays.
a.

Trash/recycling containers shall be locked when not in use.

b.

Trash/recycling containers shall not be placed in or block access to required parking.

11.

Department of Transportation. The project shall comply with the Project Requirements
as detailed in the Department of Transportation letter to the Planning Department dated
October 16, 2017 (DOT Case No. CEN17-46419).

12.

The applicant shall be responsible for maintaining free of litter the area adjacent to the
premises over which they have control, including the sidewalk in front of the unified
development.

Alcohol Related Conditions of Approval
13.

Approved herein is the following:
a.

b.

c.

14.

Hours of Operations.
a.

b.
c.
d.

15.

The sale and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption
in conjunction with the operations of a proposed hotel with in-room controlled access
cabinets, associated ground floor restaurant, third floor courtyard, and enclosed and
unenclosed rooftop venues as shown on site plan stamped Exhibit A.
The premises shall maintain a bona fide eating place (restaurant) with operational
kitchen, and shall provide a full menu containing an assortment of foods normally
offered in restaurants. Food service shall be available at all times during all operating
hours.
The third floor courtyard and unenclosed rooftop areas are open to hotel guest only.
The ground floor restaurant and the enclosed rooftop venue may be open to the
general public.

Ground Floor Restaurant - hours of operation are limited to 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.,
daily. The kitchen may operate 24 hours, daily to serve hotel guest rooms and other
common areas. Food service shall be available at all times that drink service is
available.
Courtyard - hours of operation are limited to 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m., daily. Access is
limited to hotel guests only.
Rooftop (Enclosed) - hours of operation are limited to 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m., daily.
Rooftop (Unenclosed) - hours of operation are limited to 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m., daily.

Seating.

CPC-2016-3841 -CU-CUB-ZV-SPR

a.
b.
c.
d.

16.

C-4

Ground Floor Restaurant - 133 interior seats
Courtyard - 66 outdoor seats
Rooftop (Enclosed) - 72 indoor seats
Rooftop (Unenclosed) - 205 outdoor seats

Entertainment.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
f.

9-

h.

i.

Live Entertainment or amplified music may be permitted within the ground floor
restaurant and hotel lobby area. Only low-volume, ambient, background music shall
be permitted within the third-floor courtyard lounge and dining area until 12 a.m., daily.
Ambient music shall be permitted in all operational areas until such hours that those
operations must cease.
No live entertainment or amplified music shall be permitted on the rooftop areas
(enclosed and unenclosed). Only low-volume, ambient, background music is permitted
within the outdoor rooftop areas until 12:00 a.m., daily.
The doors to the rooftop's fully-enclosed dining (penthouse) area shall be kept closed
from 12:00 a.m. through 2:00 a.m. These doors shall be solid; no screen or ventilated
materials are permitted.
When the enclosed dining (penthouse) doors or windows are open between 7:00 a.m.
and 12:00 a.m., any music, sound, noise, or vibration shall not be audible or felt
beyond that part of the premises which is under the control of the applicant.
Amplified music and/or Live Entertainment features are prohibited in the enclosed
lounge area on the rooftop.
Live entertainment features and amplified music is prohibited in the rooftop outdoor
pool, bar, lounge and enclosed lounge areas, during all hours of operation, except
during preapproved special event occasions.
Employment of a disc-jockey or other live entertainment features within the ground
floor hotel bar, restaurant and lounge areas is permitted provided that any noise
produced or otherwise generated by any live entertainment features or disc-jockey
performances remains inaudible outside of the subject premises and does not violate
any provisions of the city-wide noise ordinance. Employment of a disc-jockey or other
live-entertainment features playing amplified music in areas other than the groundfloor hotel restaurant is strictly prohibited outside of pre-approved special event
occasions. Employment of a disc-jockey playing non-amplified music is permitted in
the enclosed rooftop penthouse.
Any ambient or amplified music, sound, vibration or noise emitted that is under the
control of the petitioner(s) shall not be audible or otherwise perceivable beyond the
subject premises. Any sound, vibration or noise emitted that is under the control of the
petitioner which is discernible outside of the subject premises shall constitute a
violation of Section 116.01 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, including any loud,
unnecessary or unusual noise that disturbs the peace and quiet of any neighborhood
or that causes discomfort. The establishment will make an effort to control any
unnecessary noise made by restaurant/hotel staff or any employees contracted by the
restaurant or bar facilities located within the hotel facility, or any noise associated with
the operation of the establishment, or equipment of the restaurants. The queuing of
individual pieces of music on an MP3 player, iPod, or a computer by a hotel staff
member with no other entertainment shall not constitute a disc jockey.
No Dancing is permitted. Public dancing shall require the filing of a new Conditional
Use Permit pursuant to Section 12.24-W, 18 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. There
shall be no dance floor arrangement permitted in the subject premises. Patron dancing
is not permitted nor shall the Petitioner(s) accommodate or endorse dancing features
in any fashion.
There shall be no restricted age to any areas within the hotel for registered guests.
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k.

17.

Live entertainment features and amplified music are prohibited in the third-floor
outdoor courtyard area, during all hours of operation, except during preapproved
special event occasions. Only low-volume, ambient, background music shall be
permitted within the outdoor third-floor courtyard lounge and dining area until 1:00
a.m.. Ambient music shall be permitted in all operational areas until such hours that
those operations must cease.

Special Events.
a.

b.

18.

C-5

The number of special events permitted on the subject property shall be limited to a
maximum of 24 events per year. A special event is any event which is held weekly,
monthly or annually or that includes outside advertisement demonstrating a change in
the mode and character of the normal hotel operations, including but not limited to
hours of operation, or any significant live entertainment features that would stipulate
an ABC one-day permit application or some other special endorsement. Operational
occurrences or arrangements wherein the applicant(s) demands or requests an
admission fee from hotel patrons will be considered special events as will any events
that involve the exclusion of the general public from gaining admission to the hotel
premises or public portion thereof. The applicant shall seek approval from the LAPD
Hollywood Vice Unit for all special events 14 days in advance of the date of each
special event, in writing. LAPD shall respond to requests for special events in writing.
Outside advertisement as it pertains to this provision shall include any promotional
material or notification commissioned by any entity that is not directly associated with
the operation or under the direct employ of the applicant(s).
The applicant shall not sublet the premises to outside “promoters” for nightclub activity.
Private parties hosted by the hotel or future operators of the ground floor dining area,
third floor courtyard and rooftop bar/lounge, in which general public are excluded from
the entire ground floor bar, lounge, outdoor courtyard and dining areas or the entire
rooftop area are permitted provided that an appropriate one-day special events permit
is submitted for approval to LAPD and ABC.

Security.
a.
b.

c.

d.

The applicant shall be required to provide a minimum of two (2) security guards on the
premises during all hours of hotel operation.
Additional Security Guard Requirements: A minimum of one additional security guard
shall be required during the following hours of operation at the following venues:
i. Ground Floor Restaurant. During the hours between 8:00 p.m. and 30
minutes after closing on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.
ii. Rooftop Venue. During the hours between 8:00 p.m. and 30 minutes after
closing on Thursday, Fridays, and Saturdays.
The security guards shall not have any other activities other than those that are
security related. Security personnel shall be licensed consistent with State law and
Los Angeles Police Commission standards and maintain an active American Red
Cross first-aid card. The security personnel shall be dressed in such a manner as to
be readily identifiable to patrons and law enforcement personnel. Security personnel
may open doors for patrons, position themselves at host stands, and provide patron
services that do not otherwise interfere with their security role as set forth above.
The applicant(s) shall be required to provide the Police Department with a Security
Plan that satisfactorily conforms to Police Department and City Planning standards.
The security plan shall include a delineation of the video surveillance arrangements
for both the licensed premises and the adjoining public areas encircling the subject
premises. The security plan shall also include a delineation of the security personnel
scheme including specifications pertaining to staffing, structure and arrangement of
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security guards for the licensed premises. The applicant's security plan will be included
in the Case File following Police Department and City Planning approval.
19.

Applicant(s)/Operator(s) shall install and maintain security cameras and a one-month
DVR/video library that covers all common areas of the business, high-risk areas, sidewalk
areas, and entrances or exits. The DVRs shall be made available to police upon request.

20.

There shall be no coin-operated game machines or video machines permitted on the
premises at any time.

21.

Line-queuing arrangements of hotel guests or restaurant/bar/lounge patrons within the
public right of way that encircle the subject property are strictly prohibited.

22.

The conditions of this grant, a police permit, a copy of a business license, insurance
information and an emergency contact phone number for the operator and valet service(s),
if any, shall be retained on the premises at all times and be immediately produced upon
request of the Los Angeles Police Department, the Department of City Planning, State
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control or other responsible agencies. The manager and
all employees shall be knowledgeable of these Conditions.

23.

Within six months of the effective date of this action, all employees involved with the sale of
alcoholic beverages shall enroll in the Los Angeles Police Department "Standardized
Training for Alcohol Retailers” (STAR). Upon completion of such training, the applicant shall
request the Police Department to issue a letter identifying which employees completed the
training. The applicant shall transmit a copy of the letter from the Police Department to the
Zoning Administrator who acted on this case as evidence of compliance. In the event there
is a change in the licensee, within one year of such change, this training program shall be
required for all new staff. All employees who serve alcoholic beverages shall attend follow
up STAR classes every 24 months. The STAR training shall be conducted for all new hires
within 2 months of their employment.

24.

Electronic age verification device(s) shall be retained and installed on the premises at each
point of sale location and available for use during operational hours. The device shall be
maintained in an operational condition and all employees shall be instructed in its use prior
to the sale of any alcoholic beverage.

25.

Designated Driver Program. Prior to the utilization of this grant, the applicant shall
establish a “Designated Driver Program” which shall include, but not be limited to,
signs/cards notifying patrons of the program. The signs/cards shall be visible to the
customer and posted or printed in prominent locations or areas. These may include
signs/cards on each table, at the entrance, at the host station, in the waiting area, at the
bars, or on the bathrooms, or a statement in the menus.

26.

There shall be no Adult Entertainment of any type pursuant to Section 12.70 of the LAMC.
Any proposed Adult Entertainment shall be subject to the requirements of Section 12.70 and
require the filing of the appropriate application.

27.

Smoking tobacco or any non-tobacco substance, including from electronic smoking devices,
is prohibited in or within 10 feet of the outdoor dining areas in accordance with Los Angeles
Municipal Code Section 41.50 B 2 C. This prohibition applies to all outdoor areas of the
establishment if the outdoor area is used in conjunction with food service and/or the
consumption, dispensing or sale of alcoholic or non-alcoholic beverages.

28.

Complaint Log. Prior to the utilization of this grant, the operator shall identify a contact
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person and provide a telephone number and email address for any inquiries or complaints
from the community regarding the subject facility. The phone number and email shall be
posted on the site so that is readily visible to any interested party. The phone number and
email address shall be:
a.

Posted at the entry, and the cashier or customer service desk,

b.

Provided to the immediate neighbors, schools, and the Neighborhood Council, and

c.

Responded to within 24-hours of any complains/inquires received.

The applicant shall document and maintain a log of complaints received, the date and time
received and the disposition of the response and shall maintain this documentation for a
period of 12 months. The log shall be made available for review by the Los Angeles Police
Department, the Department of Building and Safety, and the Department of City Planning
upon request.
29.

Prior to the beginning of operations, the manager of the facility shall be made aware of
the conditions and shall inform his/her employees of the same. A statement with the
signature, printed name, position and date signed by the manager and his/her employees
shall be provided to the Department of City Planning within 30-days of the beginning day
of operation of the establishment. The statement shall read as follows:
We, the undersigned, have read and understand the conditions of approval to allow
the sale and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption,
in conjunction with the hotel and restaurant, known as The Godfrey Hollywood, and
agree to abide and comply with said conditions.

30.

Should there be a change in the ownership and/or the operator of the business, the property
owner and the business owner or operator shall provide the prospective new property owner
and the business owner/operator with a copy of the conditions of this action prior to the legal
acquisition of the property and/or the business. Evidence that a copy of this determination
has been provided to the prospective owner/operator, including the conditions required
herewith, shall be submitted to the City Planning Department in a letter from the new
operator indicating the date that the new operator/management began and attesting to the
receipt of this approval and its conditions. The new operator shall submit this letter to the
City Planning Department within 30-davs of the beginning day of his/her new operation of
the establishment along with the dimensioned floor plan, seating arrangement and number
of seats of the new operation.

31.

Should there be a change in the ownership and/or the operator of the restaurant, the City
Planning Commission or the Director of Planning as its designee, reserves the right to
require that the new owner or operator file a Plan Approval application if it is determined that
the new operation is not in substantial conformance with the approved floor plan, or the
operation has changed in mode or character from the original approval, or If at any time
during the period of validity of this grant, documented evidence is submitted showing
continued violation of any condition(s) of this grant resulting in a disruption or interference
with the peaceful enjoyment of the adjoining and neighboring properties. The application,
in association with the appropriate fees, shall be submitted to the Department of City
Planning, within 30 days of the date of legal acquisition by the new owner or operator. The
purpose of the plan approval will be to review the operation of the premise and establish
conditions applicable to the use as conducted by the new owner or operator, consistent with
the intent of the Conditions of this grant. Upon this review, the City Planning Commission
or its designee may modify, add or delete conditions, and if warranted, reserves the right to
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conduct a public hearing, that may also be conducted for nuisance abatement/revocation
purposes.
32.

MViP - Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Program. At anytime, before, during, or
after operating hours, a City inspector may conduct a site visit to assess compliance with,
or violations of, any of the conditions of this grant. Observations and results of said
inspection will be documented and used to rate the operator according to the level of
compliance. If a violation exists, the owner/operator will be notified of the deficiency or
violation and will be required to correct or eliminate the deficiency or violation. Multiple or
continued documented violations or Orders to Comply issued by the Department of Building
and Safety which are not addressed within the time prescribed therein, may result in denial
of future requests to renew or extend this grant.
Within 30 days of the effective date of the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control license,
and within 30 days of the effective date of any modification or alteration of terms of said
license, the applicant shall transmit a copy of the valid Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control license to the Department of City Planning for attachment to the case file.

33.

Within 30 days of the effective date of this grant, a covenant acknowledging and agreeing
to comply with all the terms and conditions established herein shall be recorded in the
County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard master covenant and agreement form
CP-6770) shall run with the land and shall be binding on any subsequent owners, heirs or
assigns. The agreement with the conditions attached must be submitted to the Department
of City Planning for approval before being recorded. After recordation, a certified copy
bearing the Recorder's number and date shall be provided to the Department of City
Planning for attachment to the subject case file. This covenant is required only for the
alcohol portion of this case. The Covenant and Agreement required by Condition 53 shall
be required for all other conditions.

Environmental Conditions - Project Design Features
34.

Aesthetics (Light) - Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, such
that the light source cannot be seen from adjacent residential properties, the public right-ofway, nor from above.

35.

Aesthetics (Glare) - The exterior of the proposed structure shall be constructed of
materials to minimize glare and reflected heat, such as, but not limited to, high-performance
and/or non-reflective tinted glass (no mirror-like tints or films) and pre-cast concrete or
fabricated wall surfaces.

36.

Air Quality - Temporary construction fencing shall be installed around the periphery of the
Site, which reduces dust and other emissions from the Project Site.

37.

Noise - The pool and rooftop decks shall be enclosed on all sides with a glass perimeter
wall and include landscaping (i.e., shrubbery and trees), and shall be designed to minimize
noise levels at off-site locations to the maximum extent feasible, but to achieve at least a
reduction of 5 to 10 dBA of noise attenuation at the nearest such location.

Environmental Conditions - Mitigation Measures
38.

Geology and Soils (Geotechnical Report) - The Applicant shall comply with the
recommendations contained within the Geotechnical Report, as well as all conditions
contained within the Department of Building and Safety’s Geology and Soils Report
Approval Letter for the Project, and as it may be subsequently amended or modified.
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a.

b.

c.

40.

41.
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The Applicant shall provide a staked signage at the site with a minimum of 3-inch
lettering containing contact information for the Senior Street Use Inspector
(Department of Public Works), the Senior Grading Inspector (LADBS) and the hauling
or general contractor.
The Project shall prepare a Grading Plan that shall conform with the City of Los
Angeles Department of Building and Safety Grading Division’s Landform Grading
Manual Guidelines.
Appropriate erosion control and drainage devices per the Los Angeles Municipal Code
Section 91.7013 shall be provided to the satisfaction of the Los Angeles Department
of Building and Safety.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials (Emergency Evacuation Plan) - Prior to the issuance
of a building permit, the applicant shall develop an emergency response plan in consultation
with the Fire Department. The emergency response plan shall include but not be limited to
the following: mapping of emergency exits, evacuation routes for vehicles and pedestrians,
location of nearest hospitals, and fire departments.
Noise (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities)
a. Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday.
b. Demolition and construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid operating
several pieces of equipment simultaneously to the extent feasible.
c. The Project contractor shall use power construction equipment with state-of-the-art
noise shielding and muffling devices.

42.

Noise (Construction Notification) - Two weeks prior to commencement of construction,
notification shall be provided to the off-site residences within 500 feet of the Project site that
discloses the construction schedule, including the types of activities and equipment that
would be used throughout the duration of the construction period.

43.

Noise (Temporary Construction Barrier) - Temporary sound barriers, capable of
achieving a sound attenuation of at least 12 dBA (e.g., construction sound wall with sound
blankets) at 50 feet of distance, and capable of blocking the line-of-sight to the Buzzfeed
Studios shall be installed as feasible.

44.

Noise (Construction Equipment)
a. All powered construction equipment shall be equipped with exhaust mufflers or other
suitable noise reduction devices (utilizing all technologically feasible sound attenuation
features) capable of achieving a sound attenuation of at least 3 dBA at 50 feet of
distance. On-site power generators shall either be plug-in electric or solar powered.
b. All construction areas for staging and warming-up equipment shall be located as far as
possible from adjacent residences.
c. Portable noise sheds for smaller, noisy equipment, such as air compressors, dewatering
pumps, and generators shall be provided where feasible.

45.

Noise (Haul Route) - A haul route for exporting cut materials from the site to a nearby
landfill should minimize travel on residential streets with sensitive receptors.

46.

Public Services (Fire) - The following recommendations of the Fire Department relative to
fire safety shall be incorporated into the building plans, which includes the submittal of a plot
plan for approval by the Fire Department either prior to the recordation of a final map or the
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approval of a building permit. The plot plan shall include the following minimum design
features: fire lanes, where required, shall be a minimum of 20 feet in width; all structures
must be within 300 feet of an approved fire hydrant, and entrances to any dwelling unit or
guest room shall not be more than 150 feet in distance in horizontal travel from the edge of
the roadway of an improved street or approved fire lane.

47.

Public Services (Police)
a. Fences shall be constructed around the site to minimize trespassing, vandalism, short
cut attractions and attractive nuisances.
b. The plans shall incorporate a design that enhances the security, semi-public and private
spaces, which may include but not be limited to access control to building, secured
parking facilities, walls/fences with key systems, well-illuminated public and semi-public
space designed with a minimum of dead space to eliminate areas of concealment, and
location of toilet facilities or building entrances in high-foot traffic areas. Please refer to
"Design Out Crime Guidelines: Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design",
published by the Los Angeles Police Department. Contact the Community Relations
Division, located at 100 W. 1st Street, #250, Los Angeles, CA 90012; (213) 486-6000.
These measures shall be approved by the Police Department prior to the issuance of
building permits.
c. Upon completion of the Project, the Hollywood Area commanding officer shall be
provided with a diagram of each portion of the property. The diagram shall include
access routes and any additional information that might facilitate police response.

48.

Transportation/Traffic
a. The developer shall install appropriate construction related traffic signs around the site
to ensure pedestrian and vehicle safety.
b. Applicant shall plan construction and construction staging as to maintain pedestrian
access on adjacent sidewalks throughout all construction phases. This requires the
applicant to maintain adequate and safe pedestrian protection, including physical
separation (including utilization of barriers such as K-Rails or scaffolding, etc) from work
space and vehicular traffic, and overhead protection, due to sidewalk closure or
blockage, at all times.

49.

Transportation/Traffic (Pedestrian Safety)
a. Temporary pedestrian facilities should be adjacent to the project site and provide safe,
accessible routes that replicate as nearly as practical the most desirable characteristics
of the existing facility
b. Covered walkways should be provided where pedestrians are exposed to potential injury
from falling objects.

50.

Utilities/Service Systems (Wastewater Service). As part of the normal
construction/building permit process, the Project Applicant shall confirm with the City that
the capacity of the local and trunk lines are sufficient to accommodate the Project’s
wastewater flows during the construction and operation phases. If the public sewer has
insufficient capacity, then the Project Applicant shall be required to build sewer lines to a
point in the sewer system with sufficient capacity. If street closures for construction are
required, the Project applicant shall coordinate with LADOT on a traffic control plan and
have flagmen to facilitate traffic flow and safety and minimize interruption to the street and
sidewalk.

51.

Utilities/Service Systems (Water Service). As part of the normal construction/building
permit process, the Project Applicant shall confirm with the LADWP Water Service
Organization (WSO) that the capacity of the existing water infrastructure can supply the
domestic needs of the Project during the construction and operation phases. If the water
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infrastructure has insufficient capacity, then the Project Applicant shall be required to build
water lines to a point in the system with sufficient capacity. If street closures for construction
are required, the Project applicant shall coordinate with LADOT on a traffic control plan and
have flagmen to facilitate traffic flow and safety and minimize interruption to the street and
sidewalk.

Administrative Conditions of Approval
52.

Approval, Verification and Submittals. Copies of any approvals, guarantees or
verification of consultations, review or approval, plans, etc., as may be required by the
subject conditions, shall be provided to the Department of City Planning for placement in
the subject file.

53.

Covenant. Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, an agreement
concerning all the information contained in these conditions shall be recorded in the County
Recorder’s Office. The agreement shall run with the land and shall be binding on any
subsequent property owners, heirs or assign. The agreement must be submitted to the
Department of City Planning for approval before being recorded. After recordation, a copy
bearing the Recorder’s number and date shall be provided to the Department of City
Planning for attachment to the file.

54.

Definition. Any agencies, public officials or legislation referenced in these conditions shall
mean those agencies, public officials, legislation or their successors, designees or
amendment to any legislation.

55.

Enforcement. Compliance with these conditions and the intent of these conditions shall be
to the satisfaction of the Department of City Planning and any designated agency, or the
agency’s successor and in accordance with any stated laws or regulations, or any
amendments thereto.

56.

Building Plans. A copy of the first page of this grant and all Conditions and/or any
subsequent appeal of this grant and its resultant Conditions and/or letters of clarification
shall be printed on the building plans submitted to the Development Services Center and
the Department of Building and Safety for purposes of having a building permit issued.

57.

Expediting Processing Section. Prior to the clearance of any conditions, the applicant
shall show that all fees have been paid to the Department of City Planning Expedited
Processing Section.

58.

Indemnification and Reimbursement of Litigation Costs.
Applicant shall do all of the following:
a.

Defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City from any and all actions against the City
relating to or arising out of, in whole or in part, the City’s processing and approval of
this entitlement, including but not limited to. an action to attack, challenge, set aside,
void or otherwise modify or annul the approval of the entitlement, the environmental
review of the entitlement, or the approval of subsequent permit decisions or to claim
personal property damage, including from inverse condemnation or any other
constitutional claim.

b.

Reimburse the City for any and all costs incurred in defense of an action related to or
arising out of, in whole or in part, the City’s processing and approval of the entitlement,
including but not limited to payment of all court costs and attorney’s fees, costs of any
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judgments or awards against the City (including an award of attorney’s fees), damages
and/or settlement costs.
c.

Submit an initial deposit for the City’s litigation costs to the City within 10 days’ notice
of the City tendering defense to the Applicant and requesting a deposit. The initial
deposit shall be in an amount set by the City Attorney’s Office, in its sole discretion,
based on the nature and scope of action, but in no event shall the initial deposit be
less than $50,000. The City’s failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve
the Applicant from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in
paragraph (b).

d.

Submit supplemental deposits upon notice by the City. Supplemental deposits may
be required in an increased amount from the initial deposit if found necessary by the
City to protect the City’s interests. The City’s failure to notice or collect the deposit
does not relieve the Applicant from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the
requirement (b).

e.

If the City determines it necessary to protect the City’s interests, execute an indemnity
and reimbursement agreement with the City under terms consistent with the
requirements of this condition.

The City shall notify the applicant within a reasonable period of time of its receipt of any
action and the City shall cooperate in the defense. If the City fails to notify the applicant of
any claim, action or proceeding in a reasonable time, or if the City fails to reasonably
cooperate in the defense, the applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend,
indemnify or hold harmless the City.
The City shall have the sole right to choose its counsel, including the City Attorney’s office
or outside counsel. At its sole discretion, the City may participate at its own expense in the
defense of any action, but such participation shall not relieve the applicant of any obligation
imposed by this condition. In the event the Applicant fails to comply with this condition, in
whole or in part, the City may withdraw its defense of the action, void its approval of the
entitlement, or take any other action. The City retains the right to make all decisions with
respect to its representations in any legal proceeding, including its inherent right to abandon
or settle litigation.
For purposes of this condition, the following definitions apply:
“City” shall be defined to include the City, its agents, officers, boards, commission,
committees, employees and volunteers.
“Action” shall be defined to include suits, proceedings (including those held under
alternative dispute resolution procedures), claims or lawsuits. Actions includes
actions, as defined herein, alleging failure to comply with any federal, state or local
law.
Nothing in the definitions included in this paragraph are intended to limit the rights of the
City or the obligations of the Applicant otherwise created by this condition.

NOTE TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
CONTROL {ABC)
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CONDITIONS IDENTIFIED FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL RELATIVE TO THE SALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
In approving the instant grants, the City Planning Commission has not imposed Conditions
specific to the sale or distribution of alcoholic beverages, even if such Conditions have been
volunteered or negotiated by the applicant, in that the City Planning Commission has no direct
authority to regulate or enforce Conditions assigned to alcohol sales or distribution.
The City Planning Commission has identified a set of Conditions related to alcohol sales and
distribution for further consideration by the State of California Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control (ABC). In identifying these conditions, the City Planning Commission acknowledges the
ABC as the responsible agency for establishing and enforcing Conditions specific to alcohol sales
and distribution. The Conditions identified below are based on testimony and/or other evidence
established in the administrative record, and provide the ABC an opportunity to address the
specific conduct of alcohol sales and distribution in association with the Conditional Use granted
herein by the City Planning Commission.
They may include those identified during hearing testimony, received as part of correspondence
via stakeholder groups, city agency, other responsible agency, Council District, Mayor’s office,
etc.)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

There shall be no exterior advertising of any kind or type, including advertising directly to the
exterior from within, promoting or indicating the availability of alcoholic beverages. Interior
displays of alcoholic beverages or signs which are clearly visible to the exterior shall constitute
a violation of this condition.
No signs are permitted on the outside of the building or directed from the inside to the outside
which display or advertise the availability of alcoholic beverages.
The sale of alcoholic beverages for consumption off the premises is prohibited.
The off-site sale of alcoholic beverages as a secondary use (i.e., “take out”) is not permitted.
All service of alcoholic beverages shall be conducted by a wait person or bartender.
The alcoholic beverage license for the restaurant shall not be exchanged for a public premises
type license nor ooerated as a public premises.
There shall be no service, sales or possession of an alcoholic beverage on any abutting
private property area not under the immediate control of the applicant/facility operator with the
exception of the approved patio/outdoor dining areas.
Bottle and/or Table service involving the distribution of distilled spirits shall be prohibited
during regular restaurant/hotel operations and is only permitted during special events that
have been authorized by the Los Angeles Police Department. “Buckets" of beer and portable
bars are prohibited. There shall be no “Minimum drink” required of patrons. In addition, there
shall be NO sales of table(s) and/or seating where alcoholic beverages are in any way
included in the sale cost of the seating. The sale of poolside cabanas and lounge chairs may
be permitted in conjunction with the restrictions set forth above related to alcohol sales.
“Happy Hour” is permitted between the hours of 4:00 pm and 8:00 pm, daily. There may be
no more than a fifty percent discount on alcoholic beverages.

FINDINGS
Conditional Use Findings
1. The project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood or will
perform a function or provide a service that is essential or beneficial to the community,
city, or region.
The proposed project will enhance the built environment and provide a service that is
beneficial to the city. The project will result in the new construction of an eight-story, 220 room
boutique hotel (The Godfrey Hollywood). The hotel will include a 2,723 square-foot ground
floor restaurant and 1,440 square feet of rooftop bar/lounge, along with other amenities
including a rooftop pool, third floor courtyard, and fitness center. The project will provide hotel
accommodations within the regional commercial center of Hollywood, that offers a convenient,
walkable, and transit accessible location for hotel guests and visitors.
Alcohol
The applicant is requesting a conditional use to allow the sale and dispensing of a full line of
alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption in conjunction with the operation of 220 guest
room hotel with in-room controlled access cabinets, ground floor restaurant, third floor
courtyard, and rooftop bar. The hotel, restaurants, and bars will be operated by the hotel
operator. The 2,723 square-foot ground floor restaurant includes 133 seats with hours of
operation from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m., daily. The hotel's third floor has a passive courtyard space
with 66 seats that will be available to hotel guest only. The rooftop deck includes 277 seats
with hours of operation from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m., daily for the enclosed area (open to the public)
and 7 a.m. to 12 a.m. for unenclosed rooftop deck (open to hotel guests only).
The proposed alcohol-serving venues will provide a service to hotel guests looking for a
convenient in-property location for dining and congregating, as well as providing an additional
restaurant and lounge option for those who are employed or visiting the Hollywood area. The
primary use of the restaurant will be the sale of food. Alcohol sales will be secondary to the
restaurant’s main menu offerings. The addition of a full line of alcohol for on-site consumption
in conjunction with the proposed ground floor restaurant will provide an amenity for diners that
is desirable to the community and the patrons of the hotel. The courtyard is for the enjoyment
of hotel guests only and the open to the public rooftop lounge will also offer food service from
the ground floor restaurant and offer a new destination for social gatherings in Hollywood. The
220 guest room hotel will also offer the alcohol sales within in-room controlled access cabinets
(mini-bars). The primary use of the facility will be providing lodging accommodations to serve
the surrounding area and region. The request to have mini-bars within guest rooms is to offer
a convenience for guests to obtain snacks, drinks, and other toiletry items from the comfort of
their room.
The proposed project will develop an under-utilized site with a high quality design that will
enhance the built environment. The hotel and associated uses will provide an additional
amenity and service for those who are visiting the area and for local residents. The project will
provide needed hotel guest rooms that will support the regions tourism industry, and provide
an alternative dining and entertainment option to the public.
FAR. Increase
The applicant is requesting a conditional use to permit an increase in floor area beyond the
permitted 3 to 1. The site was limited to 3 to 1 Floor Area Ratio (F.A.R.) by Ordinance No.
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165,661. The “D” Limitation allows projects to go over the 3 to 1 limitation provided the
following;
a. The Community Redevelopment Agency Board finds that the project conforms to: (1) the
Hollywood Redevelopment Plan, (2) a Transportation Program adopted by the Community
Redevelopment Plan Agency Board pursuant to Section 518.1 of the Redevelopment
Plan, and, if applicable, (3) any Designs for Development adopted pursuant to Section
503 of the Redevelopment Plan; and
b. The project complies with the following two requirements: A Disposition and Development
Agreement or Owner Participation Agreement has been executed by the Community
Redevelopment Agency Board; and the Project is approved by the City Planning
Commission, or the City Council on appeal, pursuant to the procedures set forth in
Municipal Code Section 12.24-B.3.
Procedures for Conditional Use applications from LAMC Section 12.24-B.3 have since been
changed to 12.24-B through I. As stated above, in order to increase the F.A.R. over 3 to 1,
the project has to comply with CRA requirements and receive approval from the City Planning
Commission, thus necessitating the request herein as the project requests an F.A.R of 3.69
to 1. In 2015, the Chief Legislative Analyst reported (Council File No. 13-0991) that hotel
room development in the City was just 0.7 percent, which lags the national average of 1.4
percent. The report acknowledges that the City not only needs hotel rooms in tourist areas
including near the Convention Center, Hollywood, Downtown, etc., but citywide. Granting the
conditional use to permit an increase in F.A.R. beyond 3 to 1 would allow for the construction
of a 220 guest room boutique hotel at a presently underutilized site in the Hollywood Regional
Center. The project will provide local lodging accommodations and increase the number of
hotel rooms, benefiting the city and region as a whole. According to the applicant, the hotel
would generate approximately 50 new jobs and generate additional hotel tax revenues for the
city.
The approval of the Conditional Use for additional Floor Area will enable the development of
the hotel on a site which has remained underdeveloped. A hotel use is permitted by-right at
the subject location as the site is located more than 500 feet from the nearest residentially
zoned lot. Therefore, the use of the hotel at the site is compatible with the surrounding
development in the Hollywood Regional Center and will serve as a source for increased
employment. The hotel will provide an additional amenity and service for those who are visiting
the area and for local residents. As conditioned herein, the project with an F.A.R. of 3.69 to 1
will enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood and will provide an
amenity and service that will be beneficial to the community.
2. The project's location, size, height, operations and other significant features will be

compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties,
the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare, and safety.
The subject property is a rectangular-shaped lot, comprised of approximately 0.46 acres. The
site is bound by three public streets and an alleyway with approximately 131 feet of frontage
along the north side of De Longpre Avenue, 131 feet along the south side of the alley, 136
feet on the east side of Cahuenga Boulevard and 136 feet on the west side of Ivar Avenue. A
hotel is permitted by-right at the project site as the nearest residentially zoned lot is located
more than 500 feet away.
The project will result in the construction, use, and maintenance of a 220 guest room hotel
with ground floor restaurant and rooftop pool and three levels of subterranean parking. The
project would rise to a height of 94 feet and eight-stories and include 74,362 square feet of
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floor area. The hotel will also include 104 automobile parking spaces (11 EV spaces) housed
in three levels of subterranean parking.
Alcohol
The proposed hotel will be compatible with surrounding development and will not adversely
affect or further degrade the surrounding neighborhood. The applicant is seeking a conditional
use to allow the sale and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages for on-site
consumption at the hotel including within all guestrooms and in a ground floor restaurant, third
floor courtyard, and rooftop lounge.
The ground floor restaurant is a bonafide restaurant that is entirely enclosed and is limited to
a total of 133 seats. Hours of operation for the restaurant are from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m., daily, with
the kitchen operating 24 hours, daily to accommodate room service requests. The hotel will
also offer controlled access cabinets (mini-bars) within guest rooms. The interior courtyard
bar is limited to hotel guests only and has seating for 66 patrons and hours of operation from
7 a.m. to 2 a.m., daily. The rooftop venue includes an enclosed area on the 8th floor totaling
1,000 square feet and having 72 seats (open to the public). The rest of the venue is
unenclosed and includes 8,162 square feet and 205 seats (limited to hotel guests only).
According to the applicant, the enclosed and unenclosed spaces are expected to operate as
a restaurant and lounge with food service being available at all hours of operation.
The project site is located within the Hollywood Center, which is described as the commercial
center of Hollywood and the surrounding community. Regional Centers are anticipated to
contain a diversity of uses including entertainment facilities and supporting services. Further,
the applicant has worked with LAPD Hollywood Vice to develop operating conditions that will
make the project a compatible neighbor while allowing for a reasonable operation. The project
has been conditioned to reduce impacts of the operation of the hotel restaurant, lounges and
bars to adjacent uses, including limitations on operating hours, public access, restrictions on
live-entertainment, and special events. The project is required to comply with the City’s noise
regulations and Project Design Features are to be implemented to further reduce potential
operating impacts to the surrounding community. Therefore, the project's location, size,
height, operations and other significant features will be compatible with and will not adversely
affect or further degrade adjacent properties
FAR. Increase
The site is located just east of the Arclight Cinerama Dome parking garage and is immediately
surrounded by commercial uses including automotive repair, office, parking and dance hall
uses. Adjacent properties to the north are zoned C4-2D and are developed with a surface
parking lot and nightclub (Lure). The southern adjacent property (across De Longpre Avenue)
is zoned C4-2D and is developed with an auto body shop. The southwestern adjoining
property is zoned PF-1XL and is developed with LAFD Station 27 and LAPD Hollywood
Station. The southeastern adjoining property is zoned C4-2D-SN and is developed with
commercial uses and a surface parking lot. The western adjoining property is zoned C4-2D
and is developed with office/production uses. The eastern adjoining property (across Ivar
Avenue) is zoned C4-2D-SN and is developed with a seven-level parking structure and
Cinerama Dome commercial center.
The 220 guest room hotel will have approximately 74,362 square feet of floor area with an
F.A.R. of 3.69 to 1. The site is presently restricted to a maximum F.A.R. of 3 to 1. The
upcoming Hollywood Community Plan update foresees the potential to increase the base
F.A.R. throughout most of the Hollywood Regional Center to a minimum of 4.5 to 1, which the
project would be consistent with. The proposed height and massing are in line with
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surrounding development, and comply with the Citywide Commercial Design Guidelines,
which encourage ground floor pedestrian activation and limited setbacks. The project site is
zoned for commercial uses and the site is an appropriate location for a hotel use with
restaurant and rooftop bar.
The proposed use of the hotel with an F.A.R. of 3.69 to 1 and alcohol sales has been
conditioned so that the project’s location, size, height, and operations will not adversely affect
or further degrade the adjacent properties or the surrounding neighborhood. The sale of
alcoholic beverages in conjunction with the restaurant, in-room controlled access cabinets,
courtyard, and rooftop venues are anticipated to be an ancillary service and amenity to the
guests and residents in the area. As proposed, the project will be compatible with the
surrounding neighborhood and will not further degrade adjacent properties, the surrounding
neighborhood or the public health, welfare, and safety.
3. The project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of the

General Plan, the applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan
The Land Use Element of the General Plan divides the City into 35 Community Plan areas.
The Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Regional Center
Commercial land uses with corresponding zones of C2, C4, P, PB, RAS3, RAS4, and Height
District No. 2D. The subject property is presently zoned C4-2D and is consistent with the
current land use. A hotel use is permitted by right in the C4 Zone when the project is located
more than 500 feet from the nearest residential zone. The project is consistent with the
following objective of the Hollywood Community Plan:
Objective 1

To further the development of Hollywood as a major center of population,
employment, retail services, and entertainment...

Alcohol
The Community Plan text does not specifically address the requested conditional use for the
sale and dispensing of a full line of alcohol for on-site consumption. The LAMC allows the
City Planning Commission to approve the use under the authority of Section 12.24 W.1 and
Section 12.36 (Multiple Approvals Ordinance), if the findings of fact can be made in the
affirmative. As conditioned, approval of the conditional use can be deemed to substantially
conform to the purpose, intent and provisions of the General Plan and the Hollywood
Community Plan. The proposed project will promote economic development and create a
viable commercial and short term residential enterprise in the Regional Center of the
Hollywood Community Plan. The hotel will offer a full service restaurant and both in-room and
rooftop alcohol sale locations. Granting the request with conditions of approval that ensure
compatibility with surrounding uses will allow the proposed project to substantially conform
with the purpose, intent, and provisions of the General Plan. With conditions and limitations
imposed by the City Planning Commission, the surrounding properties should be protected
from predictable impacts of the proposed uses.
F.A.R. Increase
The General Plan is the City’s roadmap for future growth and development. The General Plan
Elements establish goals, policies, purposes, and programs that provide for the regulatory
environment in managing the City, and for addressing environmental concerns and problems.
The majority of the policies derived from these elements are implemented in the form of
Municipal Code requirements. The General Plan is comprised of the Framework Element,
seven state-mandated elements, and four additional elements. The Framework Element
establishes the broad overall policy and direction for the General Plan.
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Objective 3.10 - Reinforce existing and encourage the development of new regional
centers that accommodate a broad range of uses that serve, provide job
opportunities, and are accessible to the region, are compatible with adjacent land
uses, and are developed to enhance urban lifestyles.
Under the City’s Framework Element, a Regional Center is a focal point of regional commerce,
identity and activity and contains diverse uses such as corporate and professional offices,
multi-family residential uses, retail commercial malls, restaurants, mixed-use buildings,
government buildings, major health facilities, major entertainment and cultural facilities and
supporting services. Generally, Regional Centers are characterized by six to 20 story buildings
or higher (mid to high rise), and are usually major transportation hubs.
The project is a mixed-use development with hotel, restaurant, and entertainment uses at the
site. The project will also offer new employment opportunities in the city. The site is also
located in a convenient location for public transit, within 1,500 feet of the Metro Red Line
Hollywood/Vine subway station and is within close proximity to Metro local bus services on
Vine Street and Sunset Boulevard.
As stated previously in Finding No. 1, the site’s D limitation grants the authority to allow
increases in F.A.R. beyond 3:1 to the Community Redevelopment Agency Board and to the
City Planning Commission. The project site is located in the Hollywood Regional Center, which
is designated to be the focal point for regional commerce, identity, and activity within the
community plan area. Given the site’s location within the commercial center of Hollywood, and
its proximity to transit infrastructure, the increase in F.A.R. to 3.69 to 1 is warranted. The
additional F.A.R will allow the project to provide needed guest rooms and entertainment
facilities within a prominent location in Hollywood. As proposed, the project is in conformance
with the spirit and intent of the General Plan and other City polices which aim to promote the
subject property and its immediate area with healthy and viable commercial activity.
Redevelopment Plan
Enacted on June 29, 2011, Assembly Bill 1x-26 (AB 26) revised provisions of the Community
Redevelopment Law of the State of California, to dissolve all redevelopment agencies and
community development agencies in existence and designate successor agencies, as
defined, as successor entities. Among the revisions, the amendments to the law withdrew all
authority to transact business or authorize powers previously granted under the Community
Redevelopment Law (Section 34172.a.2), and vested successor agencies with all authority,
rights, powers, duties and obligations previously vested with the former redevelopment
agencies (Section 34172.b). To that end, the CRA/LA, a Designated Local Authority, the
successor agency to the CRA, approved Resolution No. 16 (June 21,2012), affecting the City
Center, Central Industrial, Hollywood, Pacific Corridor, and Wilshire Center/Koreatown
Redevelopment Project Areas, and which resolved that:
Tor the purposes of determining whether land uses proposed in
development
applications for any property located in the project areas are permitted uses, it is hereby
determined that any land uses permitted for such property by the applicable provisions of
the City of Los Angeles General Plan, Community Plan and Zoning Ordinance, all as they
now exist or are hereafter amended or supplanted from time to time, shall be permitted
land uses for all purposes under the applicable Redevelopment Plan.
The land use designation for any property in a project area set forth in the
Redevelopment Plan Map and the land use regulations for such property set forth
in the Redevelopment Plan for the applicable project area shall defer to and be
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superseded by the applicable City of Los Angeles General Plan, Community Plan
and Zoning Ordinance land use designations and regulations for such property, all
as they now exist of are hereafter amended or supplanted from time to time.”
As previously discussed, the current land use designation for the project site in both the
Hollywood Community Plan and the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan is Regional Center
Commercial. The project would develop a hotel offering a mix of residential and commercial
land uses on the project site. The Redevelopment Plan states that the Regional Center
Commercial land use designation should generally provide goods and services that are
designed in a manner that appeals to a regional market, as well as to local markets, and
includes uses such as theaters, restaurants, hotels, offices, and retail or service
businesses. Residential uses may be permitted in commercial areas pursuant to Section
506.3 of the Redevelopment Plan. Therefore, the residential (hotel) and commercial uses
proposed for the project would be consistent with the Regional Center Commercial land use
designation.
As set forth in the Redevelopment Plan, development under the Regional Center Commercial
designation is generally limited to an F.A.R of 4.5:1. The project proposes an F.A.R of 3.69
to 1. Therefore, the project would be consistent with the existing land use designation and
F.A.R. limitations.
Section 300 of the Redevelopment Plan sets forth 16 goals for the Redevelopment
Plan. Redevelopment Plan goals applicable to the project include:
Goal 3-Promote a balanced community meeting the needs of the residential,
commercial, industrial, arts and entertainment sectors;
Goal 9-Provide housing choices and increase the supply and improve the quality of
housing for all income and age groups, especially for persons with low and moderate
incomes; and to provide home ownership opportunities and other housing choices
which meet the needs of the resident population:
Goal 12-Support and encourage a circulation system which will improve the quality of
life in Hollywood, including pedestrian, automobile, parking and mass transit systems
with an emphasis on serving existing facilities and meeting future needs.
Goal 14-Promote and encourage development of recreational and cultural facilities
and open spaces necessary to support attractive residential neighborhoods and
commercial centers.
Specifically, the project would contribute to these goals through the intensification of the
existing developed property, providing an additional supply of 220 guest rooms and
neighborhood serving amenities such as restaurants and bars. The mixed-use project will
increase the supply as well as the quality of short-term housing options available in the
Hollywood community.
The project will improve pedestrian safety through project lighting, signage, and sidewalk and
streetscape improvements. The project would support Goal 12 by promoting the use of public
transportation and a reduction in vehicle miles traveled by concentrating new development
within an area well-served by a variety of transit options.
The project will support Goal 14 by providing approximately 8,322 square feet of rooftop open
space with 1,575 square feet of landscaping, featuring a pool deck for hotel guests to
congregate and an enclosed rooftop bar that will be open to the public. The project will also
include landscaping on the ground floor and within a third floor courtyard.
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Based on the analysis above, the project would be consistent with the Hollywood
Redevelopment Plan.

Conditional Use - Alcohol Specific
4. The proposed use will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community.
The approval of the conditional use to permit the sale of alcoholic beverages for on- site
consumption within a hotel with on-site restaurant, courtyard, and rooftop bar will not
adversely affect the welfare of the community. The applicant has worked in cooperation with
LAPD and the local community to create a set of operating conditions that allow the operator
a reasonable operation while safeguarding the community from the potential impacts of the
development. Operating limitations include restrictions on live entertainment, number of
special events, prohibitions on public dancing, and limited hours of operation for outdoor
venues. The project has also been required to provide licensed security during operating
hours to enhance the safety of the site and to create a controlled, secure environment. The
sale of alcoholic beverages at the hotel is anticipated to be ancillary to the main services that
will be provided by the hotel. Therefore, as conditioned, the proposed use will not adversely
affect the welfare of the pertinent community.
5. The granting of the application will not result in an undue concentration of premises

for the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic beverages, including beer and
wine, in the area of the City involved, giving consideration to applicable State laws and
to the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control’s guidelines for undue
concentration; and also giving consideration to the number and proximity of these
establishments within a one thousand foot radius of the site, the crime rate in the area
(especially those crimes involving public drunkenness, the illegal sale or use of
narcotics, drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and disorderly conduct), and whether
revocation or nuisance proceedings have been initiated for any use in the area.
According to the California State Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) licensing
criteria for the subject Census Tract No. 1908.02, there are two on-site and one off-site
licenses allocated. Within 1,000 feet of the subject property, there are currently 25 active
licenses, including 23 on-site and two off-site licenses.
The number of existing on-site within the census tract where the subject site is located
exceeds ABC's guidelines. Concentration can be undue when the addition of a license will
negatively impact a neighborhood. Concentration is not undue when the approval of a license
does not negatively impact an area, but rather such a license benefits the public welfare and
convenience. The project is located within a Regional Center where a variety of uses is
permitted and encouraged and an increased concentration of licenses is anticipated. In
addition, the census tract in which the project is located is an active commercial area that is a
destination point for many and where there is a demand and expectation for increased alcohol
license issuances.
According to statistics provided by the Los Angeles Police Department’s Hollywood Vice Unit,
within Crime Reporting District No. 666, which has jurisdiction over the subject property, a
total of 1,160 crimes were reported in 2016 (378 Part I and 782 Part II crimes), compared to
the area average of 388 crimes for the same reporting period. Alcohol related Part II Crimes
reported include Narcotics (116), Liquor Laws (10), Public Drunkenness (36), Disturbing the
Peace (1), Disorderly Conduct (68), Gambling (0), DUI related (47) and other offenses (211).
These numbers do not reflect the total number of arrests in the subject reporting district over
the accountable year. Arrests for this calendar year may reflect crimes reported in previous
years.
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In active commercial areas where there is a demand for licenses beyond the allocated
number, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) has recognized that highactivity retail and commercial centers are supported by a significant and growing employee,
visitor, and resident population in the area. The ABC has discretion to approve an application
if there is evidence that normal operations will not be contrary to public welfare and will not
interfere with the quiet enjoyment of property by residents. As proposed by the submitted
application and conditioned herein by the City, the requested application will be implemented
with conditions intended to prevent public drinking, driving under the influence, and public
drunkenness. Negative impacts commonly associated with the sale of alcoholic beverages,
such as criminal activity, public drunkenness, and loitering are mitigated by the imposition of
conditions requiring responsible management and deterrents against loitering. These
conditions will safeguard the welfare of the community. As conditioned, allowing the sale of
a full line of alcohol for on-site consumption is not undue or anticipated to create a law
enforcement issue.
Although the site is located within a crime reporting district where the crime rate is higher than
the area wide average, no evidence or communications were received indicating that the
location of the proposed hotel has been the subject of criminal or nuisance activity. The
Hollywood Area Vice Unit submitted a letter of non-opposition to the request dated January
29, 2018, and requested operational conditions be placed on the property to minimize impacts
from the project. Those conditions, including the prohibition on live entertainment on the
rooftop and limitations on hours of operation seeks to minimize noise impacts on the
surrounding community. At the hearing LAPD stated that hotels are encouraged in Hollywood
and that they support the project with conditions imposed. A number of LAPD's recommended
conditions are consistent with the conditions of approval imposed herein.
Therefore, the project will not adversely affect community welfare because a hotel with
restaurants and alcohol sales is a desirable use in an area designated for regional commercial
uses. In this case, the proposed project will provide a convenience to visitors and residents
in the area and as conditioned, will not negatively impact the area. The City Planning
Commission has incorporated numerous operational conditions to the grant that address
noise, safety and security to ensure the proposed use is conducted with due regard for
surrounding properties and to reduce any potential crime issues or nuisance activity.

6. The proposed use will not detrimentally affect nearby residentially zoned communities
in the area of the City involved, after giving consideration to the distance of the
proposed use from residential buildings, churches, schools, hospitals, public
playgrounds and other similar uses, and other establishments dispensing, for sale or
other consideration, alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine.
The following sensitive uses are located within 1,000 feet of the subject site:
•
•

Los Angeles Film School - 6363 North Sunset Boulevard
Pickford Center for Motion Picture Study - 1313 Vine Street

The sale of alcoholic beverages will be in a controlled environment within the hotel and
restaurant and will be managed by trained employees and subject to multiple noise and
security measures. Thus, the proposed use will not detrimentally affect these sensitive uses
within proximity of the subject site. To ensure that the nearby sensitive uses are adequately
mitigated from any potential adverse impacts of this project, conditions been imposed to
ensure that no littering, excessive noise or light will result from the operation of this business.
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Therefore, with the conditions imposed herein, the restaurant should not detrimentally affect
the neighboring sensitive uses or create potential nuisances for the surrounding area.

Zone Variance Findings
7. The strict application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would result in
practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the general purpose
and intent of the zoning regulations.
The strict application of the provisions of the LAMC that prohibit restaurants with outdoor
eating areas above the ground-floor level would result in practical difficulties or unnecessary
hardships inconsistent with the general purpose and intent of the zoning regulations. The
zoning regulations allow certain land uses in various zones in order to achieve compatibility
between respective uses. Such regulations, however, are written on a city-wide basis and
often do not consider unique characteristics of a specific site’s intended use or the character
of a particular community.
The project site is located in an area characterized by the Hollywood Community Plan as the
“Hollywood Center,” which is designated to function as "the commercial center for Hollywood
and surrounding communities and as an entertainment center for the entire region." The
project site’s C4 Zone restricts outdoor dining to the ground floor, which imposes an
unnecessary hardship on the project that is inconsistent with the general purpose and intent
of the zoning regulations.
The intent of the C4 restriction on outdoor dining above the ground floor is to minimize noise
impacts on the surrounding community by requiring dining in an enclosed space. The project
will still meet the intent of the zoning regulations by limiting outdoor uses to a reasonable hour,
restricting amplified music and live entertainment, including glass guardrails to minimize
noise, and by virtue of distance from sensitive receptors.
The hotel project looks to create a tourist destination and a new local venue where
neighborhood residents and visitors alike can congregate, dine, and enjoy panoramic views
of the city, in keeping with the Hollywood Community Plan’s vision to further the area as an
entertainment center. Modern luxury hotels often offer amenities such as rooftop bars and
unenclosed courtyards to function as social gathering spaces for guests, residents, and
visitors to the area. The C4 zone does not consider the unique characteristic of the Hollywood
Center, which encourages these types of uses to further Hollywood as the center for
entertainment for the entire region. In light of the foregoing, the strict application of the zoning
regulations would result in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the
general purposes and intent of the zoning regulations.

8. There are special circumstances applicable to the subject property such as size, shape,
topography, location or surroundings that do not apply generally to other property in
the same zone and vicinity.
The subject property is a rectangular-shaped lot, comprised of approximately 0.46 acres. The
site is bound by three public streets and an alleyway with approximately 131 feet of frontage
along the north side of De Longpre Avenue, 131 feet along the south side of the alley, 136
feet on the east side of Cahuenga Boulevard and 136 feet on the west side of Ivar Avenue.
The site is unique in that it is constrained on four sides by public rights of way, thus limiting
developable area or the ability to expand the site’s footprint.
The proposed project is a boutique luxury hotel that is expected to offer modern day amenities
including restaurants, rooftop lounges, and courtyards. Due to the constrained lot size, it is
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not feasible for the project to provide those amenities, including outdoor dining on the ground
floor. It is a more desirable and better use of land for the project to maximize the site with a
fully built out structure. The zoning code encourages this form in Regional Center Commercial
land use designation by permitting no setbacks along street frontages for mixed-use buildings,
to which this project qualifies (LAMC Section 12.22-A,18). Consistent with the Citywide
Commercial Design Guidelines, the project adheres to recommended site planning guidelines
by locating building frontages at the front property line. In doing so, the site has no room to
accommodate ground floor outdoor dining spaces. Thus, the project has proposed above
ground outdoor dining spaces.
The C4 Zone’s restriction on above ground outdoor dining is not consistent with the
Community Plan’s vision for a regionally significant entertainment district. The project’s
location is unique in that it is designated Regional Center, zoned C4, and located more than
500 feet away from the nearest residential zone. This location would benefit the city by
providing a new hotel with rooftop venue that will attract tourists and visitors from around the
world. The project site is located a sufficient distance (at least 500 feet) from the nearest
residential zone. In addition, operating conditions are in place to restrict potential impacts from
the use, including limits to access, operating hours, live entertainment, and additional security
guard requirements to ensure that the project is operated in a responsible manner. Thus, the
site’s constrained size, location within the Hollywood Center, and distance from sensitive uses
are special circumstances applicable to the subject property that does not apply to other
properties in the same zone or vicinity.

9. Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial
property right or use generally possessed by other property in the same zone and
vicinity but which, because of such special circumstances and practical difficulties or
unnecessary hardships, is denied the property in question.
It is an unnecessary hardship to restrict outdoor dining above the ground floor in an area
where entertainment and visitor serving uses are encouraged. The project site is located
within the Hollywood Regional Center. There are many existing and proposed projects in the
Hollywood area and throughout the city that include dining above the ground floor by variance.
Other Hollywood area hotels with above ground outdoor dining include the Dream Hotel at
6417 Selma Avenue, Mama Shelter at 6500 Selma Avenue, and the W Hotel at 6250
Hollywood Boulevard,
The Dream Hotel at 6417 Selma Avenue (located in the C4-2D Zone approximately 0.3 miles
to the northwest of the project site) obtained a variance to permit outdoor dining on the 8th
floor and rooftop area of the venue (Case No. CPC-2007-3931-ZC-HD-CUB-ZV-SPR). Hotels
in other Regional Center areas of the city including Downtown Los Angeles have also obtained
variances for outdoor dining above the ground floor including the Freehand at 416 West 8th
Street (Case No. ZA-2014-4048-CUB-CUX-ZV). Therefore, there are properties within the
same zone and vicinity that possess the substantial property right of having outdoor dining
above the ground floor and because of unnecessary hardships as a result of the C4 Zone, is
denied the property in question.

10. The granting of such variance will not be materially detrimental to the public welfare or
injurious to the property or improvements in the same zone or vicinity in which the
property is located.
Allowing the project to incorporate outdoor dining above the ground floor at a rooftop lounge
and courtyard will not be materially detrimental to the public welfare. The hotel, restaurant,
bar and lounge use, including above ground dining, is compatible with the surrounding
Regional Commercial Center uses and complements the City’s vision of Hollywood as a
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thriving entertainment district. The property is located within the Hollywood Center, a
regionally significant commercial and entertainment hub with no residentially zoned properties
within 500 feet of the site. Due to the property's surrounding uses, rooftop dining above the
ground floor will not be detrimental or pose a nuisance to the public welfare. The project will
also include design features including a glass guardrail and landscaping on the rooftop to
further increase noise attenuation at the site. The project is required to comply with the
citywide noise ordinance and has been conditioned to ensure the operation will not pose a
nuisance to the public welfare. The conditions related to facility operations have been
incorporated as recommended by LAPD Hollywood Vice and include restrictions on live
entertainment, hours of operation, and requirements to provide private security at the site. As
stated at the hearing, LAPD is generally supportive of the project and is looking to restrain
noise at the site. As such, the variance to permit outdoor dining above the ground floor will
not be materially detrimental to the public welfare.

11. The granting of the variance will not adversely affect any element of the General Plan.
The Land Use Element of the General Plan divides the City into 35 Community Plan areas.
The Hollywood Community Plan designates the subject property for Regional Center
Commercial land uses with corresponding zones of C2, C4, P, PB, RAS3, RAS4, and Height
District No. 2D. The subject property is presently zoned C4-2D and is consistent with the
current land use. The project is consistent with the following objectives of the Hollywood
Community Plan:
Objective 1. To further the development of Hollywood as a major center of
population, employment, retail services, and entertainment; and to perpetuate its
image as the international center of the motion picture industry.
Objective 4 - Allocating and distributing commercial lands for retail, service, and
office facilities in quantities and patterns based on accepted planning principles
and standards.
The granting of this variance will not adversely affect any element of the General Plan. The
use of outdoor terraces and courtyards for dining and entertainment is consistent with the
Hollywood Community Plan’s goal for the area to be a "major center of population,
employment, retail services, and entertainment." The hotel with above ground dining will
further the Community Plan’s vision of creating a regionally significant entertainment district.
The project with above ground dining will promote revitalization of an underutilized area by
constructing a boutique hotel that is compatible with surrounding retail, restaurant and other
commercial uses. The project is also consistent with the following objectives identified in
subsection 506.2.3 of the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan:
Objective A - to concentrate high intensity and/or density development in areas
with reasonable proximity or direct access to high capacity transportation
facilities...
Objective C - to provide focal points of entertainment, tourist, or pedestrian
oriented uses in order to create a quality urban environment.
The project site is located within 1,500 feet of the Metro Red Line Hollywood/Vine Station and
is within 500 feet of high capacity and frequent bus services along Sunset Boulevard,
Cahuenga Boulevard, and Vine Street that offers convenient access to mass transit that
serves the greater Los Angeles region. The proposed boutique hotel is envisioned to be a
focal point for tourist, entertainment, and pedestrian oriented uses in the Hollywood area. The
project will be a new anchor for the southern end of the Cahuenga Boulevard corridor, which
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is presently lined by hotels, restaurants, bars, theaters, and retail uses. The hotel with outdoor
dining above the ground floor will offer a venue for social gatherings and entertainment in a
pedestrian oriented building with convenient access to public transit and ride share services.
As such, the project will not adversely affect any element of the General Plan and is consistent
with the General Plan, the Hollywood Community Plan, and the Hollywood Redevelopment
Plan.

Site Plan Review Findings
12. The project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of
the General Plan, applicable community plan.
The project site is comprised of four tied lots and is bound by an alleyway to the north, Ivar
Avenue to the east, De Longpre Avenue to the south, and Cahuenga Boulevard to the east.
The Hollywood Community Plan designates the site for Regional Center Commercial land
uses with corresponding zones of C2, C4, P, PB, RAS3, RAS4, and height District No. 2D.
The D limitation allows projects to exceed the by-right 3 to 1 F.A.R. by complying with CRA
requirements and through approval from the City Planning Commission. The property is not
located within a specific plan and is not located within an interim control ordinance area. The
Hollywood Community Plan contains the following text.
Objective 1: To further the development of Hollywood as a major center of population,
employment, retail services, and entertainment, and to perpetuate its image as the
international center of the motion picture industry.
The project is consistent with the objectives of the Community Plan by furthering the
development of the Hollywood by allowing for the redevelopment of an underutilized site with
a boutique hotel with unique services and amenities. The project includes 220 guest rooms
with ancillary restaurant, bar, and rooftop uses. The development will also provide additional
employment opportunities within an underdeveloped site within 1,500 feet of a fixed rail transit
station, offering convenient connections to the regional rail network. The hotel will further the
development of Hollywood as an employment and entertainment center by providing jobs and
creating new venues that will perpetuate its image as the center of the entertainment industry.
The project is also consistent with the following Mobility Plan text:
Policy 5.4: Continue to encourage the adoption of low and zero emission fuel sources
new mobility technologies, and supporting infrastructure.
The project has been conditioned to provide 800 square feet of rooftop solar facilities. The
project’s solar panel requirement will decrease the dependency of the hotel on public utility
electrical power and reduce fossil fuel usage and greenhouse gas emissions by supporting
the operation of the 11 on-site EV chargers. As proposed, the project will be in substantial
conformance with the provisions of the General Plan and the Hollywood Community Plan.

13. The project consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures (including height,
bulk and setbacks), off-street parking facilities, loading areas, lighting, landscaping,
trash collection, and other such pertinent improvements that is or will be compatible
with existing and future development on neighboring properties.
Compatibility with Existing and Future Development
The proposed building is consistent with the visual character of the area. Surrounding uses
include a nightclub to the north, a six-story parking garage and large commercial development
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to the east (Cinerama Dome), automotive repair to the south, and commercial offices to the
west. Future development within the immediate area includes a new mixed-use residential
project that includes a 19-story residential tower and six-story mixed-use buildings to the
southeast (The Academy).
The project site is undergoing excavation for the previously approved hotel’s subterranean
parking levels (Case No. DIR-2015-3166-SPR). The proposed project will occupy the same
building envelope as the previously approved hotel, with changes in interior configuration
resulting in additional floor area and overall building height. The building will be built to the
street with pedestrian entrances along Cahuenga Boulevard, De Longpre Avenue, and Ivar
Street. The hotel’s porte cochere will be along De Longpre Avenue. The northern frontage
along the alleyway has commercial loading areas and access ramps to the project’s
subterranean parking garage. The garage has accommodations for three levels of
subterranean parking with 104 vehicle parking spaces. Of the 104 vehicle parking spaces, 11
will have EV Chargers. The project will also provide 800 square feet of solar facilities on the
rooftop. The Hollywood Community Plan identifies the project site as part of the Hollywood
Center, in reference to the site’s central location within the core of the Hollywood regional
commercial center. The project has been conditioned to ensure that convenient and efficient
public access for pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles will be provided.
Arrangement of Buildings (Height, Bulk. Setbacks)
The location of the building has been designed to be compatible with adjacent uses. In
keeping with the Citywide Commercial Design Guidelines, the project adheres to
recommended site planning guidelines by locating building frontages at the front property line.
The project has zero setbacks along all street frontages. The hotel’s lobby will also be visible
to the street and will help activate the project’s De Longpre Avenue street frontage. The hotel
is located in the C4-2D Zone, which permits unlimited height and a maximum F.A.R. of 3 to
1, with an ability to go beyond 3 to 1 through approval from the City Planning Commission.
The proposed hotel is approximately 94 feet in height with an F.A.R. of approximately 3.69 to
1. The project is located within the Hollywood Regional Center, where regional serving uses
and taller buildings are expected. The project’s height and bulk are compatible with
surrounding development, including the easterly adjoining six-story parking structure that
serves the Cinerama Dome development. Therefore, the proposed bulk, height, and setbacks
of the development are similar to nearby structures, and the proposed landscaping will make
the site more attractive for guests and visitors and well integrated with the surrounding
neighborhood.
Parking, Loading Areas. Trash Collection
Special attention has also been given to the siting and design of the location of loading areas
and trash enclosures to minimize impacts to surrounding uses. Loading area and trash
enclosures are accessed from the alley, thereby removing potential conflicts with pedestrians
along the project’s main street frontages.
The hotel’s porte cochere is located along De Longpre Avenue with one entry and one exit
driveway. Parking attendants will take vehicles down into the hotel’s subterranean parking
garage. The project is required to provide 107 automobile parking spaces, and through bicycle
parking reductions will provide 104 spaces, of which 11 will include Electric Vehicle charging
stations. The project will also provide 94 bicycle parking spaces, which is 50 more spaces
than the 44 required. The project includes two bicycle storage rooms - one along Cahuenga
Boulevard that includes a repair/maintenance area, and the other in front of the porte cochere
with direct access to the lobby and Ivar Avenue. The trash enclosure is located adjacent to
the loading area and is fully enclosed.
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Landscaping
The project will provide 1,575 square feet of landscaping on the rooftop deck, 208 square feet
of landscaping in the interior courtyard and a varying landscape buffer along the property’s
street frontages. The rooftop will contain raised planter areas that are three feet deep and
house a plant pallet including Tree Aloe, Gold Medallion Tree, Kentia Palm, Dwarf Pink
Plumeria, and African Sumac. The courtyard will contain Tree Aloe and Lady Palm plants.
Lighting
The proposed project’s lighting scheme will be compatible with surrounding development.
Exterior lighting will illuminate on-site facilities in order to provide sufficient lighting for
circulation and security, while minimizing impacts on adjacent properties. There is a high
amount of ground transparency that will allow light to activate and enhance the pedestrian
environmental along street frontages at night.
The project has been conditioned, herein, to ensure that the proposed arrangement of
buildings, off-street parking facilities, and other such pertinent improvements will be
compatible with existing and future development on neighboring properties.

14. That any residential project provides recreational and service amenities in order to
improve habitability for the residents and minimize impacts on neighboring properties.
The hotel use is defined as a residential use due to the habitable rooms; however, it is not
required to provide open space pursuant to LAMC Section 12.21-G as there are no dwelling
units proposed. Although recreational and service amenities are not required, the hotel will
provide an indoor fitness are, swimming pool, putting green, and sundry shop. In addition, the
hotel will offer the unique amenity of being located within an integrating commercial shopping
center offering convenient pedestrian linkages between the various buildings at the site. As
conditioned herein, impacts will be minimized on neighboring properties.

Environmental Findings
15. Environmental Finding. On November 9, 2017, the Department of City Planning released
an Addendum to the previously adopted Mitigated Negative Declaration No. ENV-2015-3167MND. The original MND was adopted on June 16, 2016.
Pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15164, the
lead or responsible agency shall prepare an addendum to a previously certified EIR if some
changes or additions are necessary but none of the conditions described in Section 15162
calling for preparation of a subsequent EIR have occurred. An addendum to an adopted
negative declaration may be prepared if only minor technical changes or additions are
necessary or none of the conditions described in Section 15162 calling for the preparation of
a subsequent EIR or negative declaration have occurred. An addendum need not be
circulated for public review but can be included in or attached to the final EIR or adopted
negative declaration. The decision-making body shall consider the addendum with the final
EIR or adopted negative declaration prior to making a decision on the project. A brief
explanation of the decision not to prepare a subsequent EIR pursuant to Section 15162 should
be included in an addendum to an EIR, the lead agency's required findings on the project, or
elsewhere in the record. The explanation must be supported by substantial evidence.
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15162, when a negative declaration has been adopted
for a project, no subsequent EIR shall be prepared for that project unless the lead agency
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determines, on the basis of substantial evidence in the light of the whole record, one or more
of the following:
a. Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of
the previous EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified
significant effects;
b. Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project
is undertaken which will require major revisions of the previous EIR or negative
declaration due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects; or
c. New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR was
certified as complete or the negative declaration was adopted, shows any of the
following:
d. The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the previous EIR
or negative declaration;
e. Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than shown
in the previous EIR;
f. Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact
be feasible and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the
project, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or
alternative; or
g- Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those
analyzed in the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects
on the environment, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure
or alternative.
Given the fact no new significant impacts were identified as a result of the now Modified
Project, an Addendum was prepared. This Addendum reflects the independent judgment of
the lead agency and determined that this project would not have a significant effect upon
the environment provided the potential impacts are mitigated to a less than significant level.
All feasible mitigation measures have been incorporated into the project as Conditions of
Approval to ensure that there will be no significant unavoidable environmental impacts.
The Proposed Modified Project may cause potentially significant impacts on the
environment without mitigation. The Addendum to the environmental analysis (ENV-20153167-MND) concludes that none of the proposed changes to the Project would generate or
result in any new significant environmental impacts and the mitigation measures identified
in the adopted Mitigated Negative Declaration shall be readopted for the purposes of
avoiding and mitigating all potential adverse impacts on the environment in association with
the associated case: CPC-2016-3841-ZV-CU-CUB-SPR. Finally, based on the fact that
these impacts can be feasibly mitigated to less than significant, and based on the findings
and thresholds for Mandatory Findings of Significance as described in the California
Environmental Quality Act, section 15065, the overall project impacts(s) on the environment
(after mitigation) will not:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Substantially degrade environmental quality.
Substantially reduce fish or wildlife habitat.
Cause a fish or wildlife habitat to drop below self-sustaining levels.
Threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community.
Reduce number, or restrict range of a rare, threatened, or endangered species.
Eliminate important examples of major periods of California history or prehistory.
Achieve short-term goals to the disadvantage of long-term goals.
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Result in environmental effects that are individually limited but cumulatively
considerable.
Result in environmental effects that will cause substantial adverse effects on human
beings.

The prepared Addendum was not published for formal comment; however, staff has
received letters from interested parties. While such letters presented arguments against the
Proposed Project, they did not present any new information that would warrant any changes
to the environmental analysis as presented in the Addendum to the previously adopted
MND.
The records upon which this decision is based are with the Environmental Review Section
of the Planning Department in Room 750, 200 North Spring Street.

16. Flood Insurance. The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part of the
Flood Hazard Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance No.
172,081, have been reviewed and it has been determined that this project is located in Flood
Zone C, areas of minimal flooding.

